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CHAPTER

Introduction
An important task of computer systems is the swift processing of sequentially
ordered data. Such streaming I/O is the common pattern behind networking
and multimedia, for instance: tasks that are increasingly commonplace and
whose bandwidth demands continue to grow with Internet uptake and service fidelity. Streaming I/O applications cannot scale service naturally with
Moore’s Law, because they stress multiple hardware components (CPU cores,
caches, main memory and I/O devices), some of which do not scale with
Moore’s Law themselves (such as memory access latency). This thesis proposes a number of new techniques that ensure high streaming application
throughput on diverse systems. In I/O, stress originates not only in application code, but accrues systemwide, especially at crossings between tasks and
processors, in the form of signaling (task switching, polling and interrupting) and memory operations (copying, page fault handling and cache/TLB
misses). Adapting application behavior to match hardware features can significantly reduce this cost and increase throughput. Cache aware transfers
are 3 times as fast as their default equivalents in Linux (Section 4.5); video
player communication is 67% cheaper (Section 7.2). But diversity among
computer system makes these opportunities moving targets. Reaching high
throughput in the face of core and cache variation demands careful optimization — which for most users is too daunting or tedious. Automation offers
consistent diligence and is cost-effective for these long lived streaming I/O
applications.
This thesis proposes the Streamline system I/O software layer to allow ap1
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plications to achieve high throughput while hiding most tedious work from
the programmer. Streamline consistently reaches high throughput by reducing data movement and signaling between applications, kernel and devices.
It is based on Unix [Rit84] and built into Linux. Streamline extends Unix
pipelines to kernel and device contexts, because much I/O processing takes
place here. By spanning across all contexts, it controls and can optimize all
data movement and processing. Over Unix, it reduces crossing cost by replacing copying with shared memory and indirect access and by replacing context
switches with userlevel threading where possible and by batching switches
elsewhere. It increases processing efficiency by moving logic to the most suitable context. It identifies hardware, calculates capacity and plans execution
to maximize end-to-end throughput. In short, Streamline adapts Unix I/O
to diverse systems. A reference implementation is open source (BSD/LGPL)
software released for Linux 2.6.19 and higher. Streamline features can be
grouped in interface, communication, computation and control concerns.
For each of these groups, this thesis contributes new ideas. We briefly summarize all here (but defer thorough explanation of technical terms to the respective chapters):
Interface (Ch. 3) A virtual filesystem opens up all kernel I/O to user monitoring and control using any common tools or scripts. Pipes into the
kernel give processes live access to all OS streams. For application construction, Streamline revisits the Unix Shell pipeline syntax. It extends
it with parallel and conditional paths to support branching, e.g., for
protocol demultiplexing, filtering and connection handling, all without data touching. Split-join parallelism and backlinks build arbitrary
directed graphs; at joins, duplicate data can be transparently filtered
with Boolean logic. Loop constructs render the language Turing complete and enable multi-pass filtering. To apply all performance optimizations to existing applications, common socket and packet filter interfaces are built on top of these interfaces.
Communication (Ch. 4) Large shared buffers replace frequent copying and
virtual memory operations, increasing pipe throughput 4x. Software
indirection emulates pointer queues across protection domains to avoid
data touching systemwide; splicing uses the optimization for a 3-10x
throughput increase over common copying. Buffer specialization optimizes the implementation of the large shared buffers to match access
patterns; for example, cache scaling increases throughput by 200%, fragmentation avoidance wins 20%.

3
Computation (Ch. 5) Userlevel threading replaces signaling with function calling (up to 100x faster) and event batching amortizes the remaining cost
(3x as cheap). Write substitution replaces data edits with metadata
operations, appends or bookkeeping to reduce data contention (locking) and update collision (copying). Parallelism extraction detects safe
speedups: stateless kernels and session-handling filters are identified
along with the task parallelism inherent in the pipeline.
Control (Ch. 6) Reification enables runtime selection of filter implementations. Buffer specialization and stacking do the same for streams. A
graph transformation algorithm maps all such options onto a single
linear network flow program and computes an end-to-end (theoretical)
optimal mapping. State space grows quickly, but practical problems are
calculated in tens of milliseconds. Execution logic turns plans into real
applications; for embedded operation and safe hotspot optimization, it
integrates compilation and code loading. Unix file permissions on filters and streams enable safe restricted access to kernel and devices by
untrusted users, e.g., for task offload and zerocopy network reception.
They make trading of isolation for performance possible on a case-bycase basis.
Collectively, these changes improve legacy application throughput on common hardware 1.4x for the Bind DNS daemon, 3x for the MPlayer video player
and 3-10x for the Tcpdump traffic monitor. Heterogeneous computer systems reach Gigabit linerates for deep packet inspection, application layer intrusion prevention and cryptographic token-based switching as a result of
employing all hardware (Chapter 7).
In short, Streamline presents an adaptive operating system design for high
throughput I/O. This thesis follows a standard challenge-design-implementationevaluation layout, where the implementation part is divided into the four
mentioned concerns: interface, communication, computation and control.
Before we clarify and experimentally verify all introduced mechanisms, the
next section first examines the application domain and argues why pipeline
optimization is uniquely suited in principle to increase throughput across diverse systems.

CHAPTER

Challenges and Approach

To understand how throughput of network and media
applications can be increased, we examine their structure (2.1) and identify common bottlenecks (2.1.1), then
propose an optimization approach, application tailoring,
that can consistently avoid bottlenecks across ranges of
applications and computer systems and apply that to Unix
pipelines in Streamline (2.2). I/O optimization has considerable research to which we offset this work (2.3).
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2.1 Application Domain
Networking, multimedia and dataflow applications are at their core all operations on sequential streams of data (input/output, or I/O). Network applications encompass servers, clients and core elements. The first generally
handle large numbers of small streams, the second a few large streams and
the third ordinarily process stateless traffic. Illustrative examples are DNS
servers, email clients and IPv4 routers. All encompass device, generic I/O
and task-specific software processing. Multimedia applications produce or
consume streaming audio and video content. Music players, Internet phones
and digital television sets come to mind. Again, all consist of a combination
of software processes and block, network, audio and graphics device logic.
Dataflow processing is a generic term encompassing all applications whose
tasks consist of operations on externally generated streams of data. Intrusion
detection in network streams, fraud detection in financial streams and text
mining in conversations are examples. Firewalls that perform content analysis can also be included in this category, as can high performance computing
(HPC) applications that operate on live streams, such as live astronomical
observations [ACK+ 02, RBvM+ 06].
Guiding Example: Intrusion Prevention To make the challenges and
opportunities more concrete, we take one application as guiding example:
network intrusion prevention. The popularity of the Internet brings an equal
popularity of network-based computer intrusions. Because on this global
space, local laws are largely ineffective and police protection concomitantly
absent, task of securing data to reverts to individual users and systems. With
an abundance of types of attacks, effective intrusion prevention at the system perimeter involves a range of tests: payload inspection and behavioral
anomaly detection are just two examples. A powerful security strategy is “defense in depth”: combining orthogonal detection methods to increase detection rate. This approach is effective, but also resource intensive, as it executes
multiple processes with (soft) realtime constraints and has to transfer potentially large streams between them.
SafeCard [dBSvR+ 06] is an intrusion prevention system (IPS) that practices defense in depth while minimizing system load. It is a network intrusion
prevention system for edge hosts that combines full packet payload scanning,
application-layer protocol filtering (which requires traversing the entire protocol stack) and flow-based behavioral detection. Figure 2.1 presents a highlevel depiction of the sanitization phases each network packet most traverse.
At this point the specific meaning of each phase is not important, we will return to that when we discuss the implementation. We selected state-of-the-
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Figure 2.1: Defense layers in SafeCard

art methods that need considerable system resources and demonstrated for
the first time the feasibility of an application layer IPS without burdening the
CPU, by offloading all tasks to programmable peripheral processors on the
network interface card. SafeCard is a critical, high cost streaming I/O application that exploits peripheral resources when available and integrates new
protection mechanisms as they arrive. As such, it demonstrates the application type targeted by this thesis.
We will return tot the SafeCard example occasionally, whenever it can
clarify utility of individual components. We present the application itself in
detail in the evaluation section, where we also quantify its efficiency in practice.
Test Application Set Exposing all bottlenecks in this broad set of tasks
requires a basket of applications that vary in how they stress physical resources. For this purpose, we compile a compact application set for evaluation, each element of which exemplifies a common I/O processing profile.
We selected applications from all three identified domains and all three locations in the network.
DNS server. As first application class we look at highly parallel network servers.
The most extreme of these handle hundreds of thousands of requests
per second per host. At these rates, communication is necessarily stateless and communication limited to only few bytes per request. Such
servers pose an interesting benchmark case because their per unit application overhead low, exposing per-packet system I/O cost.
A prime example of this class are DNS servers. These form a critical part
of the Internet architecture as their domainname to address resolution
service is consulted routinely as part of application communication.
For each request, the fast [JV06] industry standard Bind9 server only
traverses an in-memory tree [NSH06] and payload is brief compared
to common maximum transfer unit sizes: both requests and responses
are around 100 bytes compared to 1500. We benchmark unmodified
Bind9.
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Video client. Multimedia clients expose a different system bottleneck. Here,
request parallelism is limited, as these user-centric tasks generally process one recording at a time (of course, recordings can consist of a number of tracks). Like DNS, media streaming can scale to high data rates,
but it saturates pipes with only few streams filled with large blocks. If
computationally demanding processing is offloaded to the GPU, this
profile demonstrates communication-intensive processing with large
per-unit cost. We evaluate communication cost by measuring the CPU
load (that includes I/O waiting time) when streaming a high-rate stream
to the popular MPlayer media client while bypassing expensive computational processing on the CPU.
Traffic analyzer. The last class of avoidable overhead that we want to measure is the kind introduced by parallel processing. For this purpose we
select a data flow application that attaches possibly multiple times to
an existing stream. Network traffic analyzers, such as intrusion detection systems, are uniquely suited. They operate as a core network
service, but often directly at the edge nodes that they mean to protect
(e.g., as part of anti-virus packages). Here they execute in their own
protected processes, but access the data from other tasks. They expose unnecessary data duplication by legacy operating systems. Modern software firewalls perform multiple types of defense: on parallel
architectures these actions should be parallelized to minimize latency
and spread load.
To observe performance degradation under increasing parallelism we
attach the popular tcpdump traffic analyzer to a moderate datastream.
The tcpdump application shows per packet information; it performs no
stateful processing. It introduces very little computation and therefore
adds stress mainly on the memory system. By default the application
touches only headers, but it can be configured to touch up to all data
in the stream. As a result, it can show scalability under parallelism for a
range of application profiles.

2.1.1 Opportunities
Throughput of streaming I/O applications depends in large part on efficiency
of data transfer between devices, kernel and applications. Such communication always crosscuts the traditional OS layering shown in Figure 2.2, where
it can introduce significant cost in the form of task switches, kernel mode
switches, cache and TLB misses, interrupts and page faults (to name only the
most important). The actual bottlenecks depend on computer system details,
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Figure 2.2: Layered Operating System Architecture

which vary from one machine to another: systems are increasingly diverse,
heterogeneous, parallel and memory constrained, we argue in Appendix A.
Before looking into specific cost saving opportunities, we observe where layered I/O leaves room for improvement. We present six common situations
that witness avoidable transport cost. All are present in Linux at least up to
version 2.6.30, but they are not necessarily limited to that OS. In each case,
we identify specific cost saving opportunities. Afterward, we extract the root
causes and identify opportunities for improvement.
Avoidable Bottlenecks
I/O bottlenecks take one of two forms. Communication overhead accrues
where data is forwarded: at the crossings between (hardware or software)
compartments. Computation inefficiency occurs when logic fails to exploit
specific hardware features (such as ISA extensions or coprocessors). On strictly
layered systems such as Windows, Linux or BSD (including MacOS X), applications encounter one or more of the communication and computation bottlenecks shown in Figure 2.3, each of which deserves a brief clarification.
1. ABI For security reasons, applications must communicate with devices
by calling into gateway code that separates untrusted application from
trusted system logic: the Application Binary Interface, or ABI. These
system calls transition execution into and out of the protected OS kernel environment (kernel mode switch) and to maintain strict memory isolation they copy data between the two environments. Both actions incur cost: kernelmode switches add tens to hundreds of CPU cycles to save state and incur secondary cost by requiring cache flushes.
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Copies cause roundtrips to main memory and unnecessary cache capacity misses from having to store data duplicates. The combined overhead can form a sizable portion of total processing (Section 7.2).
2. IPC ABI overhead affects not just device access. The trusted kernel also
isolates applications by making Inter Process Communication (IPC) primitives available in the ABI. Traffic between applications is copied both
into and out of the kernel, resulting in three versions of the same data.
Because buffering in the kernel is minimal, switching into and out of
kernel is frequent. What’s more, besides kernel mode switches between
CPU protection rings, IPC cause task switches between user processes.
These are more expensive: in the order of 1000 cycles on modern x86
processors.
3. Group I/O Multiprocess access to the same data is seen in group communication, (which subsumes 2-party IPC). This is common in some HPC
applications, but also simply when a virus scanner is enabled. Group
I/O is a generalization of IPC, where the number of data copies and task
switches grows linearly with group membership. Gains of shared memory and synchronization reduction therefore increase with group size.
Especially on manycore, efficient group communication is important.
4. Kernel Within the operating system kernel, data is copied unnecessarily
when subsystems cannot communicate effectively. A classic example
and practical bottleneck [PDZ00] is data hand-off between the file and
network subsystem. When a process transmits TCP data, the OS has
to construct packets, copy over payloads and add the packets to the
(re)transmission queue. If these packets hold file contents, their payload already resides in the file cache. Then, creating private copies for
TCP constitutes unnecessary data duplication: pinning of the file cache
page holding this data suffices. Simpler copying is generally used, however, because the file cache and network subsystems are functionally
isolated. Similar cost accrues on the network reception of file data.
TCP segments are reassembled, transferred to userspace, transferred
back to the kernel and added to the filecache, causing much copying
and switching.
5. Direct I/O Data is forced to traverse the trusted kernel even when no trusted
operation has to be performed. Virtual machines make a telling example. These are known to be poor at I/O intensive tasks. This derives
at least in part from the fact that I/O devices always trap into the host
OS kernel, which does not touch the data at all, but must now issue a
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switch to the guest, thereby degrading guest VM I/O performance by
factors [MCZ06, LHAP06]. The same double task switch occurs in nonvirtualized environments when devices and applications want an exclusive communication channel (and thus no resource multiplexing by
the kernel is asked for) but must traverse the kernel. High-speed devices (e.g., DAG cards [CDG+ 00]) sometimes bundle software libraries
that can avoid the kernel stack, but those generally suffer from one or
more of these issues: they require superuser privileges, they require
exclusive device access, or they introduce vendor-specific application
programming interfaces (APIs).
6. Strict Software Layers Applications frequently hit the above bottlenecks
unnecessarily because I/O logic is strictly layered between devices, kernel and user tasks, irrespective of application profiles or system abilities. To give two practical examples of how strict layering hurts application throughput: a network fileserver saves two copies and one
task switch when it moves fast-path logic from a user process to its
network processing kernel task; a DNS daemon reduces latency and
cache pollution by bypassing the kernel completely and performing its
(minimal) packet processing inline in its user process. In the figure,
we show an expensive IPSec operation that would benefit from using
the cryptographic co-processors on some network cards (network processors), but that can’t, because the implementation is kernel-specific.
The first optimization has been carried out frequently, but always in a
non-portable manner requiring superuser privileges. The second can
be built with user level networking [vEBBV95], but not without considerable changes to application interfaces. The challenge is to design a
system that executes both cases efficiently – with preferably relying little or no interface changes.

Test Set Bottlenecks We argued earlier that the application test set can
expose a broad set of I/O bottlenecks. The DNS server performs fairly simple
operations on streams of small packets. It will suffer mostly from the context
switches involved in crossing the ABI (pt. 1), a consequence of strict isolation
(pt. 6). Media streams consist mainly of MTU sized packets, making the cost
of data movement (copying, virtual memory operations) more pronounced.
Ideally, data is shared between the networking and video subsystem (pt. 4).
In practice, it is copied up to a user application and down to the video subsystem. The last application, traffic inspection, needs access to all packets,
also those flowing to and from other processes. This is a form of group com-
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Figure 2.3: Layered OS Architecture with Bottlenecks

munication (pt. 3). Network taps observe traffic that would otherwise not be
processed by the machine. Here, the kernel unnecessarily interposes on the
path between the (promiscuously reading) network interface and the monitor application (pt. 5).
Root Causes Bottlenecks curb application throughput by increasing total communication cost, which can be expressed as a combination of memory access and synchronization. For data intensive applications, memory access is the weakest link. These tasks must fetch data from fast caches whenever possible. All six bottleneck examples force trips to main memory, however, by issuing copy instructions. Copying adds immediate waiting time by
introducing a double transport across the memory bus: one for reading and
one for writing. On top of this it introduces delayed cost by evicting productive cachelines in favor of multiple copies of the same data. Context switching similarly stalls CPUs and pollutes caches. We discern two forms. Task
switches between processes require Level 1 (“L1”) cache flushes (including
TLB shootdowns) and on many architectures L2 invalidations. Kernel-mode
switches occur on entry into and exit from the trusted kernel. These stall the
CPU for a shorter length of time and require L1 and TLB flushes only on exit
from the kernel.
Equally damaging as inefficient data exchange is efficient, but pointless
exchange: even the most economical data path constitutes waste if it leads
nowhere. Fixed logic introduces such unnecessary copying and context switching by forcing execution needlessly far from the data source. Splitting execution across hardware tasks decreases locality of reference and increases
synchronization cost. On uniprocessors, splitting causes task switching. On
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multiprocessors it causes cache contention (unless working sets of neighboring cores overlap). The challenge is to match operations to tasks and tasks to
cores in such a way that contention is minimized and overlap is maximized.
Opportunities The presented bottlenecks arise when software stresses
hardware unevenly. The issues are systemic, i.e., they permeate all I/O logic,
from applications down to device communication. We introduce the term I/O
architecture to define the communication fabric that spans applications, OS
kernel tasks and device logic and therefore crosscuts classical OS layering.
Traditional layered I/O architectures, as exemplified by Linux, offer strict
isolation, but at a performance cost: copying and context switching cause
cache replacement and TLB flushing, among others. These concerns have
been known for decades [Cla85, CT90, DAPP93, BS96], but become more pressing as the performance gap between CPU and memory grows. Moreover, the
trend towards diverse manycore systems adds questions about how to safely
and efficiently integrate special purpose processors, how to extract maximal
recall from diverse cache and interconnection networks and how to parallelize code so that throughput is maximized end-to-end. In other words, our
pressing concern is that
modern computer systems are single-purpose, memory constrained,
parallel and heterogeneous, but typical system software is structured for the time-sharing, computationally limited, uniprocessor systems of the past.
In the next section we distill an alternative operating system design that
adapts more freely to changes in hardware. We return to the six bottlenecks in
Section 7, where we evaluate the application test set on both standard Linux
and Streamline, our implementation of the alternative design. The evaluation shows that the second achieves significantly higher throughput (1.3 to
10 fold).

2.2 Approach
This section presents an alternative design for system I/O that conserves
memory bandwidth and spans heterogeneous resources. We do not discuss
an architecture, sec, but reason towards a feasible candidate from our current
position, establish the soundness of that approach, distill a software architecture and, finally, present a conforming software package. Comparing the
package to best of breed alternative for the selected application set will experimentally validate the chosen approach.
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2.2.1 Adaptation
The challenges presented in Section 2.1.1 are not fundamental, but stem from
inefficient communication patterns dictated by inflexible software. All identified bottlenecks are avoided when superfluous communication is removed
and the remainder is restructured to reduce memory system stress, which
equates to minimizing the number of times data is touched and serving it
from cache to avoid contention. One way to accomplish this feat on diverse
combinations of processors and memory regions is to adapt application structure to hardware both in terms of computation and communication.
Computation Application structure dictates when and how often CPUs
will fetch data. Heuristics such as inter layer processing (ILP [CT90]) increase
throughput by removing redundant trips across the Von Neumann bottleneck. Strict segmentation of logic across OS layers reduces opportunity for
ILP, a point illustrated by the direct I/O and fixed logic bottlenecks. Contrary
to computational tasks, I/O applications habitually crosscut layering, rendering the argument in favor of strict separation tenuous. Operating system layering is a logical approach to achieving portability, process isolation and resource multiplexing, but network processing is mainly relegated to the kernel
for performance reasons, not on these functional grounds. By the same rationale (that performance warrants code migration), this I/O application logic
can be moved out of its current kernel thread to a more effective location
(e.g., closer to the data) without jeopardizing system integrity.
Two reasons call for a reexamination of strict logic layering in the context
of I/O applications. One, a flexible mapping of logic to tasks enables functionality migration across layers to remove redundant memory accesses or
context switches. Take for example the aforementioned DNS server. Here,
protocol processing is so minimal that scheduling a kernel task to handle
it will likely introduce significant non-functional overhead (“useless kernel
syndrome”). Bottlenecks such as this arise in rigid systems because tasks are
forced to hand off data at inconvenient points in their execution. Fusing the
few IP and UDP protocol processing steps into the application process trivially circumvents this cost.
Two, to scale on parallel and heterogeneous architectures, application
code has to be broken up further. Breaking up protocol stacks to execute portions concurrently is the inverse of ILP extraction. Again, losing strict layering gains throughput, only on different hardware. Both solutions have utility,
which is why neither should be precluded by hardwiring code. Current efforts
at parallelizing protocol processing have largely been confined to extracting
data parallelism. This approach alone will give diminishing returns as criti-
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cal sections surrounding shared structures (such as the TCP connection table) introduce sequential portions [Amd67]. Splitting these coarse grain data
parallel threads further into separate lookup and processing steps increases
parallelism without increasing lock contention to further improve throughput. Moreover, each individual task will be simpler, which makes them more
amenable to implementation on special purpose cores. In short, to bypass
unnecessary communication, scale with parallel hardware and integrate heterogeneous resources, applications are best composed from small relocatable tasks (as long as per-task call overhead remains low). In the context of
I/O, we term such composite applications I/O paths.

Communication Communication cost is reduced by minimizing data
movement and by adapting transfer methods to match hardware characteristics. Applications want to avoid context switching, cache misses, page faults,
interrupts and other such hardware costs. Which of these constitutes the
main communication bottleneck depends on application pattern and local
computer architecture. On uniprocessors, frequent context switching causes
noticeable overhead (up to tens of percentages as a ratio of total cost, expressed in cycles). When tasks are spread across processors, frequent switching can be avoided, but now inter processor synchronisation and cache contention take center stage. A worst case scenario is that the same data has to be
pulled from main memory for each processor involved in an I/O path. Key to
achieving high throughput on a range of platforms is extensive use of shared
memory — and thus caches — and relaxed but controlled synchronization
between the various stages in an I/O path. Limited asynchronicity reduces
both context switching (from synchronization) and data fetching (from cache
overruns). The right balance between the two is computer system dependent.
Like computation, communication must adapt to match software requirements (e.g., latency sensitivity) and hardware features (e.g., L2 data cache, or
DCache, size).

2.2.2 Method
Adaptation to handle diversity can be implemented in countless variations,
but at their core all derive from only a handful of approaches. Three binary
design decisions logically partition the solution space into six classes (not
counting hybrid solutions): optimization can be compile or runtime, manual or automatic, and the responsibility of applications or the OS.
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Runtime Optimization
In the present situation, where applications must be portable across platforms that differ in number and types of processors and caches, integrated
compiled executables will perform suboptimal on most architectures, because important cache, memory and processor information is only available
at runtime. At compile time far-reaching structural decisions can be made,
but the output of this stage should remain reconfigurable. Even when targeting a single Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), performance differs dramatically depending on whether optional extensions (such as SSE) can be exploited, whether working sets fit cache sizes and whether processes can be
effectively scheduled onto available cores, to give just a handful of examples.
Optimization to such information cannot but be delayed until runtime. This
is not to say that all optimization has to be delayed, of course: both stages
have their application. In this work we take a system’s view and leave the
compiler out of focus. In this discussion, we do not interpret the term at runtime to mean strictly ‘during execution’, but use it in the broader sense of after
compilation and installation. We explicitly include last minute optimization
prior to execution.
A radical approach to runtime optimization is to switch exclusively to just
in time compilation of bytecode interpreted languages [Sta]. The approach
is promising, but requires pervasive changes to software. The Inferno distributed operating system [WP97] is the only known mature implementation
of this idea, but has not published performance numbers for high rate applications and does not target complex (multicore) computer architectures. We
investigate a more moderate approach to software modification, where important computation and communication optimizations are delayed to runtime, but applications are compiled and distributed in their current form. Applications incorporate self optimizing control code in the software that manages (parallel) scheduling, memory management and communication. We
show that optimization of performance critical elements can take place behind common APIs, shielding applications from the new complexity. Just in
time compilation is more generic and will more easily incorporate fully heterogeneous architectures, but the pragmatic approach fits systems built from
one dominant ISA supported by special purpose processors. So far, the products on shelves and in development all fall into this category.

Automation
Computer system complexity and diversity renders optimization tedious, if
not outright daunting. Traditional system configuration development is es-
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sentially human-centric: documentation is offline and verbose; software interfaces must be manually discovered. Such irregular system structure stimulates manual administration, including optimization. As system complexity
and diversity grow, this path becomes increasingly costly, introducing excessive maintenance cost [BDKZ93, SPL03] and suboptimal resource utilization.
Even though hand-crafted programs invariably beat automatically optimized competitors, automation is the preferred route to battling cost deriving from unavoidable and increasing administration complexity. In complex
optimization tasks, such as VLSI logic synthesis or aerodynamic structural
design, automation has long been commonplace. The use in online decision making support is far less common. Manual optimization is a logical
choice for applications that have large development budgets and no need to
be portable, such as high performance scientific and business-critical applications that run on dedicated ‘big-iron’ machines, but the task is too difficult
and time consuming to ask of all developers for all applications [Pat07]. For
portable applications, automatic optimization offers a more cost-effective
and robust alternative. While it cannot extract the same level of performance
out of a specific machine, it will trivially outperform poorly adapted manual
code across a range of systems. A related objection revolves around trust:
self-optimizing code is sometimes considered less deterministic than handwritten applications and therefore intrinsically less trustworthy. This position
is incorrect. The higher constraints imposed on software structure for selfoptimization make the system more understandable: strict logic enables formal code verification at at least one level of operation (the component architecture), an assurance that exceeds trustworthiness of manual coding, which
has been shown to have an error rate of around 3 faults per thousand lines of
code [Hat97, DTB04].
To offload tedious decision making to support logic, software has to be
amenable to introspection from this logic. The principal solution is to restrict
system operation to conform to a simple model. A large body of work has accumulated on the architectural requirements of self-managed systems [BCDW04,
KM07, OGT+ 99], many of which advocate a component-based approach [KM07].
System information is not trivial to convey and a semantic gap between model
and reality will produce solutions with little use in practice. The challenge
thus becomes to select a model with enough practical utility. In system administration today, automation is mostly limited to scripting of frequently
used combinations. In the case of (Unix) pipelines, utility is not questioned.
Its ubiquity is a good indication of the demand for configuration automation.
It is no coincidence that the most common form is in Unix shell scripts. Their
simple semantics makes automation straightforward and robust: automation
of less structured systems will be much harder. If needed, techniques such as
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information gap theory (Appendix B.2.1) can establish trust in the optimization outcome even when considerable uncertainty exists in individual input
parameters.

Cost Effectiveness On the constrained hardware of the past optimization
overhead constituted a significant portion of total running time, but growth
in raw computational power means that increasing numbers of cycles can
be spent on supporting number crunching without introducing significant
overhead relative to total computation [KKM+ 07]. A prime example of the
decreasing cost of optimization is the cost associated with supporting the
complex x86 architecture. The overhead, measured in processor die ratio,
has stayed constant in absolute terms, but had shrunk from 40% [Sto06] on
the Pentium Pro to “a few” [Web03] percent of a microprocessor die as early
as 2003.
Decreasing cost is no reason in itself to incorporate online decision support. Introducing it is hardly ever justified, because it inevitably introduces
overhead of its own. The true benchmark is not cost, but cost effectiveness.
Added complexity can be justified in one of two ways. One, the decision support logic must noticeably aid the end-user. This kind of support is most famously exemplified by the office assistant (“Clippy”) introduced in Microsoft
Office 97. This early attempt was heavily criticized for being obtrusive and
without merit. Smarter support logic that does add to the user experience has
come within reach, however, as the cost of executing common desktop applications such as email and word processing has dropped well below the cycle
budget of PCs. Online, search engines (e.g., google.com) already support the
user with detection of commonly misspelled words and clustering of topics.
A second strong justification to introduce automation is when doing so
is immediately cost effective. In other words, the cost of performing online
automation must be considerably lower than the difference in cost of the unoptimized and the optimized execution, where cost is commonly measured
in cycles. We emphasize that the reduction must be considerable to warrant
the added code complexity. For the relatively long lived I/O applications that
we target here, runtime benefits today outweigh control overhead. Head-tohead comparisons in the evaluation section will demonstrate that throughput of application tailored systems surpasses legacy applications even on the
hardware for which these were specifically designed; the cost of optimization
is negligible for these tasks. Cost effectiveness is measured as the ratio of optimized to unoptimized execution. Goal is to reduce this objective function.
It is most likely to be minimal for long running tasks. To maximize utility,
the concept of task here must not be immediately equated to process, nor
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optimization to scheduling, as cycle budget at that level is low. Instead, online decision support must (at least initially) target one-time optimization of
long running applications that may span multiple threads and processes. In
this model, optimization is not a form of complex scheduling, but a complementary higher layer process more related to job control in distributed systems. It is even viable that one of the outputs of the optimization step is a
situation-specific scheduling algorithm. With the advent of manycore hypervisors [SATG+ 07] application-controlled scheduling is gaining in popularity.
System Service
While optimization can be relegated to individual applications, it is better implemented as an operating system (but not necessarily kernel) service. The
job encompasses resource discovery, selection and allocation: all tasks of
considerable complexity in their own right. Discovery and control need to
be closely interwoven with the operating system and require superuser privileges to access (protected) hardware. Splitting optimization in application
and system parts is undesirable because this introduces a rich interface to
communicate hardware features, while rich interfaces add maintainability
and portability concerns. More importantly, it duplicates logic among applications. The cleanest solution to building a self-optimizing system is to
centralize all optimization logic. This is not to say that applications should
not play a role in optimization. Their requirements must guide optimization.
Specifically, they must be able to specify the relative importance of metrics,
such as throughput, latency or fault-tolerance. Such steering of the optimization process requires much less application logic, introduces simpler interfaces and can even be foregone in most cases.
We have argued towards a system’s approach to optimization of I/O logic.
We are not the first to propose optimization at this level [KKM+ 07], but it is
definitely not common practice in operating system design. In distributed
computing, especially in the context of grids, automated resource discovery,
selection and allocation are well entrenched [KBM02, YB05]. As individual
machines start to resemble distributed systems, one can argue that it is only
natural that mechanisms from distributed systems find their way into host
operating systems. To a certain extent, then, we only propose to reuse and
combine proven ideas. Where this work differs from distributed systems, is
in the resources that it manages. On a single machine, communication is
more reliable. Fault-tolerance is less of a concern, as errors (e.g., power loss)
are likely to affect the entire system at once. On the other hand, the view of a
communication system as a set of fixed-bandwidth channels interconnecting
isolated processes is untenable. We must adapt established control practice
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to kernel and embedded environments that lack process and memory isolation and other userland comforts.
We introduce the term application tailoring to mean the automatic process of generating quantitatively optimized software applications from a set
of composite application and system specifications and a set of relocatable
computation and communication operations. The method is a practical midway point between portable but inefficient compiled programs and fast but
error prone just-in-time recompilation of entire applications to each target
platform. The approach is particularly well suited to high throughput I/O
because I/O application code is already composite: it crosscuts classical OS
layering and naturally decomposes into computation and communication
steps. Also, I/O applications are generally long-lived, which is necessary to
have increased operational efficiency offset the cost of the application tailoring process. Taken together, we call our approach for solving the issues set
out in section one application-tailored I/O.
We take a purposefully conservative approach to software optimization
by basing automation on linear programming, which has been applied to
multiprocessor scheduling before [Sto77, NT93]. Even though quantitative
optimization in systems has been frequently advocated in recent years [Sir06,
KKM+ 07, GDFP09], practical examples remain few and far between. Successful implementation in an operating system should bolster confidence in the
approach.

2.2.3 Model
Optimization begins with selection of application and system models. In parallel and distributed computing, modeling applications as sets of computation and communication operations is commonplace. The theoretical underpinnings of much work lies in the process algebra of communicating sequential processes (CSPs [Hoa78]): serially executing computations whose
interaction is restricted to message passing. The model can formally encode
algorithms and is extensively used for proving properties such as (lack of )
deadlock. We are less concerned with formal proofs, but like others (e.g.,
Newsqueak [Pik89], Limbo [DPW97] and Ease [Zen93]) are attracted by the
ability to express multiprocessing concisely and naturally. CSP is a coordination language [GC92, Arb96]: a grammar for compositing applications from
independent operations – operations that are themselves expressed more easily in computation languages, such as C, Java or Lisp. In the context of another
coordination language, Linda [Gel85], these languages are described as “an
extension that can be added to nearly any [computation] language to enable
process creation, communication, and synchronization [KM89]”. Clear sep-
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aration of communication and computation makes it easier to distribute an
application across heterogeneous hardware. Limbo is specifically designed
with distributed multiprocessors and wide area computer systems in mind.
With the arrival of large scale on-chip parallelism, many of the same issues
crop up [Moo08] and solutions are proposed [Pat07]. The relationship between coordination and concurrency has been discussed in relation to Linda
and other parallel languages [Arb96, Bal91].

Pipeline Application Model The Unix pipeline is the most established
coordination language, used in many applications and known to many developers. In this model, streams are bitpipes that connect self-contained
computation atoms, or filters, written in separate computation languages.
The pipeline is similar to CSP in spirit, but less expressive. It can only compose sequences and relaxes synchronization constraints. Because we target
single machine installations and the Unix pipeline is predominant here, we
base our interface on it as well. In networking and multimedia processing,
filters encapsulate indivisible I/O computation tasks such as protocol processing (fragmenting, multiplexing, checksumming, network address translation), filtering (traffic shaping, virus detection), replication and redundant
coding (RAID), accounting, logging, compression, encryption, tunneling, graphics kernels, logical operations and many others.
Streamline uses the Unix pipeline syntax, not its implementation. Pipelines
are natural concepts for reasoning about I/O and parallelism, but current
Unix defines an implementation that is expensive on current hardware. It
maps computation and communication elements one to one onto CPU tasks
and OS pipes, which impose frequent task switching, copying and, consequently, cache misses. This does not invalidate the model, but merely shows
that on modern hardware other implementations may be more efficient. The
high cost of traditional Unix pipes has caused development of additional conceptually similar but incompatible interfaces [dBB08c], e.g., the composable
network stacks pf in OpenBSD or netfilter in Linux. Needless to say, such duplication of effort is a bad idea as it reduces interoperability without bringing
any benefits. As part of our research, we investigate how the data access and
synchronization cost of Unix pipelines can be reduced to render make the
language suitable for high throughput tasks.
The pipeline model can be implemented on top of distributed resources.
Streamline implement pipes over UDP (among others) to execute Unix pipelines
across a network of machines. Transparent distributed systems indicate that
such an approach is practical [GW96, PPD+ 90] and that existing Unix pipelines
can form a basis [PPD+ 90, KTY03]. To create practical applications, the con-
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trol system must adapt compositions to gracefully withstand the wide variation in latency and throughput between IPC and remote streams. At this
point, this necessary control is missing from Streamline; distributed operation is not the focus of this work.
System Model To reason about parallelism and diversity, we expand the
basic pipeline model with grouping per CPU, device or other resource that
can host a filter (e.g., an ASIC chip). Computation spaces, or spaces for short,
are typed containers in which filters can be run. Space are typed, because
they embody specific operating conditions, such as an x86 ISA with Solaris
userspace API. A space instance is an active execution environment combining a type with a memory protection domain and processor time. It maps
directly onto a CPU hardware task running a specific operating system at a
specific user level, but also matches more restricted resources such as a GPU
shader. Each filter implementation (i.e., the executable code) can be started
in one or more space types and each started filter instance executes in exactly
one space. Communication links between spaces are, like streams between
filters, modeled as pipes. To differentiate the two, we call this second kind
channels. Channels are modeled explicitly, because their characteristics differ considerably, which can be taken into account during optimization. Functionally, they abstract away the technical differences between physical media, such as shared memory, DMA bus transfer and UDP network tunneling.
The reference system ships with four implementations (mmap, pci, posix-io,
udp).
Application tailoring is the process of merging the application and system
model so that each filter is tied to one space and each stream has one channel implementation. This runtime model completes the set of three main
models. Application models are hardware independent graphs of computational tasks and communication streams. System models are hardware specific graphs of computation spaces and communication channels. The runtime model combines the two in a (hopefully) optimal configuration. Figure 2.4 shows the three models.

2.2.4 Architecture
The chosen approach integrates established methods, such as software pipelines,
and refines these where needed to match our purpose. Before discussing
method technicalities, we structure our approach. Modularity increases clarity; a simple system model is particularly attractive in application tailoring,
where it has to be explained to an automatic optimization algorithm. In pipelines,
computation and communication are completely distinct concerns. Applica-
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Figure 2.4: A pipeline mapped onto a system model

Figure 2.5: Three-layer Architecture

tion control, in turn, is external to both. All three pillars of our approach can
be refined to increase global gain. To organize both the software and this dissertation we separate the three concerns as much as possible. We introduce
the role and interactions of the major subsystems and briefly outline the internal design of each, mentioning which established methods are used and
how they need to be refined. Figure 2.5 displays the whole architecture.
Three Planes To separate the interests of computation, communication
and control, the architecture is split into three distinct components that all
span across the physical hardware. Following established practice in networking, we call these spanning components planes. We introduce the notion of a computation plane as a pipeline oblivious to memory concerns. At
this level of abstraction, data produced by one filter magically appears as input to the next in line. Underneath, a distinct communication plane holds
the actual plumbing required to ship data between tasks with minimal interference. These planes together make up the runtime I/O architecture. Above
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both, a control plane observes, interacts with and modifies the runtime system structure.
Computation Pipelines are appropriate for streaming I/O in principle,
but a straightforward implementation fails to take into account the complexity of modern computer architectures (with parallelism, multi-layer caching,
task-switching and preemption, etc.). Streamline introduces an independent
system model and the tailoring phase to optimize for this diversity. It also
reduces pipeline synchronization overhead. User-level multithreading is an
alternative to full multiprocessing that trades of isolation for performance.
Multiple filters that make up a single I/O path can certainly be safely colocated. The change not only reduces task switching, but enables inter layer
processing, chiefly from increased data cache sharing. If filters cannot be colocated for some reason, Streamline amortizes synchronization cost through
event batching. Finally, Streamline automatically extracts some forms of parallelism to scale applications to the parallelism in the local hardware.
Communication Efficient communication is instrumental in optimizing I/O application performance, as the impact of memory access on overall
performance grows with the Memory Wall. Even though processing follows
a pipeline model, underneath an independent communication plane moves
data through the computer architecture not necessarily linearly, but in any
manner that minimizes transport cost. We present a buffer management system (BMS) that spans all software tasks and peripheral hardware and that is
designed for throughput as follows: all live data is kept in coarse-grain ring
buffers, buffers are shared long-term between protection domains and data
movement is frequently replaced with updates to metadata structures (similar to IO-Lite [PDZ00]).
Control A principal goal is that the application interface does not expose the complexity of the computation and communication planes to users,
but that instead a control system makes good enough (preferably optimal)
choices on their behalf. In this view, the control system is the link between
the abstract user world and the physical computer system. It accepts taskoriented I/O path requests and maps these onto the available hardware by
automating resource discovery, selection and allocation. The first and third
steps directly interact with the runtime system through a message passing
network that connects all spaces. In the selection step the optimization algorithm picks an optimal set of components from the available candidates.
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Figure 2.6: OS Architecture built from relocatable components and fast channels.

To support legacy applications (including those in the representative set)
and to demonstrate utility of this architecture quantitatively, we have engineered three popular legacy APIs on top of the native interface: sockets, pipes
and the packet capture library. Applications can choose from one of three
interface types: compliant legacy, optimized legacy and native. Compliant
legacy calls follow the Posix rules on call semantics completely (if not on isolation). Optimized legacy calls are near compliant, but change semantics or
call parameters in minor ways where doing so significantly improves performance – and offer a simple update path for legacy applications; The native
interface, finally, offers the greatest potential for performance optimization
and portability.
Synthesis Figure 2.6 again shows the software organization from Figure 2.3 using the alternative architecture. Here, relocatable tasks read from
and write to large shared circular buffers that are mapped across memory
protection domains. The figure shows that a configuration easily comprises
tens of computation and communication elements, which is the basis for the
quantitative component selection underlying application tailoring.

2.2.5 Implementation
The software architecture handles various concerns, such as memory management, parallelization and device integration. The complete implementation effort can be similarly deconstructed into a number of independently
published research projects, summarized in Table 2.1. In practice, there exists
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System

Main feature

FFPF [BdBC+ 04]
Beltway Buffers [dBB08a]
PipesFS [dBB08c]
Model-T [dBB08b]
NIC-FIX [NCdBB04]
SafeCard [dBSvR+ 06]
Streamline [dBBB08]
NIE [dB04]
BetaGis [dBBB05]

Kernel I/O offload
Communication
UNIX integration
Parallelization
Peripheral I/O offload
Embedded operation
Application-tailoring
Control Automation
Control Automation

Table 2.1: Summary of systems developed as part of the investigation

considerable overlap between the top seven, which together form the most
mature practical outcome of our research: the incrementally grown Streamline open source software package. Unless otherwise stated, all implementational observations relate to this system. The other two projects are more
independent investigations into automation logic. We briefly recall the independent contributions of all nine projects and their influence on present
Streamline.
Elements
FFPF is the immediate precursor to present Streamline. The two have
no clear division: they are the same package, but we changed the name once
the software outgrew its original application domain. To make this clear, we
will occasionally refer to the system as a whole as Streamline:FFPF in the context of packet filtering. The first version of FFPF (the term is an acronym of
‘Fairly Fast Packet Filter’) is more restricted in application scope and technical capability. It only targets network traffic inspection: a read-only, ingressonly, mostly stateless task. Like Streamline, its performance goal is maximization of application throughput, which is simpler to accomplish for this
limited domain. The single method to improve throughput in FFPF is to
move logic as close as possible to the network interface. In its first incarnation [BP04] it supports offloading of a single operation to OS kernel or device
together with zero-copy transport to userspace of a single stream. The second version [BdBC+ 04] extends functionality into an only slightly more restricted programming model than present I/O paths. This version accepts arbitrary directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of operations and optimizes the map-
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ping onto available hardware. The control algorithm heavily favors traffic inspection and always "pushes processing down" as far as possible towards the
NIC.
Beltway Buffers are the independently published form of Streamline’s
communication plane. They extend Streamline:FFPF with concurrent stream
support and multi-user data access control. The central design feature is that
all streams are accessible as Unix pipes, anywhere, to support the widest possible selection of applications. On top of these basic functional requirements,
Beltway adds a selection of copy avoidance mechanism. Specifically, it avoids
all copy and context switch overhead introduced by the Unix system call interface by replacing this with local function calling on shared memory. Beltway Buffers form the bulk of Chapter 4.
PipesFS opens up traditionally opaque operating system kernel I/O to
inspection and control from external applications. As its name implies, PipesFS
is a virtual filesystem for Unix pipes. It models kernel I/O pipelines as a
Unix filepaths. Each filter is a directory; its output stream is accessible as a
Unix pipe in this directory. Applications can insert, move and remove filters
through common tools and inspect streams from arbitrary applications. A
kernel component automatically forwards all data produced by one filter to
all filters downstream of it. The PipesFS interface is one of the interfaces to
Streamline and one of the topics of Section 3.2. The kernel component mentioned here is Streamline’s central computation system portrayed in Chapter 5.
Model-T is a resource controller for pipelined I/O on massively multicore architectures. The central concept is the assemblyline as natural runtime equivalent of a pipeline. Whereas hardware pipelines are clocked, assemblylines run at a continuously varying global rate. Our goal is maximization of this end-to-end throughput; Model-T increases rate by iteratively identifying and removing local bottlenecks (e.g., through task migration). In the
end, it aims to fully exhaust a minimal number of proximate CPUs, so as to
maximize shared cache hitrate and reduce memory system stress. Streamline aims for the same, but optimizes only at program load, not reactively at
runtime.
NIC-FIX is a branch of Streamline:FFPF that adds device offload support. It ports Streamline:FFPF to the StrongARM control CPU of an Intel
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IXP1200 network processor and introduces bridge code to integrate the device Streamline:FFPF instance into the control domain of a version executing
on the host processor. To support offloading to the IXP’s special purpose microengines, NIC-FIX introduces on demand compilation and code loading of
a new bytecode language, the FFPF Packet Language (FPL) [CdBB05].
SafeCard extends a later version of Streamline in a similar way as NICFIX to newer hardware: it ports the x86 codebase to the Intel xScale ARM processor on the Intel IXP2x00 network processor architecture and introduces a
pattern recognition language for high rate intrusion detection. Safecard is a
self-contained embedded intrusion prevention application; it lacks a bridge
to a host Streamline instance. It goes beyond NIC-FIX by supporting high rate
(1 Gbps) full TCP reconstruction to support read/write access to application
streams.
Streamline binds and extends the previous six distinct elements to implement the I/O application tailoring architecture presented here. Beyond
what is already mentioned it contributes quantitative general purpose automation; legacy and otherwise familiar APIs; enhanced security and faulttolerance; and generic read/write support for both reception and transmission paths.
NIE, short for network inference engine, is a Prolog based expert system for automatic composition of application-tailored network stacks. From
a set of application constraints and list of available protocol handlers, the NIE
builds an application tailored protocol stack blueprint. It takes the same conceptual direction as Streamline, but is less mature. The NIE does not really
interact with an external ecosystem, but reasons about an idealized control
domain. It can be considered an early proof-of-concept of quantitative optimization for operating systems design.
BetaGis, an abbreviation of “beta quality grid information system”, is a
similar Prolog-based investigation into runtime automation. The purpose of
this tool is to automate system configuration of wide area distributed systems, or grids. Contrary to the NIE, BetaGis does perform resource discovery and allocation autonomously. Streamline derives its concept of template
substitution for solution space expansion (Section 6.2.1) from this.
Software Package Streamline is implemented as a combination of a Linux
kernel module, a userspace library and a set of device drivers that together
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completely replace native I/O in Linux 2.6 (for x86 and amd64 platforms).
Streamline is open source1 software and forms the basis of real performancecritical network applications, such as a 10Gb cryptographic token-based switch [CGXB07a].
Streamline has also been ported to userspace Solaris and to the Intel IXP 1200
and 2x00 lines of network processors. Because Linux kernel and device driver
logic updates quickly, no single revision of the package integrates all features
of all projects. Especially IXP support is limited to a few specific versions.
The concept of an I/O architecture is both wider and narrower than an
OS. On the one hand it exceeds OS delimiters, by spanning across system
boundaries into applications and hardware. On the other it is more limited,
as it deals only with I/O. Indeed, the reference Streamline implementation
on the one hand completely bypasses the Linux I/O stack – from peripheral
devices up to libraries – yet on the other hand requires Linux, e.g., for process
control and virtual memory management.

2.3 Related Work
The architecture is a blend of ideas that have extensive research behind them.
This section traces the lineage of the three elements of computation, communication and control and points to influential work on the topics of parallelism and heterogeneity in operating systems. It concludes with a discussion
of two application domains at the cutting edge of I/O processing.
Computation Structured OS design has a long heritage. Most relevant
to our research are those systems that dealt with structuring of the I/O logic.
Streams [Rit84] was the first pipelined operating system network stack. It interconnects functional modules through full-duplex messages queues (“streams”)
in a vertical stack. Full-duplex processing forces each module to have both
an upward and downward task: a one-to-one mapping not always present
in protocols. Layer crosstalk and a need for session handling complicated
clean compartmentalization. A pure stack design also oversimplifies the control flow in networking code. Later versions added limited support for multiplexing. Streams was created in the same period as the now prevalent socket
interface to networking. While architecturally influential, the implementation failed to match the performance of sockets: composite I/O paths proved
less efficient than handcrafted counterparts, not in the least because of the
inter-module transfer overhead they introduced. Universal uptake of TCP/IP
rendered the flexibility advantage largely irrelevant.
1 Licensed under the LGPLv2. Available from http://netstreamline.org/
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In the decades since the introduction of Streams many of the practical
problems in pipelined I/O have been tackled, although no system combines
all solutions. The x-Kernel [HP91] cleanly integrates session handling and
extends the stack to include a configurable network interface (NIC). Processing extends across protection domains and overhead is minimized by using
procedure calling between modules (instead of task switching). The x-Kernel
was later extended into Scout [MMO+ 94], which adds QoS support and extends the network stack upwards to include application layer processing (e.g.,
MPEG decoding). Scout is also available as a Linux kernel module [BVW+ 02].
Click [KMC+ 00] applies pipelining to packet routing. It operates at layer 3,
where no per-session or per-flow state has to be kept and paths can therefore
be static. SEDA [WCB01] is a pipelined network server architecture that uses
self-scaling thread pools to minimize queuing in the pipeline. As a result,
SEDA can automatically scale across diverse hardware for diverse applications. Dryad [IBY+ 07] also maps a directed graph of operations to distributed
resources. It automates resource selection, like Streamline, but like SEDA
applies this to achieve scalability and fault-tolerance. It targets distributed
systems, which changes the problem definition. StreamIt [GTK+ 02] uses the
streaming I/O model to perform compile-time optimization. The compiler
can adapt data and instruction layout to maximize cache efficiency on a specific platform [STRA05a]. Space [VNGE+ 06] maps a series parallel graph of
operations onto consumer electronics devices.
Besides pipelining, Streamline employs generic I/O computation optimization, such as replacing context switching with procedure calling [Cla85]
and executing multiple tasks within the same process [CT90].

Communication Streamline minimizes I/O overhead. The two major
causes of non-functional overhead are copying and context switching. Copyavoidance mechanisms replace copying with virtual memory (VM) techniques
such as page remapping and copy-on-write; common solutions work at block
granularity. Block level remapping trivially ensures security, but at a cost: recurrent modifications to VM structures reduce efficiency. Brustoloni [BS96]
categorize previous efforts and showed them to perform roughly identical.
Druschel et al. describe copy avoidance ideas for network buffers [DAPP93]
and subsequently translate these into Fbufs [DP93]: copy-free communication paths across protection domains that remove the per-block costs in certain situations. Paths are efficient only if mappings can be reused between
blocks. Fbufs were later incorporated into IO-Lite [PDZ00], a BMS that introduces a mutable structure of pointers to immutable buffers to replace copying. Another system, Xen exchanges descriptors between domains through
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rings to reduce switching, but does not allow shared data rings [FHN+ 04].
The Streamline BMS shares features with both systems. It avoids per-block
overhead as well as unnecessary descriptor duplication by combining shared
ring buffers [GA91] with pointer indirection (as well as other kinds of specialization).

Control Self-optimization of operating system logic is not a new idea [BR76],
but application is rare in practice. We first summarize models and then review actual systems. The problem of mapping parallel applications onto parallel hardware has been extensively studied in the past in the context of multiprocessors. In 1993, Norman and Thanisch summarized the state of “models
of machines and computation for mapping in multicomputers” after 25 years
of research in the field [NT93]. They classify problems, the most complex
of which combines software diversity, task precedence and communication
constraints. Streamline falls within this category. At least one model they discuss is based on network flow programs (linear programming) [Sto77]. It does
not match our problem perfectly, because it has the constraint that only a
single process can be active at any one time. A model not mentioned there (it
was then only recently published), “Temporal communication graphs: Lamport’s process-time graphs augmented for the purpose of mapping and scheduling” (TCG) [Lo92], maps directed acyclic graphs of filters onto message-passing
parallel architectures and models independent receive, process and store phases
for each operation to identify memory contention. Streamline does the same.
The two differ, among others, in that all communication has to be synchronous
in TCG. Perego et al. introduce a “framework” based partially on TCG that
takes into account network cost of memory traversal in massively parallel
computers [PDP95] and expands to incorporate asynchronous I/O. This is
a compile-time solution and focuses on “unprecedence-constrained” (analogous to independent, i.e., not pipelined) tasks, limiting its applicability to
modeling streaming I/O on diverse hardware. No doubt these models are
more refined and theoretically solid than that of Streamline. We haven taken
a pragmatic approach and built something that works well enough and within
acceptable time constraints; this aspect is most definitely not without opportunity for improvement.
In systems design, application of quantitative optimization remains modest. Although it has been recently advocated on multiple occasions [Sir06,
KKM+ 07, GDFP09], experimental results are few. Related work can be grouped
into three categories: component specialization, communication reduction
and code relocation. The first uses reflection to select a task implementation
at run-time. Synthetix [PAB+ 95] specializes I/O system call implementations
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(e.g., read), similar to Streamline buffers. Unlike Streamline, it also automatically chooses the best matching implementation based on application
invariants. Object-oriented (OO) operating systems such as Apertos [LYI95]
and Choices [CIJ+ 91] use late-binding of objects, but have no selection criterion to choose among implementations and operate on a single object (as
opposed to a composite I/O path), optimization of which can lead to local optima. Amoeba [TvRvS+ 90] is a distributed object based operating system that
selects optimal communication channels based on object location. Flex [CFH+ 93]
does the same, but also moves logic between address spaces if this reduces
communication overhead. Lipto [DPH92] and Kea [Vei98] also allow relocation of logic between address spaces to reduce communication overhead.
EPOS [FSP99] and Knit [RFS+ 00] construct operating systems from components. All presented systems are reconfigurable, but none automate the optimization step. Ensemble [LKvR+ 99] combines off-line and on-line optimization to extract common codepaths and invariant data in composite network
stacks.

Parallelism Parallel and distributed computing are long standing research domains; even within single computers parallelism has been common
since the earliest timesharing operating systems. Urgency decreased as single
purpose personal computers and servers became the norm, but the arrival of
on-chip parallelism again fueled industry interest. Changed computer usage (e.g., single use machines) and system architecture pose new research
questions. Cache-aware scheduling is undoubtedly an important component [FSSN04]. Before that can be applied effectively, however, more parallelism must be extracted from applications. Scaling beyond a few threads is
known to be difficult with the prevalent programming models, which directly
expose low-level primitives such as atomic instructions, hardware threads
and shared memory. Large industry sponsored research projects are investigating radically different programming models to make deployment of parallel programming at large scale feasible, such as domain specific languages
and just-in-time compilation [ABC+ 06b, Sta]. Streamware [GCTR08] is a hybrid compiler/runtime system that uses machine independent bytecode in
this manner specifically for stream programming.
An immediately available solution is to present application developers
with more abstract interfaces that parallelize well. The Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [WP08] is a C++ template library that presents scalable templates for processing (e.g., a parallel for loop) and datastructures (e.g., queues).
Streamline advocates a similar approach of moving to higher level abstractions and automatically optimizing concurrency details underneath. Replac-
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ing OS primitives with user-level alternatives is also a key feature of McRT [SATG+ 07],
a runtime system that targets massively parallel processors. McRT is not a
full operating system, but like Streamline manages applications under the
supervision of an existing operating system. Although it can independently
manage a set of CPU and memory resources, it lacks OS services such as
device drivers. Like Streamline, McRT employs user-level primitives to get
around the poor scalability of system calls and hardware tasks. A different
solution to avoiding the OS primitives is to move the abstraction layer down
in the manner of Exokernels [KEG+ 97]. Corey [BWCC+ 08] does exactly this. It
presents three low-level operating system abstractions (kernel cores, address
ranges and shares) through which applications can directly control sharing.
Application-specific runtimes and domain-specific languages can be implemented on top of these abstractions to shield application developers from
complexity; for streaming applications, that can very well be Streamline.
Heterogeneity Handling diversity in manycore systems is the focus of
the Barrelfish operating system [SPB+ 08], which identifies three types of diversity (memory non-uniformity, core diversity and system diversity). Like
Streamline, the authors propose using quantitative optimization to combat
complexity, but details of the knowledge representation and optimization algorithms are not yet public. Heterogeneous hardware has been studied in
the past in the context of extensible operating systems and programmable
peripheral hardware. Scout [MMO+ 94] has been used in conjunction with a
programmable NIC to build an extensible layered router, Vera [KP02]. Like
Click [KMC+ 00], Vera works at the network layer. It uses layering similar to
spaces, but I/O paths are handcrafted. Extensibility does not reach the lowest layer. Spin [BSP+ 95] moves application logic to the kernel. The solution
is similar to Streamline’s filter offloading to peripheral hardware [NCdBB04],
but restricts itself to single safe extensions and NICs.
Applications Two application domains that repeatedly push the envelop
of I/O throughput are network packet filters and stream databases. Packet filtering is the only application inside the core network that touches packet contents beyond network layer headers. Stream databases process application
streams, such as financial transactions or personnel records: another type of
events that arrive at variable, high rates.
Packet Filters Streamline replaces rigid protocol-based stream selection
with user-controlled selection and modification operators. In this sense it
is related to packet filters (from which it originated). Streamline embraces
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existing bytecode machines, such as the Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) [MJ93]
and extends the state-of-the-art with its own filter languages, FPL [BdBC+ 04]
and Ruler [HvRB07]. FPL is a stateful packet filter that can be compiled at
runtime to various hardware architectures, such as Intel IXP network processors. Windmill [MJ98] and BPF+ [BMG99] are similar, but lack Streamline’s
support for hardware selection and code-shipping. Ruler is a pattern recognition and transformation engine optimized for network streams. Like FPL,
it has a backend for the IXP, but also for FPGAs. Like Pathfinder [BGP+ 94]
and DPF [EK96], Streamline supports prefix-sharing through overlapping requests. While Pathfinder was developed as a module within the x-Kernel,
Streamline supports this behavior natively throughout the system.
Stream Databases Stream processing is not limited to network traffic.
It also underlies stream databases (SDs) [Gro03, CcC+ 02, AAB+ 05, CFPR00,
SH98]: query systems for continuous application-level data streams. SDs
process higher-level records, such as financial transactions and call records,
and operate on a different timescale. SDs use disk-based storage, which is
infeasible for network processing. As such, they have a different definition
of high-speed. As memory is not the bottleneck data duplication is allowed
here. Software can be taken completely out of the kernel, removing many
of the technical details that plague network processing (as well as opportunities for optimization). Borealis [AAB+ 05] adapts the datapath at runtime
based on changing user interest. Aurora [CcC+ 02] uses shared queues to
reduce in-memory data copying. A cross-over system is Tribeca [SH98]: a
stream database that targets network traffic. Tribeca must minimize copying.
It introduces projections to create logical views of dispersed data, similar to
Streamline’s zero-copy reassembly.

2.4 Summary
Run-time optimization is a promising approach to achieving high throughput
across diverse computer architectures. As sole resource controller, the operating system is the only software system that can make scheduling and memory management decisions and therefore the likely location for optimization
logic. Optimization is based on choice: a mapping from many possibilities
to a single reality. Many applications are monolithic entities that defy external reorganization, but I/O applications have long been designed as pipelines
that allow it. Current operating systems do not map pipelines ‘intelligently’
onto the available hardware to exploit all features. One that does can be expected to reach consistent high performance across existing and future sys-
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tems. Although software designs are notoriously hard to compare quantitatively, this point can and will be demonstrated.
Together, the ideas presented in this chapter contribute to the central goal
of a high-throughput, flexible I/O system by introducing an OS architecture
that can automate runtime application optimization. We will conclude each
of the following four implementation chapters with a similar statement that
emphasizes how the presented component contributes to the overall goal.
Thesis Outline The remainder of this thesis follows the software architecture of Section 2.2.4. As is customary, Chapter 3 first presents the system
interface. The following three form the core technical exposition, where each
treats one software layer: Chapter 4 introduces fast transport, or communication, Chapter 5 adds synchronization and parallelization for efficient computation and Chapter 6 shows how self-optimization control adapts applications to changes in hard- and software. An evaluation of the implementation
follows in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 summarizes and concludes. In short, this
thesis follows a standard challenge-design-implementation-evaluation layout, where the implementation discussion is divided into four concerns: interface, communication, computation and control.

CHAPTER

Interface

Streamline presents the Unix I/O interface and extends
it where needed. Streamline extends pipelined I/O to the
kernel through a virtual filesystem (3.2). Shell pipelines
are its language of application construction (3.3) and
Posix I/O calls give access to pipe contents. It implements
Unix socket and pcap interfaces on top of its native interfaces for legacy support ( 3.4).
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3.1 Overview
Because streaming I/O is a well established domain with many users, we prefer to reuse proven interfaces in Streamline over reinventing the wheel. We
base our syntax on Unix I/O [Rit84] and only deviate when application or
performance constraints demand it. More important than syntax, even, we
follow the principles behind Unix, commonly referred to as the “Unix Philosophy”. Two principles are especially relevant. M. Douglas McIlroy, the creator
of Unix pipes and pipelines, formulated the now famous maxim [Sal94]
This is the Unix philosophy: Write programs that do one thing
and do it well. Write programs to work together. Write programs
to handle text streams, because that is a universal interface.
When every resource takes the same form (a text stream) it can be represented
through a uniform interface. A second well known principle in Unix, therefore, is that “everything is a file”, i.e., that (nearly, in the case of Unix) all resources live in the same filepath namespace and expose the same file interface.
To increase throughput, Streamline extends the reach of Unix design. Considerable high performance I/O takes place in kernel and device pipelines
(network, video, audio and graphics processing). To open up all system I/O
to users, Streamline presents all transient kernel streams as files in a virtual
filesystem. It extends the Unix Shell pipeline syntax to kernel processing to
avoid hand off between incompatible pipeline implementations. Systemwide
interface uniformity ensures that the performance enhancements of the next
chapters apply universally. This chapter does not tackle performance itself; it
only describes the Unix interface refinements.
An I/O Filesystem (3.2) opens up otherwise opaque kernel I/O. In line with
the Unix philosophy, Streamline exports all transient system I/O as pipes
in a filesystem, so that all existing tools and languages can access it.
Extended Pipelines (3.3) can express applications that Unix shells cannot,
among which any directed graph. Besides full digraphs, Streamline extends the language with optimization hints and conditional paths. The
latter are the basis for fast filtering, Boolean selection and connection
multiplexing.
Legacy Unix APIs (3.4) guarantee backward compatibility. Streamline implements the common sockets and packet capture interfaces, which we
use for evaluation. Uniquely, it implements them on top of the native
interfaces, to trivially reuse all their throughput enhancements.
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The filesystem and pipeline language complement each other. The filesystem opens the kernel to I/O monitoring, control and access, but this interface
is too inflexible to construct large tasks with: task creation takes many little
actions and such micromanagement leaves little optimization freedom. Extended shell pipelines (ESP) solve these problems, because they are concise
and amenable to be optimization. These, on the other hand, cannot be used
to inspect or modify a running system.

3.2 An I/O Filesystem
To open up kernel and device logic to construction of I/O applications, Streamline extends pipelines to the kernel. It exposes kernel I/O through a virtual
filesystem, so that all applications and tools can access it. PipesFS 1 reuses
Unix I/O calls to construct pipelines and access pipe contents. It presents a
method for open kernel processing that, unlike other kernel level pipelines,
is not domain-specific and can be accessed from userspace using all existing applications and languages. PipesFS serves a dual purpose. One, it exposes all active I/O in the kernel to user processes, opening up the otherwise
opaque kernel to monitoring, data inspection and even live editing. Second, it directly makes available the low-level pipeline construction API that
Streamline internally uses to implement applications. Applications can not
only observe kernel pipelines, but modify them at runtime: something that
the shell interface does not allow.
In use, PipesFS resembles the Streams example in Figure 3.1 more than
the Streamline application interface. Similar to Streams [Rit84], Streamline
presents a composition API for imperative programming. Contrary to Streams,
however, PipesFS graphs can be modified with any existing tools, shell scripts
and languages because the construction interface is based on a filesystem
and Posix I/O calls. PipesFS is a Linux virtual filesystem that visualizes Streamline kernel filters and streams as a directory structure, where filters are directories and nesting symbolizes data flow from the parent to its child. Symbolic
links enable arbitrary additional streams to expand into a full digraph. As a
result, it becomes trivial, for instance, to log all webserver requests to a compressed archive. For PipesFS mounted at /pipes the shell command

at /pipes/.../http/get/all |

ompress > log.Z

suffices, whereby we abbreviated the path for clarity. This command reads
data produced by an in-kernel get request filter from that filter’s Unix pipe
all. The filter first acquired data from another filter, one for http traffic,
1 Presented individually as PipesFS [dBB08c]
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which received it from yet a lower layer. This pipeline continues until we
reach data sources, in this case a network interface.
Modifying a pipeline, for instance to insert a layer 7 protocol filter when a
vulnerability in the webserver is discovered, is as simple. Moreover, the complex protocol filter does not have to run in the vulnerable kernel: a userspace
program, which can be as common as grep or sed, can be placed in between
two kernel components. We will return to this example and discuss its performance implications shortly. First, we introduce the filesystem and its components (directories, pipes and files).
Directories as filters Each directory in PipesFS represents an active Streamline filter running in the kernel. To create meaningful applications or rewire
existing ones, users add and remove directories with the mkdir, rmdir and
slink Linux system calls. Conceptually, data flows down the tree from parent to child directories. The implementation is, of course, based on the same
runtime system that executes pipelines. To expand the FS graph type from a
tree into the full digraph of Streamline, PipesFS interprets symbolic links to
directories as streams.
The filesystem root node, as only exception to the rule, does not correspond to a filter and therefore does not generate any output. Instead children
of the rootnode must generate output themselves. Device drivers will for instance do this. The root only contains a single file, .available, which lists
all available filter implementations. mkdir calls in the filesystem will only
succeed with names from this list.

Pipes as output As filters operate on sequential streams, their I/O can
be represented as pipes in the filesystem. PipesFS exports each filter’s output through a pipe in the filter directory. In its most basic form, all output from a filter /pipes/rx (for the filesystem mounted at /pipes) is not
only forwarded to all children; it can also be accessed directly from the pipe
/pipes/rx/all. PipesFS exposes stream classification by introducing a new
subdirectory with its own all pipe for each class of content that is observed.
Each logical substream is available through a private numbered pipe /pipes/rx/N/all,
for each N between 0 and 65535. Subdirectories are only created after their
class has been observed in the stream. Additionally, the runtime system can
resolve numbers to names, e.g., to replace the lookup for TCP traffic /pipes/rx/ip/6
with the more friendly /pipes/rx/ip/t p. To make use of this feature, filters must (statically) register a lookup table. If the table exists, PipesFS automatically generates symbolic links from the name to the numbered class
pipe.
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Files as control All but the most trivial filters take parameters. In PipesFS,
communication between filters and applications takes place through files. In
principle, all files in a directory are randomly-accessible memory regions (as
opposed to pipes, which only give access to a window of the principally unbounded stream). Writable control files set parameters, read-only files communicate metadata to the application. Small files copy data during each call,
large files are backed by the same shared memory regions as pipes (Chapter 4)
to reduce overhead of high-throughput communication. Therefore files can
serve as general purpose control channels, e.g., to transfer normally in-band
socket timestamps. Filters can define as many files as they need and name
them freely. To reduce clutter, the runtime system generates files for all the
filter’s configuration options prepended with a dot. Because filters names
may only consist of alphanumerical characters, the two types of objects cannot clash.
Configuration Management Directory creation with mkdir constructs
a new filter in the kernel and immediate connects its input to the output of
its parent. If parameters need to be set prior to connection, the filter has to
be created directly below the rootnode, configured and then manually moved
to the correct parent directory. Once created, filters can be freely moved and
copied. Moving a filter (executing the rename system call on the directory
node) closes the input pipe (if any) and opens the new parent’s output pipe.
Copying only involves a mkdir call and is therefore equivalent to creation of
a new node: no data or state is copied at this point. Copying is useful to replicate whole subgraphs. Because a recursive copy is not atomic, input has to
be temporarily severed to guarantee consistent behavior. Moving the source
node to the root level for the duration of the operation suffices, but this must –
again– be done manually. This demonstrates once more that PipesFS requires
more administration than pipelines, because it operates at a lower layer of
abstraction.
Read and write access PipesFS not only exposes the kernel I/O configuration, it also makes all live streams accessible from userspace. As the logging
example demonstrated, reading data requires the same actions as reading
from regular pipes. Similarly, inserting only involves writing to a pipe. Editing
the contents of an I/O stream is more involved. the stream must be severed –
again by moving the child directory to the root level – and data manually forwarded from the (former) parent to the child. This entails reading from the
output pipe, applying any required transformation to this data and then writing it to the input buffer. At this point we continue with the layer 7 (i.e., deep
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inspection) protocol filter example that we introduced at the start of this section. Traditionally, to filter at this level, all network data must be intercepted
(in the kernel) and parsed up to the protocol level, because no hooks in the
regular socket handling code exist to attach to. With PipesFS, not only can
we move processing out of the kernel (if we wish, this is not a requirement),
protocol processing is not unnecessarily duplicated, because each phase of
the socket pipeline can be attached to. Let’s say we want to drop all HTTP requests containing the unsafe double-dot (..) notation before they reach our
server. The following shell script achieves this (albeit crudely).

mkdir /pipes/http lean
mv /pipes/[...℄/http/get /pipes/http lean/
at /pipes/[...℄/http/all | grep -v '..'
> /pipes/http lean/all
It creates a new directory at the filesystem root, moves the HTTP GET filter in
here, then manually reads the HTTP packets from the original parent, scans
them for the double dot (with grep, which drops matches when -v is given)
and writes the results to the outgoing filter’s parent’s pipe.
To minimize overhead from data duplication between filters, PipesFS uses
indirection habitually, using Beltway buffers (Chapter 4). Each intermediate
stream is represented using an equivalent of a pointer queue instead of a data
queue. Read operations then result in the read of a pointer followed by the
read of data block. Even though such indirect access greatly reduces the cost
of presenting many streams, it is still not free. For this reason, all buffering is
disabled by default. Buffering only commences when a process opens a pipe
and stops immediately when the last process closes the pipe. By selectively
opening streams users trade off cost for access.

3.3 Extended Pipelines
A good application interface is simple and concise. Many streaming I/O systems expose a graph composition API. Figure 3.1 reproduces a code snippet
from the Solaris 10 STREAMS programming guide [SM05]. The example (2−2
in the manual) inadvertently drives home the point that explicit programming of streams and filters is verbose and error prone: it takes eight lines
of code to insert one filter. More importantly, it leaks implementation details about its kernel operation, leaving no room for optimization. The virtual
filesystem in Streamline exposes a similar API. Besides this, Streamline also
presents the user with a more abstract declarative interface, that is more concise and amenable to optimization.
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if ((fd = open("/dev/term/a", O_RDWR)) < 0) {
perror("open failed");
exit(1);
}
if (io tl(fd, I_PUSH, " h onv") < 0) {
perror("io tl I_PUSH failed");
exit(2);
}
Figure 3.1: Inserting a STREAMS module in Solaris 10

Streamline presents a pipeline interface and borrows its syntax from Unix
shells. It goes beyond shell programming by applying the language also to
protected kernel and device operations. For instance, the pipeline

rx | t p | http | files
reassembles all incoming TCP streams, selects connections that contain HTTP
requests, extracts these requests and saves them to individual files. Straight
pipelines cannot express the SafeCard application that we introduced in the
previous chapter. With an extended syntax, it is most naturally expressed as

rx | head | ruler | ok + (ok |! prospe tor) | flow | tx
although this is not necessarily the only form. As the SafeCard example shows,
the syntax has to be expanded to encode some practical applications. This
section presents the extensions in Streamline and explains their use-cases.
Pipeline programming is declarative in the sense that it defines application behavior without specifying how that behavior must come about, leaving it up to the implementer to decide. Unix shells do not actively exploit this
freedom, but map pipelines unconditionally onto Unix processes and pipes.
Neither does the operating system, although it could conceivably use behavioral pipeline information, for example, to make more informed scheduling
decisions. It cannot, however, because this structural information is lost at
the system interface where the pipeline is split with fork and pipe calls. Unix
specifications on operating semantics and system (call) interfaces restrict operating liberty. Although Streamline borrows the syntax of Unix, it but does
not limit itself to these rules.
Extended Unix Shell Syntax To be able to express common networking tasks, such as load balancing, protocol demultiplexing and connection
handling, Streamline adds two base features to the pipeline: parallelism and
conditional execution. On top of these, it then constructs optional higher
level control flow, such as looping, Boolean expression and connection handling, without changing the basic pipeline and at no additional cost.
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Filter

Meaning

F=<name> [key=value]*
F=<name> [param]*
F=<name> [key=value]* "[param]*"

Native filter with optional control options
Unix process
Unix process with optional control options

Selector

Meaning

S=ǫ
S=“all”
S=<0-9>+
S=<0-9>+:<0-9>+
S=<a-zA-Z><a-zA-Z0-9>+
S=!S

Default, all non-zero classes
All classes
Select a class
Select a range of classes
Select a named class
Inverse of another selection

Expression

Meaning

A=F
A=(B)
A=B |S C
A=B + C
A=B * B
A=B & C
A=!B
A=B @<key>[,<key>]*

Atomic expression consisting of one filter F
Nested expression
Pipeline with selector S
Parallel streams
Logical union (Or) of two streams
Logical intersection (And) of two streams
Logical negation (Not, equivalent to A |! B)
Expression with explicit optimization hint(s)

Table 3.1: Extended Pipeline Syntax

Deviation from the proven model sets one up for criticism in the spirit of
Henry Spencer’s famous quote
“Those who do not understand UNIX are condemned to reinvent
it, poorly” [Spe87]
Such skepticism is valid, but not pertinent here. Extended pipelines are fully
backward compatible with Unix. Streamline accepts all Unix pipelines and
Streamline pipelines can embed all Unix applications. The language is only
extended when needed to introduce requested features that cannot be feasibly implemented another way. Here, too, we chose the simplest solution with
the broadest application. To paraphrase an even more acclaimed admonition
than the one above, we keep the model as simple as possible, but no simpler.
Table 3.1 summarizes the complete syntax.
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Before presenting the language extensions in detail, we illustrate that the
existing pipeline language suffices to express many, if not most, applications.
For one, Streamline can carry out all existing Unix pipelines. It prefers native
filters over Unix processes, but if no native implementation of a filter can be
found, it will search for a Unix process. Therefore, the Unix expression

ps ax | grep sl li
is a valid Streamline request (it lists all processes and selects those that contain the expression ‘slcli’, the streamline interpreter). The interpreter is not
a full fledged shell, however: it lacks support for environment variables and
backticks, for instance. In other words, the expression

w

`find *.txt`

will fail. Besides Unix processes, however, Streamline pipelines can call native
library filters. For instance, the request

t pso k 5050 | deflate | t pso k "127.0.0.1:5051"
sets up a tunnel between two TCP sockets and compresses the data stream.
These filters are not full processes, but share a single userspace task (we explain these implementation details in Chapter 5). Moreover, filters need not
execute in a user process: this networking example involves kernel processing

rx | bpf "sr

port 80" | inspe t | outfile log.txt

It reads all data arriving from the network, filters out packets originating from
a probable website, generates packet information records and writes these to
a logfile. This pipeline combines network processing in the kernel with text
processing in userspace. At present, Streamline has more than 40 native filters that can be combined into pipelines with the larger set of Unix processes.
We now identify recurrent application patterns that linear pipelines cannot
implement and present language extensions that amend this situation.

3.3.1 Parallelism
A pipeline is a directed graph with computation filters for vertices and communication streams as edges. In the strictest definition, the network topology is constrained to a linear alternating sequence of the two elements. As
this strict definition is the basis of Unix shells, it can hardly be called impractical. Nevertheless, shortcomings have been observed in practice. CMS
pipelines [Har07] extend Unix pipes with task parallelism. A similar feature,
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multiplexing, was also introduced to Streams [Rit84] in a language revision.
About the lacuna in the original language, Ritchie himself writes
“It seems likely that a general multiplexing mechanism could help
[...], but again, I do not yet know how to design it.” [Rit84]
We equally observed the need for expressing parallelism. Many network tasks
have mutually independent series of operations, where filters in both pipelines
want the same copy of data, not each other’s output. For instance, a virus
scanner applies multiple filters side-by-side. Moreover, explicitly expressed
disjunctions can be executed concurrently on multiprocessors. Perhaps because our use of streams is limited to a single host, introduction of parallelism
posed none of the serious philosophical or technical challenges Ritchie alludes to.
Conceptually, Streamline introduces task parallelism by extending filters
with connection points called ports (a common moniker, not our coinage,
and a proven method for introducing task-parallelism). By default, filters
have 32 ingress and 32 egress ports. Ports are different from the Unix concept
of file descriptors and how these are used in standard pipes (stdin, stdout
and stderr) in that filters do not explicitly transmit data on a single output,
but multicast the same pair of data and classifier onto all output ports. This
model simplifies the implementation of filters, which can remain unaware of
the number of inputs and outputs in use and, instead, only concern themselves with processing and sorting data. Figure 3.2 depicts a task-parallel
graph of streamline filters across a set of computation spaces (Section 2.2.3),
connected through ports. The picture zooms in on one filter to show that
the filter implementation is internally unaware of the number of ports. It also
shows that filters can optionally have private state that persists across invocations. Finally, it shows how Streamline can map multiple filters onto a single
computation space, contrary to Unix shells that always map a program onto
a userspace process.
Syntax
Streamline syntax is based on that of Unix shells. It introduces two language
extensions to expand processing to full directed graphs. Split operators deviate only minimally from established practice and are intuitive. Because these
cannot encode all directed graphs, we also introduce named nodes.
Split/Join The plus symbol (’+’) identifies parallel compositions, as opposed to the sequential compositions of the pipeline (’|’) The following request, for instance, defines a firewall that only accepts three protocols.
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Figure 3.2: Close up of a filter in an extended pipeline

t p | http + ssh + rtsp | inspe t
Each pair of split and join node encapsulates a subgraph that is otherwise
disjoint from the greater network. Since the minus operator is binary, each
occurrences introduces one such pair of graphs in principle. With multiple
operators, requests can become ambiguous; Streamline adds parentheses to
explicitly express evaluation order. If no parentheses are used, the plus ranks
above the pipe. Thus, the chosen example is equivalent to this following interpretation.

t p | (http + ssh + rtsp) | inspe t
In practice, Streamline prunes unnecessary levels of nesting to speed up
execution prior to instantiation. Another concern in parallel graphs is that
each split duplicates data (logically, not necessarily physically). Unless these
are pruned, duplicate blocks will then be observed downstream from where
the streams join. The following figure shows a pipeline with split and join
nodes. The filter behind the join observes duplicate streams:

For some filters this is useful information. For instance, anti-virus scanners
execute a set of tests and correlate results. Most filters want these duplicates filtered out, however. The next section shows that besides the unfiltered
plus operator, the language has Boolean And and Or operators for calculating
stream union and intersection.
Backlinks
Pipelines with only split-join parallelism cannot execute all potential applications, because the language does not express a full digraph. Because they
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Figure 3.3: A graph with a backlink

do express the majority of practical tasks concisely, Streamline does not replace pipeline syntax in favor of the common digraph notation G = (V, A),
but extends the language with a simple construct that removes the last shortcoming. Extended pipelines can express the class of series-parallel digraphs.
That this is the representable class is easy to see, if we consider the binary
nature of the operator: each additional plus symbol must also introduce one
new parallel and otherwise disjoint subgraph. Similarly, each pipe introduces
a new sequential subgraph that is otherwise disjoint. Since these graphs are
not connected to the rest of the graph by any means but the forward arc (for
a pipe) or forward split-join construct, no cycle back into the previously expressed graph can ever originate from within this new graph. Note that the
term back here refers to the entire previously described graph, not just the
part upstream from the current node. Figure 3.3 shows a DAG that cannot
be expressed with only split-join parallelism. It clearly marks the backlink,
which in this case points to a vertex that is not upstream and therefore does
not create a cycle. Because each subgraph is either an atomic filter or recursively constructed from other nested subgraphs, no subgraph can ever contain a cycle or a crosslink to another subgraph. Nor can the top-level graph,
because it is just a special instance of the recursive process.
Streamline extends split-join graphs into full digraphs through explicit
backlinks: arcs that flow back to earlier defined parts of the graph to form
cycles. To express these, it extends the language with named nodes: sets of
vertices in the request graph that correspond to a single vertex in the runtime
graph. Named nodes are identified in the request graph by their shared name.
As a result, they make it possible to express a backlink as a forward arc. For
example, the expression

a name=X | b | a name=X
maps onto the cycle
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With backlinks, it becomes possible to create applications with unlimited
loops and correspondingly infinite execution time. With conditions, safer
bounded loops can be built, instead. The next section explains how Streamline supports conditional execution and then presents a conditional loop example.

3.3.2 Conditional Execution
In streaming I/O, conditional execution means the selective forwarding of
data along a subset of all possible paths. Load balancing, protocol demultiplexing and packet filtering are example applications of this feature. These
tasks do not flood the graph, but forward data from one filter to the next only
if certain constraints on data contents and system state are met. They are
common tasks in I/O processing and require an efficient implementation.
Streamline implements conditional execution as a language feature. This
decision extends the syntax, but enables faster execution of common operations. Conditions dictate data movement through the system: one of the
main causes of overhead in an I/O system. Because the runtime system has
a bird’s eye view, it can optimize transport in ways that filters cannot. For
instance, it can replace storage to a queue with pointer forwarding if filters
operate in the same space, while filters would always have to enqueue data
in the same manner. In Unix pipelines, filters (processes) handle all data directly through reading from and writing to pipes, which causes considerable
copying between processes. This cost would be unavoidable if each filter edits data beyond recognition, but that does not seem to be the case. Although
some filters thoroughly edit stream contents, many only want to read, group,
split, discard or append it, all of which can be implemented more efficiently
than through repeated copying of the majority of unmodified bits. For instance, in networking, many filters touch data only for reading, such as in protocol demultiplexing, or to make minor changes, such as in header stripping.
There is no reason in either case to write any bytes – let alone to duplicate all.
Streamline increases speed over Unix pipelines by minimizing data touching
by successive filters for all these cases. Chapter 5 classifies filters in behavioral
classes and selects fast implementations for each. The fast implementations
of grouping, splitting and discarding are all based on conditional execution:
on sorting of data items into groups and subsequent selection (splitting and
discarding) of arcs to traverse based on the data’s group.
Sorting Filters attach meaning to data blocks by grouping them according to features. Groups are identified through a scalar classifier. The meaning
attached to groups is not dictated by Streamline, but task-specific to support
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many uses. Scalars are a cheap way to communicate data type, connection
number or filter state. For instance, an MPEG video decoder can announce
the frametype of a data block to downstream processors, a TCP reassembler
the hash of a stream and a virus scanner whether an intrusion has been seen.
Sorting is implemented by running a stream of classifier values (a “metadata stream”) parallel to and in lockstep with each data stream, as depicted
in Figure 3.4. Alongside the data, Streamline makes these numbers visible to
all downstream filters. Besides a classifier value, this metadata item, or tag,
contains an offset and length pair to be able to express interest in a subsection of a block (used, for instance, to remove protocol headers cheaply; we
will see more uses later). It also embeds a lookup structure, but that is immaterial now (we return to that point in Chapter 4). The smaller the tag, the
more fit in a cache together; in the current implementation, the classifier is a
16 bit scalar, which satisfies all tasks so far (specifically, it is long enough for
TCP port splitting). The total tag is 16 bytes. Some filters can perform operations solely on the contents of tags, greatly reducing data access per operation. For instance, a zerocopy TCP reassembly filter (Section 5.3.2) only looks
at the offset and length pairs of segments to reorder them. By avoiding the
data load and store phases at each filter, base overhead drops, enabling more
fine-grained operations and thus increased opportunity for optimization.
The scalar communication channel is similar to the return value passed
by Unix processes, except for the fact that a scalar value is produced not at
process exit, but for each data item. For instance, an httpget filter signals
after each block whether it found an HTTP GET request embedded. Downstream, a firewall filter decides based on this outcome whether to forward,
log or drop the block. In line with this semantic change, the values change:
where in Unix non-zero values commonly represent error codes and zero signals success, in Streamline non-zero classes represent valid data groups and
zero is generally used for the group of data that should be discarded. The
interpretation of the scalar value is application-specific, however, and the responsibility of individual filters.
To ensure compatible interpretations of data and metadata streams, filters can explicitly label their in- and output types. The simplest use is to differentiate between record- and bitpipe semantics, but types are further specializable. The Ethernet frame, for instance, extends the record with semantic
information about the first bytes; a TCP stream combines a bitpipe with connection multiplexing based on the classifier value. In the reference system,
most filters process arbitrary data, but some accept only Ethernet contents,
such as a network traffic monitor.
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Figure 3.4: A metadata stream linked to a data stream

Selection To complete conditional evaluation, each arc can constrain
which selected groups to forward. The simplest type of filtering is a binary
decision to forward or drop data. A default pipe forwards all classes of data
except for class zero. More interesting applications explicitly restrict forwarding, by annotating the pipe ’|’ symbol. Applications writers set selection constraints on streams by appending one of the following ‘selectors‘: a single
scalar m representing a single class, two values m : n representing a range of
classes or a literal string representing a named class, which uses the lookup
table described in the next section. For example, to forward traffic to destination port 22 to an SSH filter, we write dport |22 ssh. Ranges are given
by a pair of scalars and a colon: rx |22:23 drop. Additionally, selection
may be inverted by inserting an exclamation mark between the pipe symbol and the main expression. For instance, on a webserver device that only
accepts port 80 traffic, all other data is reflected to an intrusion detection system using dport |!80 ids. Ranges and inversion may be combined, as in
rx |!1:1023 a ept.
At runtime, each time a filter produces data Streamline compares the accompanying class value to the ranges of all outgoing arcs and only schedules the downstream vertices for matching edges. Classification can forward
and filter out data without having to explicitly copy data. Since data passing through streams is one of the most executed parts of the runtime system,
keeping this task cheap is paramount.
Application
Conditional execution can spread data across parallel arcs and filter out traffic. In networking, metadata stream filtering is the basis for cheap reception
handling and data demultiplexing. With parallel paths and stateful filters,
conditional paths can also support other popular data manipulation operators. In Streamline, they implements Boolean queries, connection multiplex-
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ing and conditional looping.
Boolean Selection Often, users want more fine-grained filtering based
on the intersection, union or inversion of streams. Not subtracts one stream
from another, And calculates the intersection and Or the union of two streams.
Streamline introduces notation for Boolean selection and implements these
on top of class-based filtering, i.e., without further changes to the basic pipeline. We append another plus symbol (’+’) for split-join parallelism with duplicate removal – in other words, as the union of a set of streams which is
equivalent to a logical Or operation. Analogously, we denote intersection, or
the logical And, by adding a multiplication symbol (’+*’) and negation with
the exclamation mark (’!’). All three can be seen in the example

rx ++ tx | ip | mpeg +* !http
Here, all network traffic is sent to two protocol filters; only video over anything but HTTP is kept. Intersection only passes blocks for which all parallel
filters return a non-zero class, and passes each block at most once. Union
passes blocks that have at least one non-zero path, again no more than once.
Logical negation, !B, passes all blocks dropped by a filter:

The operators are implemented as graph rewrite rules (templates, Section 6.2.1) from the Boolean-augmented grammar to the base grammar. Logical Or is rewritten as a join operation. The join filter passes the i t h occurrence of the same block, where in this case i = 1. Logical And is replaced by
the same filter, but passes not the first match, but the N t h . Negation could
be implemented using a join, but is not, because a much simpler method is
available. The operation is translated into condition inversion on the edges,
so that !A | B becomes A |! B.
Implementation Join operations can be computationally expensive. They
need to compare blocks to identify duplicates and store copies of all blocks
for which duplicates may still arrive. In most cases, execution can be sped up,
however. The simplest approach is to always forward the first occurrence of
each block and drop all additional copies. This can be implemented cheaply
without requiring state or even data access, if the filter is executed in a roundrobin fashion by all disjoint subgraphs. Then, no two blocks can cross each
other. The filter simply continually passes one block and then drops the N-1
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next (for an N-way split). Because the approach requires ordered filter execution and maintaining strict order on parallel hardware is difficult, it can only
be applied when the entire subgraph executes as a single thread of execution.
We could (but have not, at this point) implement yet another optimization. All types of joins can benefit from ordering execution so that only one
path needs to be traversed. When all but one of the disjoint subpaths are
computational kernels and the runtime system executes filters in depth-first
order, the first parallel path will execute the join filter before any other path is
even started. If the join succeeds, the alternate paths do not have to be scheduled. This kind of evaluation optimization is similar to the strict expression
evaluation order in computational languages such as C.
Connection Multiplexing Many network and video streams applications operate on connections, such as webservers. For applications with many
short-lived connections (the quintessential example of which is a webserver),
addition and deletion of pipes at runtime for each connection is too expensive. Connections are more efficiently handled by multiplexing them over a
single long-lived stream. For example, the expression (written in Unix shell
syntax)

in | ip | t p | p ap | ompress | disk
encodes a request that filters IP traffic, reconstructs independent TCP streams
and stores each to an individual compressed tracefile.
Connection multiplexing is difficult to implement in a generic fashion,
because it requires bookkeeping (and hence state) and because this state must
be shared between otherwise independent operations across protection boundaries. Layer-3 routers, including those based on streams such as Click [KMC+ 00],
have no need for connection multiplexing because they act only on discrete
packets. Other network stacks differentiate streams internally within subsystems, such as within the TCP protocol handler, but lack a common interface
to share this information with other components. Such solutions are taskspecific and localized, causing multiple code blocks to reimplement the same
session bookkeeping and to execute the same logic to assign blocks to sessions. In Streamline, instead, filters can agree to uses the classifier to discern
among logically independent streams. Then, only the first filter in a pipeline has to assign a filter to a session; all successive filters refer to the classifier value to group blocks into sessions. The TCP stream reassembler, for
instance, sets the tag to differentiate among many independent TCP streams
over a single pipe. By exposing the class field downstream, it can form the
start of connection-oriented pipelines. All connection-oriented filters understand multiplexing.
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Stateful connection-handling filters will segment state between connections. For instance, we will see later that centralized state multiplexing makes
it possible to automatically extract data parallelism from stateful connectionoriented filters. (Section 5.4). For now, we simply mention that Streamline
can automate the task of segmentation and lookup, because the runtime system can access the classifier. It exposes a special session-aware allocation
function to filters that resembles calloc:

slsession_allo (size_t nmems, size_t size)
Through this, filters request not a single memory region, but enough memory to hold a fixed number of fixed size session structures (when the filter is
first loaded). During processing, Streamline maps classes onto sessions. Each
time a session-handling filter is ready to be scheduled, it looks up the corresponding session region by the class value and updates a pointer in the filter
datastructure to point the filter to the correct region.
Conditional Looping Some applications want to process data repeatedly, for instance multi-pass image filters. Streamline combines parallelism,
conditional execution and stateful filters to enable conditional looping, which
lifts pipelines to the class of Turing complete languages. This is most easily
demonstrated by showing equivalence with other known TC languages. The
extended pipeline can implement the basic control flow statements of imperative programming: conditional branching and looping. In this context
filters are computational basic blocks – instruction sequences uninterrupted
by jumps or branches – and control flow operations govern movement between these blocks.
A conditional branch is constructed by giving a vertex two outgoing paths
with opposing constraints. Either data travels along one path, or it travels
along the other, but never on both (or neither). Each binary filter, therefore,
is a branch. Unbounded loops, then, are conditional branches with one condition pointing back to the start of the current basic block. Or, in graph terms,
a subgraph with a backlink to itself.
Loops are bounded by introducing special bounding filters. The following
example executes a certain subgraph, G i nner ten times:
G pr e | for name=X 10 | G i nner | for name=X |!

G post

Here, the for filter is shown twice, both with the same name. The first occurrence also sets a parameter: a limit of 10, which controls the number of times
the filter must accept a block before dropping it. The filter keeps an internal
counter that is decremented each time the same block is observed. Blocks are
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scheduled depth-first in Streamline, which ensures that no two blocks can intersect, simplifying counting. Each time the counter is not zero and the same
block is seen, the filter classifies the block as a positive number, which the
regular pipe will forward to the subgraph G i nner . Once it reaches zero, the
class becomes zero and G i nner is not called. G post , on the other hand, is attached to a pipe with an exclamation mark. That inverses selection, causing
all blocks classified as zero to pass.
Safe Execution Like any language that supports unbounded looping, the
extended pipeline can trivially express non-terminating applications. Because control flow is explicit, all loops can be identified. Bounded loops are
safer, because they are guaranteed to exit at a given iteration. The distinction
between bounded and unbounded looping cannot be made automatically,
but a practical solution can be devised in two stages. First, strict safety guarantees can be given based on loop detection: directed acyclic graphs can be
detected and are certain to be bounded for any given input. This method
excludes some safe graphs (i.e., it suffers from false negatives): those that
contain loops, but are still safe. Second, trustworthy pipelines with bounded
loops can be constructed by only allowing DAGs or graphs where looping is
implemented using trusted loop filters. Section 6.5 introduces a security policy framework with these properties. Note that this guarantee says nothing
about the safety of the computational filters themselves. Ensuring their safety
is a related topic treated in the same section.

3.3.3 Options
Because in Streamline the mapping of pipeline to hardware is less clearcut
than in Unix shells, occasionally options have to be passed to the control
logic. Besides their own parameters, filters may be given one of the control options summarized in Table 3.2. Export and exportdata force buffering of data even when transport optimizations would normally avoid this.
Users pass these options when they want to be able to inspect or modify a
stream from their application logic. Share and reuse govern whether multiple pipelines can share filters. When many applications share subgraphs,
such as in the case of socket processing, sharing avoids work duplication. Default behavior is to share stateless filters and to wipe state when filters are updated or at runtime (e.g., through manipulating the virtual filesystem). Space
overrides Streamline’s optimization algorithm and forces implementation in
a given space. Mode overrides the access permissions as discussed in the access control section ( 6.5). The binary and file options enable indirect parameter passing to filters. Some filters take parameters that cannot be practically
expressed on the command line, such as interpreters that accept bytecode
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Key

Value

Effect

name
export
exportdata
size

<string>
yes|no
yes|no
<len>

Uniquely identify filter and optional stream
Buffer output into pointer queue
Buffer output into data queue
Explicitly set buffer queue length

share
reuse

yes|no|auto
yes|no

Enable prefix sharing. Auto only shares if stateless
Preserve state across configuration updates

space
mode

<id>
<perm>

Force a space, can also be ’local’ or ’kernel’
Override default access permissions

file
binary

<name>
<id>

A file whose contents to pass as parameter
A blob from a repository to pass as parameter
Table 3.2: Filter Options

applications. For this reason Streamline accepts native filter (i.e., not Unix
processes) parameters expressed as references to the contents of a file or a
binary object (blob, previously loaded into process memory). For instance,
to avoid retyping regular expressions, these are loaded from a file using

file in.txt | regex file=regex.txt
Optimization Hints Users may also annotate whole (sub)graphs to guide
optimization. Table 3.3 lists the current set of options that Streamline understands. These are passed to a graph as an appendix behind the special at
symbol (), as in

rx | ip | snort file=pattern.txt throughput,ba kground
Here, the whole pipeline is annotated as being a background task whose main
goal is to maximize throughput (as opposed to, say, latency).
Different subgraphs can be given different annotations. For example, optimization can change the initial load balancing based on explicit hinting of
expected hotspots:

t p | (dport |80 http busy) + (dport |!80 ids quiet)
Just like compiler hinting, graph annotation must be reserved for special
situations where the automated system fails. Overuse is a form of premature
optimization [Knu74](p.268), which produces fragile applications as a result
of hardcoding optimality assumptions that may not be universally true. For
normal operations, the automation logic should be left to do its task.
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Hint

Meaning

throughput
latency
single
private
realtime
hrealtime
background
quiet
busy

Maximize communication throughput
Minimize worst-case communication latency
Execute in a single space
Run on private (i.e., non time-shared) resources
Guarantee at least soft realtime scheduling
Guarantee hard realtime scheduling
Execute with lowest scheduler priority
A relatively silent part of the graph
An operational hotspot. Opposite of ’quiet’
Table 3.3: Pipeline Options

3.4 Legacy Unix APIs
Few existing applications can natively use Streamline’s filesystem or pipeline
interfaces. To support a large set of legacy applications, Streamline implements two popular domain specific interfaces on top of its pipelines. For
end-to-end networking this is the socket API and for packet filter the aptly
named packet capture interface, or pcap. Applications that use these interfaces only delegate the part of their computation behind the interface to the
runtime system. As a result, obtainable speedups are lower than with applications that are completely expressed as native pipelines. These interfaces
are therefore principally aimed at legacy applications. We will make use of
them for one-to-one performance evaluation against Linux, speedup results
of which can be similarly interpreted as conservative estimates of achievable
optimization.
Sockets Sockets handle common protocol processing tasks for networked
applications. A socket performs multiplexing, fragmentation, stream reassembly, checksumming and header generation. As sockets handle both ingress
and egress traffic, each socket is implemented as two pipelines, e.g., for a DNS
server, the reception pipeline is

rx | udp | dport |53 so ket export=yes name=rxport_53
It reads all arriving network data, filters out UDP traffic to port 53 and attaches it to a socket endpoint. This last filter saves all contents to a buffer
named rxport_53. The socket calls (re v, etc.) operate directly on this buffer.
The transmission pipeline is shorter:
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buffer txport_53 |all tx
The first filter sets up a buffer for transmission, txport_53, and begins to
listen on all socket calls on this buffer. On writes, it forwards data to the
transmission filter. These pipelines are very short, because a lot of protocol
processing is implemented behind the socket calls and rx/tx filter templates
(rewrite rules from longer pipelines, Section 6.2.1). The network stack is perhaps the most commonly implemented composable stream program [Rit84,
HP91, MMO+ 94]. Our functional logic does not differ significantly from other
systems; the major change lies in the choice of well known Unix interfaces to
processing and data. Because they are implemented on top of Streamline
pipelines, sockets benefit from the performance enhancements introduced
in the chapters 4 and 5. For instance, socket calls execute in the process’s
context and thus incur no kernelmode switch.
Packet capture Packet capture is increasingly common. It is the enabling technology, for instance, for network intrusion detection, which has
grown tremendously with the uptake of Internetworking, and traffic auditing,
which is used by corporations, Internet service providers and national security services to monitor their employees, customers [Sve] and citizens [EU 06].
The most established packet capture interface, simply known as pcap, applies a Berkeley Packet Filter [MJ93] to all layer 2 network traffic on a host and
sends matching frames to a userspace process. Traditionally, and in Linux
today, each frame requires a mode-transition and a copy for each interested
process. Shared ring-buffers implement a more efficient capture solution,
because they remove all runtime copying and virtual memory mapping overhead (as we will show quantitatively in Section 7.3). Streamline directly maps
all layer 2 data to all interested applications, together with the metadata streams
that holds the result of a BPF filter (this mechanism is discussed in Chapter 4).
It implements the task as a pipeline, so that Streamline can offload the BPF
filter to a fast space or replace it by a compiled equivalent as part of its optimization step:

rx + tx | bpf_byte ode binary=$BLOB | user
The request takes all network sources, applies BPF and ensures that the filtered results are mapped into the application’s memory protection domain.
One faster alternative to BPF that compiles to native bytecode is the FFPF
Packet Language [CdBB05]. For this language, the reference system currently
has x86 and Intel IXP network processor compilation targets [BdBC+ 04]. Applications have to be modified to use it, because it is not language compatible
with BPF.
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Figure 3.5: Streamline architecture with interfaces

3.5 Summary
This section presented the programming model of Streamline. Streamline
reuses the proven I/O interfaces of Unix, including filepaths for system inspection and pipelines for application construction. This interface is clear,
simple and well known. Moreover, the model supports introspection, a vital ingredient for application tailoring. Streamline exposes all pipelines in
protected domains to all users by modeling them in the most common Unix
namespace: the filepath. All kernel streams are exposed in the filesystem as
Unix pipes. It refines the interfaces where necessary to support its specific
goals of filter offloading to the best environment and data sharing across domains. Pipeline syntax is extended to express full directed graphs and conditional paths, to support such common application patterns as load balancing, protocol demultiplexing and filtering. On top of these base operators, Streamline further adds optional Boolean selection, looping and connection handling. To guide optimization, it enables filter and graph annotation. Streamline supplements these native interfaces with legacy socket and
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pcap support.
Figure 3.5 depicts the interfaces and their integration with the runtime
system (the topic of the next two chapters). Besides PipesFS and extended
pipelines, it shows the socket and pcap (and Sun RPC, not discussed) application interfaces and Unix I/O data access interface (Section 4.4.1). The figure
shows how these interfaces give access to the computation spaces at all system layers and to their interconnecting Beltway buffer and control messaging
systems.
Together, the ideas presented in this chapter contribute to the central goal
of a high-throughput, flexible I/O system by enabling construction of composite tasks (a prerequisite for reconfiguration) for a wide range of practical
streaming I/O tasks: a superset of Unix pipeline I/O.

CHAPTER

Communication
A buffer management system (BMS) governs all communication between filters and applications. Its design determines the number of copies, data-cache hits and task
switches per record. This chapter presents a streaming
I/O BMS that minimizes cost by building streams from
shared memory regions (4.2) and replacing copying with
pointer indirection (4.3). Buffer specialization (4.4 and
4.5) ensures high throughput for varied applications and
systems.
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4.1 Overview
To maximize throughput, technical buffering concerns must be hidden from
users and tailored by the control system. The BMS in Streamline 1 presents
applications and filters only with an idealized view of streams as sliding windows over unbounded, ordered sequences of blocks. All streams are represented as Unix pipes, because that interface fits the task and is well known.
Underneath, three optimizations minimize copy-, context switch- and cache
miss overhead.
Shared Rings (4.2) replace per space private data copies with shared access.
To allow asynchronous access by multiple filters in multiple spaces,
blocks are stored in large circular buffers and on a shared memory system these are mapped between spaces. To guard against corruption,
shared buffers are immutable. Shared rings minimize copying. Fewer
copies translates into a smaller working set, smaller cache footprint
and therefore fewer cache misses. The lock-free nature of ring buffers
reduces mandatory context-switching.
Indirection (4.3) replaces direct data manipulation with pointer arithmetic.
Pointer queues replace the data queues in a store and forward I/O network with pointer queues that point into shared data rings. This model
avoids copying between filters. Because they are private, pointer queues
are mutable. Pointers can be manipulated instead of data to perform
data reordering and copy-on-write. In Streamline, indirection is independent from memory addressing to operate seamlessly across virtual
memory protection domains and physical device regions.
Specialization (4.4) of buffers matches their implementations to stream features, such as data pattern and synchronization strategy. Matching buffers
to data pattern avoids fragmentation, eliminating data cache misses. A
switch to permissive synchronization strategies reduces context switching. Section 4.5 introduces specific specializations.

4.2 Shared Rings
A straightforward BMS alternates filters with queues, implementing a store
and forward network. Storing and retrieving data at each hop is not an efficient strategy, however, when data access is a significant cause of overhead.
1 Presented individually as Beltway Buffers [dBB08a]
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The previous chapter showed how signaling between filters can be reduced;
this section presents a solution to avoid data copying.
Shared Buffers Traditionally, the pipe interface is implemented using
system calls, but Streamline streams are based on local function calls to make
the interface available everywhere in the system. Function calls avoid the context switch and TLB shootdown overhead caused by system calling by operating on local memory buffers. To avoid copying, buffers are mapped into
all interested memory protection domains. Previous work has shown that
modifying virtual memory mapping in this manner is cheaper than copying [PAM94]. The BMS increases these savings by avoiding per-block virtual
memory operations, instead reusing the same mappings for whole streams.
It scales buffers to encapsulate not just single blocks, but whole streams. We
will demonstrate that the reduction in mode transitions increases small block
throughput and that the reduction in copying does the same for large blocks.
Ring Buffers Operating systems commonly allocate blocks on-demand
and order these into streams using pointer queues. In contrast, the BMS
stores blocks sequentially in a shared buffer to create a shared circular data
buffer, or DBuf. Shared ring buffers have previously been shown to reduce
transport cost between the kernel and userspace processes [GA91, BdBC+ 04].
Long-lived shared rings hold six implementational advantages over dynamically allocated structures:
1. They amortize allocation cost over many blocks.
2. They amortize virtual memory (mapping) operations in the same manner.
3. They are lock-free.
4. They require fewer memory accesses than pointer structures.
5. They minimize cache collisions by ordering data sequentially.
6. They assist hardware prefetch for the same reason.

4.2.1 Networks of Rings
We observe four obstacles to moving to a buffer architecture based on a coarsegrain ring, all of which are resolved by moving to networks of rings.
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Memory Waste Rings trade memory utilization for speed. As memory
density grows faster than bandwidth, trading off space for speed is increasingly appropriate. Overprovisioning can be curtailed, however, by selecting
buffers optimized to stream and system features. The BMS can specialize
buffer size and layout.
Process Isolation In a multitasking OS, processes must be isolated from
one another to assure correctness and privacy. A naive implementation of
shared rings breaks this isolation property. Access control is more difficult to
enforce when rings are coarse-grain structures, since per-block access policies cannot be enforced. With only a few policy groups and devices (the common case), security issues can be resolved by switching to a multi-ring architecture. Fine-grained protection domains is reestablished by having multiple rings with private access control policies. Each Streamline buffer carries a policy that follows familiar Unix file permissions. Access is set for the
user, group and globally, for both reading and writing. Data manipulation
of filters with only read-only access to a buffer is automatically reflected to a
secondary buffer that has the right policy. Protection is enforced per ‘buffer
plus computation space’ pair, because the BMS can check permissions only
once, before mapping in the I/O region. As a consequence, policy enforcement causes no other run-time overhead.
Cache Invalidation Multiprocessing can cause pathological cache behavior, whereby one CPU causes invalidation of lines in another’s cache without any real data dependency. Such false data dependencies must be avoided
to maintain consistent high efficiency. This BMS splits buffer metadata into
shared read-only and private writable regions, similar to netchannels [JF06].
NUMA Access Shared memory is often, but not always the preferred transfer mode. On NUMA architectures, explicit copying between buffers is faster
than shared memory access, because it reduces contention on the (high-latency)
interconnect. For instance, some network cards, like the Radisys ENP2611,
have large amounts of memory into which packets are received and that can
be shared with the host processor. It is cheaper to DMA the network data
across the PCI bus once, than it is to have the host processor read data from
a shared buffer on the card [NCdBB04]. The BMS transparently interposes
a write-through cache between high latency clients and data, that appears
to give direct read access to shared contents, but underneath replicates data
into a local DBuf. Replication policies are specialized to hardware features, to
exploit optimizations such as prefetching, bursting or direct cache access.
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Figure 4.1: Chain of data rings with data and index buffers with pointers to
data

The BMS exploits the demand for multiple buffers by tailoring each
buffer to application and system. For example, device drivers adapt buffers to
fit device hardware specification, while host network packet rings align containers to the start of the network layer protocol header. To avoid cross-buffer
copying, the BMS weaves the set of buffers into an integrated network of rings
through indirect buffers.

4.3 Indirection
Presenting clients with an idealized view of private, sequential streams conflicts with copy-avoidance through shared buffers. Modifying shared blocks
can cause data corruption, for instance. Copying blocks between buffers is a
safe alternative, but that is expensive. Instead, Streamline takes an approach
similar to hardware protected virtual memory. It adds a layer of indirection
in memory addressing, to be able to virtually move and copy blocks without
incurring any actual physical data movement. The BMS implements indirection in software, because hardware-protected virtual memory operations
are expensive, protection is not required by Streamline (where access control
takes place at buffer granularity), and software indirection can be enabled
selectively to curtail translation cost.
Virtual address pointers are meaningless across memory protection domains. In the BMS, software indirection replaces pointers with globally valid
indices and pointer queues with index buffers or “IBufs”. Indices are pointers that differ in two ways from memory addresses. One, they replace direct
addressing with a hierarchical lookup structure that is valid across virtual address spaces, a rich index. Two, their structure embeds a metadata field. Figure 4.2 shows an example index. It strongly resembles the tag used in stream
classification. IBufs are specialized ring buffers that pack indices closely together to share cachelines, maximizing cache hitrate. Figure 4.1 shows mul-
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Figure 4.2: An index points to a range in a DBuf

tiple (private) IBufs pointing into (shared) DBufs.

Rich Pointers Since data is shared globally, indices must address buffer
contents across memory protection regions. A rich index is a three-level lookup
structure consisting of a globally unique DBuf identifier, a block offset within
this buffer and an offset plus length pair to select a region within the block
(e.g., a TCP segment within an Ethernet frame). Indices from different IBufs
may share access to the same DBuf and indices within the same IBuf may
point to blocks in multiple DBufs. The first situation is common when multiple clients need a private view on data residing in a shared ring, for instance
the network packet reception ring. The second situation occurs when a client
needs to access multiple rings, e.g., when a server listens on two NICs at once,
each of which controls its own descriptor ring. Figure 4.1 shows both situations.
Resolving rich pointers is more expensive than following virtual memory
pointers due to lack of hardware address translation. The translation cost is
amortized by caching a translation for subsequent accesses within the same
space. More expensive is the mapping in of previously unmapped buffers –
what we call “buffer-faults” in reference to hardware page faults. Such exceptions occur when a DBuf is referenced that is not mapped into the current memory protection domain. To maintain the illusion of globally shared
buffers, such faults are handled automatically, similar to demand paging. If
the space has the appropriate access permissions the pages underlying the
buffer are mapped into the address space all at once 2 .
2 The current implementation is based on an OS memory management interface and unnec-

essarily suffers a hard page fault for each individual page.
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Transparent Indirection Like virtual memory, indirection is transparent to users. Because index and buffer-fault resolution are non-trivial operations, the BMS automates these steps behind the buffer interface. Recall
that all indirection takes place in IBufs, which are specializations of the basic
DBuf ring. The IBuf interface is identical the DBuf interface, rendering implementation distinctions immaterial to applications. The IBuf implementation
resembles a cache. Reading from an IBuf is a two step process of rich pointer
resolution followed by a read-through into the referenced DBuf. Similarly,
writing to an IBuf is implemented as write-through to a DBuf followed by a
store of an index into the IBuf. Users do not explicitly specify the DBuf for the
write-through operation; a default buffer with the same access control policy
as the IBuf is automatically selected. If none exists, one is created. Note that
write-through is rare in practice, as a block referenced in an index is generally
already stored in a DBuf.

4.3.1 Splicing
If write-through is avoided, a virtual data copy appears without a physical
copy operation having taken place. Such copy-free data transport is known
as splicing [McV98]. It is more efficient than copying for all but the smallest
blocks. One logical application of splicing is network transmission queuing.
Application payload is invariably already stored (in application buffers or the
file cache), so there is no need to create a separate copy for transmission. In
an IBuf write, Streamline compares the passed source pointer to the address
ranges of up to N DBufs, whereby we choose N so that the list of ranges fits in
a single cacheline to minimize lookup cost. If a list entry matches, Streamline
skips write-through, calculates a rich index and only writes this to the IBuf.
Splicing has also been integrated into the Linux kernel with version 2.6.17.
That implementation differs from ours in two important ways. First, it introduces a new interface independent from regular data transfer and is therefore
not backwards compatible. Second, it only governs movement of data within
the kernel. While it offers the same performance advantages as Streamline
in certain situations, few applications have so far been adapted to the Linux
splicing model. Splicing in Streamline, on the other hand, is backwards compatible with existing applications. Again, buffers present the Posix I/O interface; applications are unaware of which transfer method is used underneath.
A second optimization increases throughput for the common operation
of reading a block from one stream and writing it unmodified to another. As
presented, write splicing only reduces the cost of the write call, application
splicing avoids the copy into the application buffer during read. The technique is based on lazy copying. In this call, the system temporarily revokes
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Figure 4.3: Two types of splicing

access to the page(s) underlying the buffer. If the application forwards data
unmodified, write will receive the same application buffer pointer as read.
The call then splices from the originating DBuf. Again, Streamline caches the
last N pointers for lookup. If a page-fault occurs, instead of splicing, data is
copied lazily. Splicing is then disabled for that DBuf, as frequent page-fault
handling actually degrades performance.
Results We now quantify the effects of write splicing on throughput by
comparing a regular read/write cycle with one that replaces the read with
a direct pointer from the input buffer. This pointer is obtained with a call
to peek, a read-like function that we will explain shortly. Figure 4.4 shows
the performance of moving data from a DBuf to an IBuf. The test is indicative of file servers, for instance, where data is read from the page cache and
written to the network transmission buffer. The fastest mechanism is peek
only: the peek equivalent of read-only access. This mechanism processes
even faster than the physical bus permits, because no data is touched. The
method serves no purpose; we only show it to set an upper bound on the
performance. About half as fast is fast peek/write, which combines peek with
splicing. This, too, does not actually touch any data, but writes out an IBuf
element. Overhead caused by read can be seen by comparing these two results with those of read only and fast read/write. They are 3x slower still. Worst
results are obtained when we cannot use splicing, but instead must write out
data: throughput drops again, by another factor 2.5. This experiment clearly
shows that combined gains from copy avoidance are almost an order of magnitude (9x) when all data is cached. Savings will be even higher for buffers
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Figure 4.4: Write Splicing

that exceed L2, because then the large blocks will cause many more DCache
and TLB misses than the small IBuf elements.

4.4 Specialization
To efficiently handle wide ranges of tasks, buffer features are specialized.
Centralizing the logic to handle all cases imposes an unacceptable high cost
on simple common use of pipes. Examples of useful specializations are cachealigned storage for small records such as IBufs and resizable buffers for streams
that fluctuate widely in throughput. This section shows the uniform features
that all buffers must share: a common interchangeable interface support for
specialization and a small set of shared implementational features.
Implementation Stacking Because an exhaustive list of optimizations cannot be compiled, the BMS does not export specialization hooks for, say, synchronization. Instead, buffer implementations specialize arbitrary behavior by implementing a complete stream interface. All buffers implement a
smaller, simpler, but generally similar interface to the external Unix I/O API.
This form of specialization is very similar to virtual filesystem implementations, as for instance found in Linux. Like a VFS, the core BMS logic only
resolves a desired implementation and performs slow control tasks, such as
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namespace management and segment mapping. Some features are orthogonal to one another and can in principle be combined at will. For example, synchronization and data layout concerns are completely independent.
When all implementations export the same API, calls can be performed iteratively, or stacked, to combine features (at the cost of extra function calls).

4.4.1 Interface
To be able to replace implementations at will for non-functional reasons,
all buffer implementations must expose the same interface. In Streamline,
buffers present the Unix I/O interface, because it is familiar and convenient
(as the basis for Unix pipes). To differentiate between the system calls made
available by the OS and the BMS functions of Streamline the latter an slfile_
prefix. The BMS presents Unix calls to applications. Internally, it translates
these calls into the more fine-grained API presented to implementations. Applications can use both the coarse-grain legacy and fine-grained extended
interface. Table 4.1 summarizes the combined API.
Extending the Unix Interface One performance drawback of Unix I/O
is that it implements expensive copy semantics, that is, read and write create private copies of blocks for the caller. These semantics are safe, but also
wasteful, as they must be implemented using copying or VMM modifications such as copy-on-write. To circumvent these costs we extend the API
with read-through and asynchronous write calls. Peek is a read-like operation that uses weak move semantics in the nomenclature of Brustoloni and
Steenkiste [BS96]. We prefer to call the scheme system shared, because no action, move or otherwise, is implied. With system shared semantics, a caller
is not allowed to modify data, because it is given a direct pointer into the
DBuf. This behavior can only be enforced at a whole-ring level. The function is identical to Unix read apart from the second argument, which takes a
double instead of a single pointer:
ssize_t slfile_peek(int fd, void **buf, size_t count);

When peeking, a client receives a direct pointer into the stream. The read
call, then, is nothing more than a wrapper around a peek call, mem py and
exception handling logic. Figure 4.5 shows the gains obtained by switching
from copy based reading (R) to an indirect peek (P) call for multiple buffer
sizes. The figure plots read throughput using both methods at various call
sizes. Upper and lower quartiles are within 4% of the presented results. As expected, peek throughput scales linearly for all buffers, as it is purely computational. Read throughput, on the other hand, experiences mem py overhead.
Even for the smallest packets, it is about one third slower than peek. Where
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Action

Read access
slfile_read
slfile_peek
slfile_peek_acquire
slfile_peek_complete
Write access
slfile_write
slfile_poke
slfile_poke_acquire
slfile_poke_complete
slfile_append
Other
slfile_check
slfile_block
slfile_select
slfile_lseek
slfile_open
slfile_close
IPC
slfile_pipe
slfile_mpipe
slfile_mkfifo
slfile_fork

access data at the read pointer through a private copy
access data at the read pointer read-through
like above, but do not update the read pointer
update the read pointer
add data at the write pointer from a private copy
add data at the pointer write-through
like above, but do not update the write pointer
update the write pointer
in a record-oriented ring, append to the open record
generate timestamps and verify data validity
block on a single stream
block on a group of streams
seek in the stream
open a stream
close a stream
open a stream with Unix pipe semantics
open a pipe with a user-defined number of readers
create and open a Unix named pipe
create a new space that shares all open streams

Table 4.1: The extended stream interface

possible (internally and for fault-tolerant applications such as P2P clients),
Streamline peeks instead of reads.
Peeking is dangerous with respect to synchronization: it increases the
consumer index before the consumer has finished accessing data, which can
cause a conflict with a fast producer. The BMS solves this problem in two
ways: for optimistic processing, where conflicts are rare and non-destructive,
no action at the block level may be necessary. This is true when applicationlevel integrity checks are supplied (e.g., in Bittorrent clients) or when timeliness is more important than correctness (e.g., for streaming media). It may
be helpful when overwrites can be detected after data handling, for instance
to discard video frames. For this purpose, the function
int64_t slfile_check(int fd, int64_t timestamp, int flags)
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Figure 4.5: Copy avoidance with peek. Overlapping peek (’P’) results are collapsed.

generates and compares stream-private epoch counters. Under normal operation it returns, depending on the mode parameter, a counter related to the
current read or write pointer. If an application wants to verify that data read,
respectively written at or after a given check is valid, it calls the function again
and passes the previously obtained counter. If the data indeed was valid, a
new timestamp is returned that can verify the current state, otherwise an error code is given. The operation only involves a single memory lookup (of the
shared read- or write counter) and is therefore very cheap. The dual function
of retrieving and verifying timestamps enables continuous optimistic peeking in a tight, fast loop:

t = -1;
while ((t = slfile_ he k(fd, t, O_RDONLY)) != -1) {
peek_stream(fd, &ptr, SIZET_MAX);
/* pro ess data */
}
Checking after use is an optimistic strategy. If data loss is not acceptable,
peeking can instead be secured defensively by separating the data access and
pointer increment operations. The resultant interface pair implements asynchronous read access and requires more extensive application changes than
a change from read to peek.
ssize_t slfile_peek_acquire(int fd, void **buf, size_t count)
ssize_t slfile_peek_complete(int fd, size_t count)

Peek removes the copy during reading. Poke applies the same performance optimization to writing. The interface is practically identical, with
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a single replacement for slfile_write called slfile_poke and an asynchronous pair for defensive programming.
ssize_t slfile_poke(int fd, void **buf, size_t count);
ssize_t slfile_poke_acquire(int fd, void **buf, size_t count)
ssize_t slfile_poke_complete(int fd, size_t count)

To simplify the common task of protocol header generation, the BMS also
provides a sequential append operation. While the asynchronous interface
requires manual pointer arithmetic between the acquire and complete calls,
this sequential interface only uses a chain of safe write-like calls. Contrary
to write, append does not move the write pointer, but only adjusts the offset
plus length pair of the open record. It also does not wrap (in other words, it
does not implement a queue within a queue). The interface is identical to
that of write:
ssize_t slfile_append(int fd, const void *data, size_t count)

Pipes Rings are opened as files, but as PipesFS showed, are represented
in the file namespace as pipes. With little effort, arbitrary IPC is sped up
through shared memory, by reimplementing the pipe and mkfifo calls to
create a Streamline ring. The change is transparent, implemented through
library interpositioning, so that the transport optimizations can apply to all
Unix IPC applications. Because shared buffers are mapped into virtual memory as a whole, shared memory pipes can be accessed with arbitrary heap operations. Therefore, they clearly do not offer the full isolation of Unix pipes.
Multiway Pipes Streamline’s ring buffers are especially well suited to
group communication, since they aggressively share memory. Unix I/O lacks
simple group communication primitives, although these have many uses, especially on multicore systems. For this purpose, Streamline adds a multiway pipe interface: a group communication channel that resembles the Unix
pipe, but that multiplexes all input onto all output channels. Mpipes trivially
map onto multiconsumer rings. The call

int mpipe(int fds[℄, int num);
creates a single producer descriptor and num −1 consumer descriptors, each
with a private file offset. All communication takes place through shared memory.
A Clean Slate Alternative
This thesis extends the Unix I/O interface with calls that operate on shared
memory and that understand record-based semantics, among others. By doing so, we arguably muddle the waters. The original Unix I/O Interface [RT74]
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is a model of simplicity and clarity. It has at its core only four easily understood operations (open, read, write, close) that are valid across resources
ranging from disk storage to character devices and IPC pipes. A valid question
is whether an equally clear API could be developed today, if unencumbered
by legacy constraints.
First, we observe that maybe the interface isn’t as simple as it initially appears. A crucial element in the observation about Unix I/O, is the statement
‘at its core’. A whole ecosystem of extensions is required to build practical,
efficient applications. In this sense the Streamline functions are not new. The
four basic operations are supplemented with others for, among others, truncation, seeking and syncing to persistent media. Over the years, this supporting set has grown with methods for notification handling (epoll, SIGIO),
asynchronous I/O (aio_write), locking, scatter-gather I/O (writev), buffered
I/O (fstream) and even memory mapped access that voids all structured semantics (mmap). Even the existence of the simple reate call indicates that
Unix I/O is not as simple as is often believed – at least from the point of view
of an implementer. Even after decades of use, no stable, canonical API has
emerged. With its 2001 revision, the Posix standard introduces the aio family
of asynchronous I/O functions and only in version 2.6 does Linux bring the
splice interface (Section 4.3.1, a feature that we at least integrate behind the
core calls). The main reason for extending Unix is that so much is built on the
core interface that replacing everything is impractical. Instead, a developer
is encouraged to speed up the few hot spot calls in his or her few application and to rely on the core API for the non-critical codepath. Over time, this
development model adds layers of interface that become de facto standards
themselves, expanding the tarpit that is legacy software.
A simple all-purpose interface, if feasible, should exhibit the main quality
attributed to the core Unix calls: elegance through simplicity. In API design,
as often elsewhere, perfection is achieved not when there is nothing more to
add, but when there is nothing left to take away 3 . In contrast, however, to
the Unix calls, a new interface will have to deliver performance comparable
to the known optimizations. Let us briefly consider the possible designs.
Zero-copy interfaces (splice/tee and poke/peek) offer the same interface
sans copying, but in doing so weaken the contract between caller and callee
over Unix, by allowing the caller to modify data after passing it to the callee.
How serious a problem is this? For existing applications that bank on data being constant after the call, it clearly is not acceptable. But having taken leave
of such legacy concerns, we say that this requirement is only infrequently im3 Antoine de Saint-Exupery: ‘‘Il semble que la perfection soit atteinte non quand il n’y a plus

rien à ajouter, mais quand il n’y a plus rien à retrancher.”
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portant. Moreover, when it is, it can be easily reinstated by performing an
explicit copy behind the interface and calling check_stream before doing any
other work. API design is an art, not a science, and in this case we feel that
the infrequent need warrants offloading responsibility. Zero-copy (pointerbased) interfaces are a good idea.
Scatter-gather I/O (readv/writev) reduces call overhead by packing multiple blocks per call. These calls introduce structures that are unwieldy compared to simple pointers, but this is mainly an artifact of programming in C. A
simple list-based interface is commonplace across the higher level languages
that most programming today takes place in: not just in purely functional
languages such as Lisp, but also the versatile Python and C-inspired C#.
Asynchronous I/O methods avoid blocking a thread of execution. Multithreaded programming is quickly becoming essential on multicore hardware,
but we see no advantage in mixing a multithreading and a signal-handling
model of computation in the same application. Control flow of the kind aio_read
followed by aio_error followed by aio_return duplicates duplicates synchronization methods more generically implemented in thread or signaling
libraries only for a specific application domain. For this reason we do not
advocate this path.
If signal handling is preferred over threading, a single thread of execution should have only a single event handling loop. Niels Provost’s Libevent
is a popular, because efficient, library built around this concept. Here, application code registers callback functions for given events. This programming model is remarkably similar to Streamline filter invocation. That goes
one step further, however, and exploits the fact that filters do not perform explicit I/O to optimize data transfer automatically (Chapter 4). In fact, callback
interfaces take away much control from the application. As a result, this is
probably the most flexible of the presented efficient interfaces and for many
applications to be preferred over explicit application-level I/O. Clearly, if we
did not believe this, we would not have developed Streamline as a callbackbased system.
Implicit I/O is not suitable for all situations, however. Streamline itself
also exports the explicit Unix-like I/O interface for applications that want to
inspect streams at any point in time (i.e., not when a specific event happens
/ thread unblocks) – which brings this discussion full circle. The simplest
interface for I/O and synchronization is still the four-call Unix interface. If we
were to design a new interface, we therefore would not select a completely
different programming model, but instead would remove all extensions to
these four calls that duplicate unnecessary behavior (e.g., reat) and would
modify default parameters to use shared memory I/O and lists. The result is
not perfect, but by removing the need for many other extensions it is arguably
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Figure 4.6: Structure of a shared buffer

a lot closer to perfection than what we have today.

4.4.2 Common structure
Implementations are specialized and extracted out of the common control
flow as much as possible, but a non-trivial shared skeleton remains. At its
simplest, a ring buffer consists only of a linear memory region and two indices: a read and a write pointer. In practice, extensions are needed. For example, to support implementation stacking, each buffer interface must maintain a runqueue of function pointers that it calls in-order for every external
API call.
In multiuser rings, the metadata must be extended with a read pointer for
each consumer. Access control enforcement must prevent read-only clients
from writing to shared metadata, which requires splitting metadata into two
types of segments: one for client private and one for shared protected metadata. Besides access control, separating the two indices has the advantage
that it reduces cache thrashing resulting from concurrent updating to the
same cacheline by producers and consumers. Usage counting and intra-space
synchronization is handled through a per-space local metadata segment. Figure 4.6 shows the complete structure of a buffer, containing one data segment, one producer metadata segment, per-client private consumer metadata segments, per-client buffer implementation stacks and finally per-space
local metadata segments. The local segment is straightforward, but the others embed shared state that warrants further attention.
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Shared Metadata Segment Data and producer metadata always have the
same access policy. In principle, the two can be co-located in a single segment, but in practice, it is more convenient to separate them because performance often requires data segment size to be a power of two, while allocation
of just over a power of two to include metadata is generally not supported for
large contiguous regions. Besides the write pointer, producer metadata consists of access control and ownership, buffer characteristics such as size and
runtime statistics such as droprate. Implementation-specific features add
further metadata: event batching needs signals counters, multi-process access calls for locking.
Private Metadata Segment The private metadata segment also embeds
more items than a single index. It records usage statistics, such as throughput and droprate (in the case of lossy synchronization). More importantly,
specialization requires a reference to the implementation specific API handlers. Implementations are not just tied to a buffer —in which case the shared
producer segment could be used— but to a user, because specialization is
also used to adapt to user-specific situations, such as high latency in the case
of NUMA processing. To enable stacking of implementations, the segment
maintains a array with pointers to buffer implementation structures.
Addressing Block offsets can be given relative to the start of a linear
memory region or absolutely from the start of the stream. We mention the
trade-off explicitly, because the choice is consequential: some specializations
require absolute indexing to function. In the first case, a ring is split into N
containers of one or more bytes and pointers run from 0 to N . Two data items
that are stored in the same container at different occasions share the same
pointer. Absolute pointers, on the other hand, uniquely identify each written
element. Whereas container points wrap, so that offset m ∗ N + b equals b
for all m, absolute pointers grow monotonically. When one item overwrites
another they can both still be uniquely identified even if only one can be accessed. The Streamline BMS mandates absolute pointing. Five specializations in two sets currently use the added information. One set can vary buffer
size, rendering relative offsets meaningless. A second can experience data
loss. These specializations require absolute pointers to verify integrity. All
specializations are discussed in detail in Section 4.5, where indexing is also
discussed where pertinent.
Locking Extensive metadata breaks the lock-free nature of rings. As
long as increments to the two main indices can be guaranteed to be atomic,
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Dimension

Options

Size
Allocation
Layout

Static or dynamic
Contiguous or pointer-based
Byte or record oriented
Compressed, aligned or neither
Blocking or non blocking
Lossless or lossy
Throttled or Low-latency
Caching or read-through access
Burst copying, prefetching or random access

Synchronization

Replication

Type
Indirection
Filesystem

Function
Transparently resolve IBuf contents
Filesystem namespace interface

Table 4.2: Specialized implementations in the reference system

other locking is still not required on the fast path for generic buffers. Atomic
increment can be implemented on most current CPUs. On simpler hardware
or across devices, (bus) locks must also be acquired. The BMS does not currently select the cheapest atomic increment implementation automatically.
With more than two clients, locks may also be necessary at runtime to support group communication or costly resize operations. Updates to metadata
always require exclusive access. Because these are infrequent, optimizations
such as reader-writer locks are not used.

4.5 Ring Types
Specializations can be grouped by the buffer characteristic they modify. We
discern size, allocation method, data layout, synchronization and replication
policy, but this list, summarized in Table 6.1, is not necessarily exhaustive.
The second part of the table shows more fundamental, because functionally
unique, specializations. IBufs modify read and write behavior to transparently access a DBuf. File wrappers incorporate persistent storage into the
BMS. This section explains the use case and implementation of each specialization (except IBufs, which have already been discussed).
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4.5.1 Size
As the memory system is the main bottleneck in streaming I/O [PS06], support mechanisms such as prefetching, burst transfer and caching must be exploited when available. Optimizing these features is difficult, because cache
sizes and memory latencies differ widely. Besides specializing to optimize for
specific hardware environments, we follow a more general rule-of-thumb: a
decrease in memory usage will lead to an increase in throughput. Usage is not
the same as allocation: we focus on minimizing the runtime memory footprint. Before we employ this rule we note its main exception: data alignment
to hardware boundaries (cachelines, pages) benefits performance; squeezing
the last bit out of each allocation is not our goal.
The size of a buffer affects its maximum throughput in two ways: larger
buffers reduce synchronization overhead (such as task-switching), but smaller
buffers experience fewer cache misses. In ring buffers, miss-rate increases
abruptly when a buffer exceeds the size of a cache, because the common LRU
(like) replacement policy will consistently evict the last accessed and thus first
needed slot. On the other hand, task-switch cost (around 1000 cycles plus
cache effects on modern CPUs) dwarfs cache miss overhead. Buffers must
therefore fit in the smallest cache that does not introduce excessive taskswitching. For Ethernet frame-sized blocks, this has been shown to generally be L2 [FSSN04]. Optimal buffer size can only be determined at run-time,
because three factors vary between systems and during runs: memory architectures (number of cache layers, size, etc.), memory system contention, and
stream rate and variability.
Variable size To automate run-time optimization of buffer-size, we introduce self-scaling ring buffers. These adapt their size at run-time based
on “buffer pressure”: the distance between producer and consumer, normalized to buffer size. If pressure goes above a high-water mark a ring grows; if
it drops below the opposite, it shrinks. We have implemented two types of
scaling: ‘reallocation’ and ‘deck-cut’. Both are handled behind the interface,
hidden from the user.
Reallocation replaces one I/O region with another of a different size. The
left-hand side of Figure 4.7 shows how a producer can, instead of wrapping to
the start of its current region, choose to allocate a new region and jump there.
A reallocation operation can only be started when the producer reaches the
end of the region. Buffer contents are not copied; As long as consumers are
accessing the old region, both regions must be kept in memory. The approach
is similar to rehashing and has the same drawback: during reallocation the
buffer takes up more space than before.
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Figure 4.7: Two Variations of Buffer Scaling: Reallocation and Deck Cut

Deck-cut avoids this problem. It allocates a maximum-sized buffer, but
can temporarily disable parts of it, similar to how a deck of cards is cut: everything behind the cut is left unused. The right-hand side of Figure 4.7 shows
a buffer with cut: the grayed containers are temporarily left unused. When
cut, the memory region is unchanged, but the ring is artificially constricted.
To maintain index validity, the cut can only be moved when the producer
reaches the end of the ring. We will explain the index computation algorithm shortly. Contrary to real card-cutting, the algorithm does not involve
choosing the spot arbitrarily; the same pressure variable as above directs this
choice. Resizing is cheaper for deck-cut than for reallocation, because the
only required action is to move the pointer indicating the start of the ring. As
a result, it is well-suited to highly variable conditions. We exploit this characteristic by moving the watermarks closer together. A drawback is that deckcut never returns memory to the general allocator. It places a higher continuous strain on memory area, but this impact can be reduced by granting temporarily unused memory to the disk cache (from which it can be reclaimed
instantly when needed).
Read and write pointers must be monotonically increasing numbers (i.e.,
they may not be reset during a wrap), because the algorithm needs to be able
to discern in which loop through the buffer – and in the case of reallocation
in which I/O region – an index falls. To learn the offset of a block in an I/O
region, the modulo of the number of slots in the ring S is computed. When a
buffer scales, S changes. To guarantee correct offset calculation for all sizes,
modulo operations must always overlap. In other words, all values of S must
be natural multiples of the same base. The higher the base, the faster the
buffer expands and contracts (we only use base 2).
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Figure 4.8: Effects of scaling at run-time
Figure 4.8 compares copy (i.e., write followed by read) throughput for
a static buffer of 16MB with that of rings that gradually self-scale down from
16MB until they stabilize. The left-hand figure plots buffer size against time,
where time is given in not in seconds, but in discrete loops through the buffer.
It shows that the buffers gradually scale down and that deck-cut scales further
down than reallocation, as a consequence of the moved watermarks. The
right-hand figure plots throughput against time. Instead of scaling linearly
with buffer size, throughput shows three levels, corresponding to access from
main memory, L2 and L1 caches, respectively. The increase in throughput
between main memory and L2 is significant: a three-fold improvement.

4.5.2 Allocation Method
Dynamically allocated buffers, where each container is individually allocated
on demand, are ill-suited to the shared memory model of the BMS, because
they cannot be mapped into memory protection domains in a single action.
They hold one advantage over contiguous buffers, however: they conserve
space. We have argued before that the memory wall renders space optimization an increasingly losing strategy, but in corner cases it is still the right one
even on the fast path. On small devices and in times of extreme memory pressure, execution at reduced rate is preferable over failure. Dynamic buffers enable execution under such severe space bounds, if and only if all buffer clients
share the same memory protection domain.
Previously [dBB08a], we stated that dynamically allocated rings are considerably less efficient than static regions. Figure 4.9 compares three static
rings to two buffers based on malloc. It plots throughput against call size and
shows that, indeed, throughput is considerably higher through all static rings.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of record-oriented buffers .

Additional cost comes from the allocation and deallocation operations as well
as from pointer walking during read and write to reach the right container. On
second examination, however, we found that the read and write cost can be
greatly reduced by caching the last pointer in the buffer interface, reducing
the number of required lookups from 21 N on average to 1. The remaining allocation cost is not zero, but no longer significant. In other words, the figure
shows results for our – inefficient – implementation, not for dynamically allocated rings in general. In shared buffers, the common case, static regions will
still be faster, because access in these buffers by the various clients will not be
purely sequential. In the dynamic case, this behavior will therefore still take
a number of memory lookups per call.

4.5.3 Layout
Streams can be divided into two classes: byte- and record-oriented. Analogously, we classify rings as one of b-DBufs or r-DBufs. While byte-oriented
streams are more generic, record-oriented streams have lower access cost
and enable secondary optimizations. b-DBufs accommodate requests of unbounded length. If a request flows beyond the edge of the buffer, it wraps
around and continues. Individual items cannot be discriminated once data
has been written. r-DBufs, on the other hand, introduce markers to discern
discrete blocks, e.g., for Ethernet frames.
Record Implementations Different record implementations have different performance characteristics. Records can be implemented using slots
or markers. Slots are simple but waste memory if not filled up. Markers ren-
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of Record Implementations

der seeking expensive, but compress data. A hybrid approach combines both
advantages. Buffers with fixed-size slots (fr-DBufs) have a high percentage of
internal waste, because slots are tailored to upper bounds. In case of Ethernet frames slots must be at least 1514 bytes, while the majority of packets are
much smaller. Minimum sized packets with the highest ratio of waste to data
(up to 95% of space is unused) are quite common [CMT98]. Internal waste
is avoided completely by switching to variable sized slots. In such vr-DBufs
a length field precedes each block. On a downside, seeking is considerably
more expensive. Also, if no valid index into the buffer is known (e.g., because
a consumer is slow and the producer doesn’t wait, a situation we will discuss
shortly), all data must be discarded, because slots cannot be identified afterward. Both drawbacks, seeking cost and overflow handling, are overcome
by placing the headers out-of-band, in a separate, smaller circular buffer. A
small buffer fits more headers in a single cacheline, reducing seek cost. It integrates behind the interface the now familiar model of an IBuf plus DBuf.
Apart from this, such a double ring buffer – or dr-DBuf – behaves just like
a vr-DBuf. Figure 4.10 depicts the three optimized DBuf implementations
alongside a traditional continuous buffer that lacks markers.
Results We now return to Figure 4.9, which compares throughput of the
three implementations with that of two dynamic allocation strategies. The
figure shows that fr-DBufs indeed suffer from internal waste. For maximumsized IP packets fr-DBuf performance is in line with the others. But as packet
size shrinks, so does its relative performance: it is up to 30% slower than the
other two. vr-DBuf and dr-DBuf results are on par. This was to be expected,
as the advantages of dr-DBufs (seeking) are not evaluated in this test.
Figure 4.11 shows the impact of buffer size and per-call block size on
throughput for slfile_read and slfile_peek calls. We show only an fr-
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Figure 4.11: Impact of ring- and callsize on throughput

DBuf; results were similar for other implementations. Both buffer - and call
sizes range from 64B to 64MB. All buffers of 16KB and smaller showed the
same results. The peak where cache utilization is maximized is clearly visible.

4.5.4 Synchronization
Unix pipes define a strict and simple synchronization protocol. All producers
and consumers are serialized to use a single read and write pointer pair and
both block. In Streamline, buffers allow other forms of group synchronization, complicating synchronization. It has a series of synchronization methods that selectively enable concurrent reading and writing at different data
loss and performance trade-offs. All these specializations in essence project
a set of (read or write) pointers onto a single scalar value. They differ in the
scalar they affect and their method of projection. A separate choice consists
of whether or not to block when synchronization is lost. The BMS supports
both methods. By default it follows UNIX pipe semantics. Somewhat simplified, this means blocking on a full or empty ring and unblocking early when
the other end closes the ring.
Multiconsumer Synchronization Statically allocated rings can overflow.
Overflow detection and resolution with multiple consumers is more complex
than for the single user case. With a single producer and consumer pair, the
stream rate can be throttled in two ways: by blocking the producer or by dropping data blocks at either the head or tail of the ring. When handling data arriving from external sources, input quite cannot be throttled, thus dropping
is inevitable (although which data has to be dropped is an open issue).
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The multiconsumer specializations of Streamline coalesce multiple read
pointers onto a shared pointer to which the producer synchronizes. The implementations vary in how they coalesce pointers, with different effects on
performance and reliability. We present three strategies: Slow, Medium and
Fast Reader Preference (SRP, MRP and FRP). These methods drop blocks, thus
they may only be used where this is acceptable – most notably in the network
stack. As its name implies, MRP logically sits between the others. We will first
introduce the extremes and then show MRP to be nearly as fast as (and to
scale with) FRP, but to give the data correctness assurances of SRP.
Slow Reader Preference: Safe SRP is commonly known as non-blocking
tail-drop. It silently drops all write requests during overflow. It is called slow
reader because it must recalculate the position of the slowest consumer before every slfile_write call to know whether data must be dropped. Because calculation involves a sort over all read pointers, SRP scales worse than
linearly (nl og n) with the number of readers. For many applications, n is
quite small. Still, even with low concurrency, the slowest reader determines
the throughput of all others, which is unacceptable in a multiprogramming
environment.
Fast Reader Preference: Fair To circumvent both issues we developed
FRP, which blocks nor drops: a write always succeeds. Instead, consumers
must compare their read pointer to the write pointer after processing a block
to calculate whether the item has been overwritten in the meantime. We
place the burden of guaranteeing correct behavior on the consumer, but assist with the slfile_ he k function that cheaply verifies pointer integrity after use. The safest operation is to use mem py and then verify success. For this
check to succeed, indices into the ring must be absolute and not be truncated
to ring-length. Resolution then becomes trivial: if the consumer is behind
the producer more than a complete loop, its position is moved forward. FRP
is more fair than SRP, because only tardy consumers are punished. Also, with
FRP, producers do not have to keep consumer state. Therefore an FRP buffer
is easily shared read-only and without feedback channel. This is especially
useful across high-latency links. On the other hand, FRP may aggravate operation under overload conditions, because it allows producers to continue to
write – and thus increase load – even though this data can never be processed
by the consumer(s). Also, because an FRP-enabled buffer is completely lockfree, data can be overwritten while a consumer is accessing it. For real-time
applications or programs that can detect and repair transmission errors at a
higher layer (e.g., Bittorrent clients), occasional data corruption at this layer
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Figure 4.12: Three multiconsumer synchronization strategies

may be preferable over the recurring copy overhead, however.
Medium Reader Preference: Balanced Medium Reader Preference (MRP)
can combine the positive features of FRP and SRP, if one extra assumption
holds. The model is simple and centered around a single shared read pointer
R that is updated by each consumer, who also maintains a private read pointer.
Producers treat the buffer as SRP with a single read pointer R. Whenever a
consumer is scheduled it consumes n bytes and it updates R to its own previous read pointer if that is larger than R (this requires only an atomic test
and swap operation). Assuming consumers are scheduled round robin, all
other consumers now have one chance to read these n bytes before the first
consumer is scheduled again. Functionally, MRP mimics SRP except for very
tardy readers. Performance-wise it resembles FRP, because slow readers cannot hold up fast readers and R update calculation is cheap. MRP can only
be used if consumers are scheduled more or less round-robin, whereby flexibility depends on the size of the ring. In other cases major data loss may
occur. In many practical situations, fairness among clients is ensured by the
scheduler and MRP can be safely employed.
Pointer Coalescing Memory protection complicates the implementation
of a shared pointer agreement protocol. FRP buffers run completely asynchronous, but SRP and MRP buffers must coalesce pointers. In MRP, projection is strictly a consumer task, since each read operation may result in an update to R, but no write ever changes it. Consumers may not modify the shared
value R directly, if they cannot mutually trust each other. Because updates to
R will usually not occur with each read, they can be implemented reasonably
efficiently with a kernel mode switch instead of shared memory (although in
the reference implementation an unsafe direct access is used, instead). SRP
synchronization is yet more difficult, because it executes a sort over all consumer read pointers, which demands read access to all their private metadata segments. Whether the sort is executed by consumers or by producers
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should be chosen based on relative access frequency. To minimize cost, readmost buffers should sort during writes and write-most buffers the other way
around. This is one specialization vector that we did not pursue further. For
both MRP and SRP, the safe and fast update solution is for each consumer
to have its metadata segment shared read-only with all clients. This solution
costs one memory page per client only for communicating a counter. This
is acceptable for rings of at least a hundred pages. The kernel mode switch
method is used for smaller buffers (the exception).

Locking Locking cost is low to non-existent for these multiconsumer extensions. FRP operates completely lock free, MRP only requires atomic operations on scalars. The sort operation performed by SRP, on the other hand, is
an example of processing that naturally breaks the lock-free nature of rings,
because correct output of the sort algorithm can only be guaranteed with mutual exclusion. Regardless, and perhaps against intuition, lock-free operation
is safe from deadlock and data corruption. To understand why, we must investigate the exact effect of race conditions on operation. The sort operation
selects the threshold for the producer to synchronize on. A race between the
sort and a private read pointer update will result in selection of a stale pointer,
causing the producer to wait unnecessarily. Deadlock will occur if the operation never unblocks and consumers are blocked at the same time. When
sorting is performed by consumers, deadlock cannot occur, however. Each
consumer first updates its private pointer and then executes the sort. With a
single consumer, a sort trivially produces a correct result. With multiple consumers, some may read a stale value. If they manage to update the shared
pointer last, this causes a producer block at an incorrect index. In the unlikely event that this stale index is an entire ring off, the block coincides with
a consumer block to cause deadlock. One consumer will always see the latest (correct) state, however. If the shared pointer may only be increased and
the required combination of comparison and update is implemented with an
atomic test-and-set instruction, this correct consumer will always produce
the definitive shared read pointer. Thanks to the atomic test, even if another
consumer was preempted during its sort and returns later with an incorrect
overly conservative result, the shared read pointer will be correct and deadlock is avoided. This method relies on the algorithm storing the lowest ring
index observed during a sort, not a reference to the currently slowest reader,
because the reader may update its value during the sort, causing another to
become the slowest.
In practice, deadlock is further avoided as a result of event batching. Even
if a producer would sleep on an incorrect value indefinitely in principle, this
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is avoided in practice because the timer signal (explained in Section 5.2.2)
periodically wakes up each waiting process. Moderation increases efficiency
at high rates, but causes background noise at low rates (by choice, to curb latency), precisely when deadlock can occur. Occasionally waking up all blocked
clients will initiate forward progress by at least one during deadlock, as the
’queue not full’ and ’queue not empty’ expressions will both be checked and
cannot both be false at the same time for a queue of non-zero length.
Application The rules for which multiconsumer mechanism to use are
simple. Tail-drop must be used wherever drops are forbidden, e.g., for pipes.
For network traffic, rules are more relaxed as overflow along the I/O path is
indistinguishable from network failure. Here, we generally use FRP. The only
exception is when a ring is shared read-only between userspace processes,
such as a network reception queue. MRP then performs better because it is
protects processes from one another like FRP, but also throttles traffic at the
input like SRP, and so gives feedback to congestion control protocols.
Multiproducer Synchronization Some tasks, such as a network transmission queue, can have multiple processes producing data concurrently.
Mutual exclusion can serialize these requests, but is inefficient if parallelism
is high. Like multiconsumer access, multiproducer access benefits from a
more efficient implementation. There is prior work on concurrent updating
of queues (e.g., [MS96]), but these approaches protect only the atomic enqueue operation. They are practical when handling dynamic pointer structures, but not in data rings, where an enqueue operation involves non-atomic
copying. Here, concurrency is served best when that operation can be parallelized. The extended Unix interface provides the optimistic poke call and its
asynchronous slfile_poke_a quire and slfile_poke_ omplete pair for
this purpose.
Locking Writer-writer conflicts can occur when multiple acquisition calls
are made while the write pointer is updated in the completion call. Concurrent production can be implemented with minimal locking at the cost of
storing two bits per concurrent user in the shared metadata element. The
first bit encodes whether a container has been opened for writing, the second whether it has been closed again. Together, N such pairs of bits form
a bitmap. The first pair encodes the state of the container just beyond the
write pointer; each successive pair encodes state for the next container. As it
operates on containers, the approach cannot be feasibly employed on byteoriented streams. Acquisition calls may return successive records up to the
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read pointer or until N is reached. Initially, all bits are unset. Each successive
acquisition call sets the next unset even bit (0, 2, 4, etc.). Each completion
call compares its position to the write pointer to calculate the bit pair corresponding to its container and sets the odd bit, so that both are now set. If all
bits are set up to and including its pair, the call grabs a writer lock, calculates
the number of consecutive set bits, shifts all out of the bitmap, increases the
write pointer by half that number and releases the lock.

4.5.5 Replication
To efficiently integrate peripheral resources, Streamline must apply copy,
context switch and cache invalidation reduction techniques not just between
processes and the kernel, but across peripheral buses, CPU interconnects
and possibly even network links. Latency and bandwidth characteristics of
these media differ substantially. Across peripheral buses and network links
caching, prefetching, burst and hardware (DMA) offload can and must be
employed to minimize the gap with local memory. The BMS optimizes access
behind the Unix interface interface without client interference, by replicating
data on the consumer side of a slow transport medium. We call interfaces that
optimize high-latency access shadow buffers. The diversity in media bottlenecks has led to four shadow buffer types: zero copy, copy once, hybrid and
prefetching.
Zero-copy accesses the imported data segment as if it were local. It uses
the same read and write implementations as non-shadow buffers. Zero-copy
is efficient for shared memory communication, such as between kernel and
userspace. When bandwidth is narrow, latency is high, or features such as
burst mode or DMA offload can be exploited, zero-copy is suboptimal. Across
the shared PCI bus, for example, bulk one-way transfers benefit from both
burst mode and DMA offload. While zero-copy access is possible, every read
incurs a round-trip delay. For high-speed sequential access —the common
case in I/O processing— copying a block using hardware support (copy once)
is more efficient. This method does not directly reflect read call requests to
the imported buffer, but keeps a local shadow copy of its imported data segment and issues bulk copy requests between the two. In networking, especially for forwarding and filtering applications, it is common to initially only
inspect packet headers and based on this to decide whether to access the
larger payload. Both zero copy and copy once are inefficient for these applications, one in the common case of header-only processing, the other in
the more expensive case of payload inspection. A hybrid solution supplies the
first n bytes of a block directly from an imported segment in zero-copy fashion and switches to copy once bulk transfer for payload requests. For TCP/IP
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Access Method

Advantage

Application

Zero copy
Copy once
Caching
Prefetching

Copy reduction
Efficient copying
Bimodal access
Latency hiding

Low latency links
High latency links
Header processing
Very high latency networks

Table 4.3: distributed memory access methods

networks the threshold is hardcoded to the default payload offset. Finally,
on high-throughput, high-latency links such as WANs, sequential throughput
benefits from speculative copying of more data than is directly requested, or
prefetching. Table 4.3 summarizes the four methods.
Application All non-programmable peripheral devices are accessed through
the copy once interface. Programmable devices are instructed to push data
directly into host buffers using DMA, instead (if they are capable of bus-mastering).
Across network links and for disk I/O prefetching is the default, between kernel and processes it is zero-copy.
Related to distributed transfer is distributed synchronization. Across the
PCI bus, or more generally speaking across buses with burst capabilities, frequent master switching kills performance. Here FRP synchronization performs much better than its alternatives. As no state has to be fed back from
consumers, the producer can keep a continuous (for all practical purposes)
lock on the bus. FRP is always used to forward unacknowledged data across
half-duplex or otherwise contended media.

4.5.6 Device Access
Many streams originate or terminate at peripheral devices. Without optimization, a single transfer between devices incurs at least one horizontal copy
between the peripheral subsystems (e.g., disk and network) and more commonly two vertical copies between kernel and userspace, with associated context switches. To avoid this unnecessary cost, Streamline incorporates device
interfaces that directly communicate through Beltway Buffers. It exposes two
interfaces: a storage interface for block devices and a streaming interface for
network and peripheral devices.
Block devices IO-Lite [PDZ00] showed that an integrated BMS can remove copy overhead to and from the disk cache. Streamline extends IO-Lite
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by making these savings available to legacy applications through transparent
splicing. Unlike IO-Lite, Streamline cannot as yet splice to the cache, because
it relies on the Linux native disk cache which demands full control over its
contents. Streamline enables read-only splicing from the disk subsystem by
exposing cached files as DBufs. Like DBufs, file contents are locally accessible both from kernel- and userspace. In the kernel, Streamline reflects calls
to the Linux virtual filesystem layer. Exporting the page cache to userspace
is more involved. The advantages for splicing here are clear: it reduces context switching and allows high-performance transfer without moving logic to
the kernel. During the open call, Streamline sets up virtual memory mappings for the complete file and the OS page-fault handling mechanism maps
in the uncached pages on demand. Because all mappings are created during
open, access control checks are restricted to this single call, improving runtime performance. In essence, the presented block device interfaces makes a
well known performance technique – memory-mapped file access – available
to all legacy applications.
Application Generic file splicing extends copy-free transfer to non-trivial
servers. Our motivating example is a webserver that serves dynamic content
by executing server-side scripts. Scripts often only combine blocks from multiple static files. The canonical example is combining a site-wide header and
footer with a URL specific body. Currently, servers must cache these blocks
manually to reduce disk I/O overhead. Transparent splicing offloads caching
concerns: servers can satisfy page requests simply by writing a sequence of
indices to the network transmission queue, reducing application complexity
and memory footprint. Userspace page cache access enables splicing from
the disk cache. This generalizes sendfile, a system call found in many OSes
that speeds up static file serving by handling all data movement within the
kernel. Because file serving consists of looping over a read from disk and
a write to a socket, file server processes see increased throughput from offloading this loop to the kernel: it removes many usermode switches. The
sendfile interface can only transfer single file regions at once and still needs
to cross the ABI for each region, however. Exposing both the page-cache and
network transmit queue to userspace allows Streamline to splice arbitrary
data blocks with an IBuf write as only cost, removing all context switches.
Network devices The network interface, like the disk, is a critical I/Opath endpoint whose throughput must not be constrained. In general, Beltway communicates with network devices through two rings: a reception DBuf
and a transmission IBuf. The heart of a Beltway device driver is made up
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of two specialized buffer implementations whose data layout matches the
hardware specification of the device reception and transmission rings. For
a simple interface, the reception DBuf is passed on to a software processing
pipeline that exports intermediate streams through IBufs on request. Smart
NICs that perform protocol processing (e.g., checksum calculation and protocol classification) can register these device features as Streamline filters to
replace parts of the software pipeline. On the transmission path, additional
functionality is also registered as filters.
Zero-copy Networking Network streams are traditionally copied between
the kernel and user processes. The BMS replaces, subject to access control,
this slow operation with zero-copy network reception: it maps device buffers
directly into a process’s virtual address space. Section 6.5.2 discusses the
safety aspects of this approach. On the transmission side, we must be hesitant to apply direct access because it grants users the right to change contents
after a send operation returns. This, in turn, opens the path for malicious
users to send illegal packets out on the network or to craft packets that destabilize the kernel or network interface. Data corruption is not critical in itself
when rings are unique to a process or user, because a process can only harm
itself in those cases. System destabilization should not be possible to begin
with and is correctly fought through defensive coding, not memory protection. Blatantly obvious malicious uses, such as spambots and DoS attacks
can be spotted with kernel-level monitoring filters (stream sanitization, discussed in Section 6.5.2) and contained with strong resource control. Because
more stealthy attacks are not so easily discovered, transmission queue mapping must simply never be allowed for unprivileged users on (semi-)public
machines, such as workstations in cybercafés, libraries and University laboratories.

4.6 Summary
This chapter introduced the buffer management system that governs data
transport in Streamline. The BMS minimizes the number of copies, datacache misses and task switches for a generic stream processing system that
spans across devices, kernel tasks and user processes. It reduces cost over
a straightforward store and forward queue network in three ways. First, it
replaces private data copies with shared memory. To amortize memory allocation and virtual memory mapping cost, it scales containers to large multiblock rings ( 4.2). Second, it adds an optional layer of indirection to avoid
copying. For legacy applications it enables transparent indirection, known as
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splicing ( 4.3). Finally, the BMS specializes buffer implementations to tailor
buffers to application and system. Because some specializations are orthogonal, the BMS supports implementation stacking ( 4.4). This chapter introduced specializations for saving memory (and cache misses) through resizing, dynamic allocation and data layout as well as others for group synchronization, replication and device integration ( 4.5). Together, the ideas presented in this chapter contribute to the central goal of a high-throughput,
flexible I/O system by substantially reducing the base cost of communicating large datastreams between many filters in many environments. A generic
streaming I/O communication layer renders the use of pipelined I/O feasible
for networking applications.

CHAPTER

Computation
The computation layer, or dataplane, executes filters as
fast as possible. The core element is a scheduler that continually pushes filter onto a runqueue as input arrives
on incoming arcs. To implement computation spaces,
Streamline extends this model with multiprocessing support. It improves throughput by limiting synchronization
between and within spaces (5.2), by isolating data access
between processes while minimizing locking and copying
(5.3) and by identifying parallelizable sections on multiprocessors (5.4).
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5.1 Overview
The dataplane extends Unix pipeline processing to kernel and peripheral device tasks and speeds up execution to render it suitable for high performance
tasks. Code is for the most part encapsulated in independent, reusable filters: only scheduling logic has to be centralized. Streamline refines the Unix
custom of using pipes as synchronization primitive in three directions.
Signaling (5.2) contributes to application cost in the form of task-switching,
interrupting or polling (as Section 7.2 demonstrates). Streamline must
forward events between userspace, kernel and device tasks. It minimizes event handling cost in two ways: it batches the number of events
sent between spaces by batching them and it reduces the cost per event
by replacing IPC with user-level threading and function calling where
possible.
Write Isolation (5.3) is required to avoid data corruption with concurrent
users. Traditional pipes have only two users with well known access
policies. Streamline allows concurrent read access to data streams, metadata streams and scratchpad memory by many filters and applications
to minimize copying. It isolates write access by scheduling writes after
reads. It reduces write cost by replacing data operations with metadata
equivalents and by replacing editing with append operations (that do
not require a copy).
Parallelism (5.4) grows in importance with the number of cores per chip. Existing schedulers do not exploit structural pipeline information. Streamline extracts data parallelism by identifying stateless and other well behaved filters and extracts task parallelism by exploiting the composite
graph structure.

5.2 Signaling
When data arrives on an input port of a filter, that filter must be scheduled
swiftly to minimize end-to-end processing latency and to maximize likelihood of serving data from a fast cache. Filter scheduling queues are updated
continuously, because execution flow depends on the classification by upstream filters. Streamline integrates an event network that spans all spaces.
It does not reuse an existing solution, because to the best of our knowledge
no off the shelf notification system spans across userspace applications, kernel tasks and peripheral devices. Besides this unique demand, functional requirements of the event network are simple: it must efficiently forward wake
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up events from filters to their downstream neighbors. Because the Streamline
architecture differentiates between computation and communication concerns, the dataplane is only responsible for passing notifications between
filters, not for making data itself available across spaces. An event network
forgoes compile time scheduling optimizations such as inter layer processing [CT90] to expose all configurability at run time. A reconfigurable design
inevitably introduces data hand off, or signaling, overhead. The assumption
behind application tailoring is that this cost can be offset by adapting execution to match local circumstances, such as the number of parallel hardware
threads of execution.
Signaling cost can be curtailed independent of application tailoring. The
main source of overhead is in the form of task switching. On a single core as
a result of scheduling decisions, on a multiprocessor in response to hardware
interrupts. A task switch is not free because it must write CPU state to the
process stack and flush L1 caches and TLBs 1 . Depending on the depth of
the processor pipeline, size of its register file and number of active execution
units (floating point, SSE), tasks switches can take up to a thousand cycles.
This upper estimate corresponds to the popular x86 processors and does not
yet take into account the cost of cache effects. A quick calculation teaches us
that a 3 GHz system that switches tasks at every event reaches 100% CPU utilization at around 3 million events per second, the number that even a single
10 Gigabit network card generate. Duplex traffic can swamp a modern dual
core CPU even before any functional processing is applied. Synchronization
cost can be significantly reduced, however. 10 Gigabit NICs habitually implement event batching, a technique to reduce the number of events at high
rate without significantly affecting latency. With event batching, the number
of events sent is batched at high rate by specifying a minimum timeout between events. Hardware has to support batching by supplying large buffers
that can hold multiple data items. Software must be modified to process as
many items as possible, not just as many as the number of received events.
To minimize event handling cost, Streamline implements (an adaptive
variant of ) event batching along with two other optimizations. It (1) executes
multiple filters within a single hardware task to minimize the cost of a single
event, (2) batches events between tasks by a cache-dependent factor and (3)
co-schedules filters to access data from shared data caches. This section covers the first two optimizations. Parallelization is discussed independently in
Section 5.4.

1 in general and especially true for most x86 processors. Architectures differ, however. Even

within the x86 exceptions exists: the Core i7 supports TLB tagging to reduce flushing.
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5.2.1 User-level Threading
Fine-grained pipelines hand off data so frequently that forwarding all events
using task switching imposes an unacceptable cost. The overhead is reduced
by around two orders of magnitude when filters hand off data through local
function calling. Streamline schedules not filters, but empty shell processes
hardwired with a filter call stack, which we call container tasks, and pushes
filters onto the stack in accordance to a parallelization policy chosen by the
control system. Based on a conceptual split between software capsules (filters) and hardware tasks (processes), this approach is a special instance of
userlevel threading [MSLM91] – a technology that is frequently used to avoid
task switching; it was recently also advocated in the context of manycore systems [SATG+ 07]. Local function calling can replace full task switching in all
but two situations. If one filter accesses a DBuf that another may not touch,
they cannot share a container task (unless sanitization can be enforced, as
explained in Section 6.5.2). Second, if two local filters share a stream that
filters or client applications in other tasks must also access, task scheduling
between the local filters can be avoided, but metadata must still be stored in
an IBuf.
Within a single space, Streamline calls filters in rapid succession for each
datablock. Conceptually, it pulls each block through the entire graph as fast
as possible before spending any time at other blocks. The approach minimizes latency and maximizes DCache hitrate at the cost of the ICache. When
a filter produces data, the runtime system places all downstream filters that
share a space on the call stack of the current container task (and sends events
to the other tasks that contain dependent filters). This recursive algorithm
results in a depth-first traversal of the (local part of the) graph. For graphs
with filter codesize smaller than accessed data this is indeed the most efficient solution, because the combined instructions will fit in the ICache more
easily than the set of records in the DCache. In our experience, the majority
of filters are indeed very small, validating the heuristic. StreamIt [STRA05b]
is more refined in this regard: it quantitatively assesses working set size and
-overlap to make a case-by-case informed decision.
Event avoidance through function calling is applied to all spaces in a pipeline, resulting in a graph with the minimally required event count. Events are
only sent when bridging spaces and metadata is only stored in IBufs when
any non-local filters or clients require access. This approach combines the
advantages of two worlds: it renders performance comparable to monolithic
processes for the majority of streams that are only of local interest (as shown
below), but makes all streams available to inspection by any process in principle. The control filesystem (Section 3.2) exploits this property to make kernel
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I/O transparent.
Having as many filters as possible share hardware tasks trades isolation
for performance, which has obvious stability implications. A composite system can provide the best of both worlds, because it can isolate buggy or untrustworthy filters into private tasks at any moment. Streamline by default
mimics a monolithic OS to maximize performance, but it can equally well
implement a microkernel design or any other model. Streamline can at will
migrate kernel operations to userspace processes to mimic microkernels with
their advantages (isolation) and disadvantages (synchronization cost). Inversely, it can move all processing out of OS container tasks to directly connect peripherals and application tasks for low-latency operation. When filters
can migrate between trusted and untrusted environments in this fashion and
access control is enforced at the finer grain of filters, the traditional view of
strictly separated kernel and application domains loses meaning.

Results To quantify the benefits of user-level threading, we compare Streamline directly to Unix pipelines. We execute a very simple byte matcher algorithm zero or more times on both systems. To also learn the upper boundary
of achievable throughput we also execute a handwritten C program that performs the same task in a five line for-loop. All pipelines process 1KB blocks
as fast as possible. The machine used is the same as for all the other tests
(Section 7). Figure 5.1 shows the results of this test. To demonstrate IPC overhead, it shows throughput when the first byte in the block is matched and no
further bytes are touched (in logarithmic scale). The figure contains errorbars, but due to the huge y-range, these are immaterial. All upper and lower
quartiles were within 12% of the median of 11 runs.
We show two kinds of Streamline pipelines, slslow and slfast, to honestly
compare with the others. Slslow performs the exact same actions as the Unix
pipeline: it writes a block to a buffer, processes it and then reads it from another buffer. Because the write and read operations block, no event batching
can be applied. Contrary to Unix, Streamline only uses a single DBuf and IBuf
pair regardless of the number of executing filters: one for the write and one
for the read. Slfast, on the other hand, is comparable to the 5 line C snippet. It processes blocks directly, but never copies them. As can be expected,
this gives it considerably higher throughput on the match case. Here, the
four methods are all about an order of magnitude apart. We also see that
slslow throughput is almost linear, because most cost lays in the write and
read calls at the start and end of the pipeline. The figure shows that when
explicit copying is not functionally needed, user-level threading gives a 100x
throughput increase over copy-based Unix IPC. When it is, the savings de-
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Figure 5.1: Unix and Streamline pipelines compared to a single thread

pend on the length of the pipeline, as indirection savings accrue with each
hop. Not shown is that as data access per call increases, the advantages are
reduced. With 1000B reads, savings decrease to between 1.5x and 2x.

5.2.2 Event Moderation
Function calling is not possible across tasks. An event has to be sent to another container task that tells it to put a filter on its call stack. Such crossspace communication involves synchronization, in the form of hardware interrupts, polling or task switching. Existing synchronization interfaces between userspace and kernel are known to introduce non-trivial cost as a result
of synchronizing at each call [Ous90, MB91, FT96]. Like others [TS93, NAP],
Streamline reduces overhead by relaxing synchronization constraints. Signals
are batched by the sender and handled lazily by the receiver. Both methods
are actively managed to stay within application latency bounds.
Streamline combines interrupts and polling to minimize signaling cost
across a range of data rates. The two signaling approaches are inefficient at
opposing end of the spectrum: polling wastes cycles when traffic arrives below polling rate; interrupts are inefficient when event rate is so high that most
CPU time is spent switching instead of performing useful work (‘thrashing’).
Maximizing efficiency at all speeds calls for a hybrid solution. Various hybrid
solutions have been proposed in the past, such as clocked interrupts [TS93],
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temporary interrupt masking [NAP] and batching up to a maximum delay
(e.g., Intel GbE NICs) or queue length (e.g., IBM FC 5700 NICs).
Streamline combines event batching with timeouts to amortize cost at
high rates while bounding worst case latency. When a signal request is received, it does not actually send the event, but only increments a counter until that reaches a given event threshold Tb . If this is the case it sends a single
event and resets the counter. To guarantee that events always arrive within
a set latency bound it schedules a timer to ring after T t ticks each time the
counter is first incremented. If the timer goes off before a batch event is sent
a timer event is sent instead. Otherwise, the timer will be cleared and reset
by the first new increment. The approach amortizes cost at high rates while
bounding worst case delivery latency.
Uniquely, Streamline tailors event batching to each stream. The maximal
acceptable latency T t depends on application goals and is derived from request options (Section 3.3.3). The maximal batch rate Tb is strictly limited by
the length of the underlying data buffer and a lower soft threshold is given by
DCache size: to ensure that data is still in the cache after an event, the event
must be sent before the producer overwrites the item in the cache.
Results The effect of event batching can be significant. Figure 5.2 shows
throughput for a Posix compliant pipe under different event thresholds. The
figure shows a large buffer of 16MB, or 8000 2K slots. This gives a maximum
queue length for batching of 4000, which the system floors (counting in binary, for technical reasons that have no relevance to this test) to 2048. The
latency constraint is set to 1ms, which means that at least 1000 events are
always scheduled per second. Throttling increases throughput, but at diminishing returns. As queue length Q grows, the chance of hitting the event
threshold reduces, while the change of hitting the latency threshold remains
constant. The figure shows that, indeed for Q = 32 we already achieve 92% of
the gain of Q = 2048: 2.36x baseline compared to 2.56x. For this reason, we
chose 32 as default queue length.

5.3 Write Isolation
To avoid data corruption when editing shared buffers, write operations must
be isolated. Streamline is built on the assumption that most filters pass data
unmodified and that as a result many unnecessary copy operations can be
safely avoided by reusing the same data copy among filters. This approach
contrasts with Unix, where processes manually copy data from input to output pipes if they wish to forward traffic unmodified. Unix takes a safe de-
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Figure 5.2: Throughput at various levels of event batching

fensive approach by enforcing copies at each step, while Streamline takes an
optimistic approach by avoiding copying unless expressly warranted. This
section explains how Streamline can support all kinds of data modification
with greatly reduced copying compared to Unix pipelines.

5.3.1 Copy Avoidance
Streamline avoids the defensive data copy for a filter if one or more of the following statements hold:
1. The filter will not edit the data
2. Only the filter’s descendants access the data after editing
(and no one accesses the data during editing)
3. Editing can be replaced by an append operation
4. Editing can be replaced by a metadata operation
The first case is trivial. The second ensures that changes by a node are isolated to the subgraph downstream of it, while allowing for two optimizations:
copying is not required for linear pipelines (where isolation with respect to
task parallelism is not pertinent), nor when parallel read-only subgraphs can
be executed before the edit is performed. The third case replaces an edit operation, which consists of an allocation plus a copy if direct access cannot
be granted, with an allocation only. Filters that compress data, for instance,
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Class

Metadata

Statistics
Inspection
Classification
Reordering
Editing
Source (zero-copy)
Source

R
R
R/W
R/W/A
R/W/A
A
A
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Data

State

R
R
R
R/W/A

R/W
R/W
∂
∂
∂

A

Table 5.1: Filter classification by data access (A: append-only, ∂: optional) .

change data beyond all recognition. In that case, they may just as well write to
a new block if this is cheaper. Both appends and edits leave the original data
item intact if others access it and operate on a physically different block elsewhere in the buffer (similar to copy-on-write). If none (or little) of a data item
is retained after the edit, a full copy constitutes waste. Finally, the fourth case
exploits the fact that, at 16 bytes per tag (Section 3.3.2), metadata is small and
therefore cheaper to access and duplicate than data. It replaces direct data
editing with updates to metadata values, such as offset and class. This class
of filters can reorder data logically without touching it physically. Streamline
implement a form of TCP reassembly in this manner; we discuss that example
in detail shortly.

5.3.2 Application
Selecting a copy avoidance strategy requires understanding of a filter’s data
access behavior. In some cases, Streamline can infer the most efficient strategy from system state. For instance, it knows how many filters access a given
stream and can therefore decide whether to grant direct write access or not.
On the other hand, it does not know that a filter requesting write access will
compress data and can therefore append instead of edit. For this case, it
needs help from the developer. Before explaining how Streamline implements the optimizations themselves, we therefore first categorize filters according to their data access patterns. From the more than 40 filters in the
reference system we deduce the seven structural classes summarized in Table 5.1.
Metadata Read
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Statistics The simplest filters only read metadata tags. They do not observe streams directly, nor do they modify tags. As they have no influence on
streams, they must affect state to perform any useful operation. This (small)
class includes counters and histograms (e.g., of inter-arrival times).
Data Read
Inspection The information that can be extracted from the metadata stream
alone is limited. Inspection filters also have read-only access to data streams
to make more interesting observations. Intrusion detection algorithms are
advanced examples, but the class also encompasses string search, regular expression matching and application specific accesses, such as Http request
identification. Since these filters do not update stream contents, multiple
such filters can safely access a single data copy.
Metadata Write
Classification Classification filters also analyze stream contents, but use
the information to update the class field in the metadata tag. Data access is
again read only, but metadata access must be read-write, to update the tag.
Combined with stream classification (Section 3.3.2) this techniques enables
data dropping: the first, very restricted, form of manipulation.
Reordering Dropping is not the only form of manipulation that can be
performed solely with write access to metadata. Reordering modifies streams
by moving the offset and length field embedded in metadata tags and by
removing and inserting tags. The approach is best explained by example,
for which we look at TCP reassembly: besides a classical implementation,
Streamline implements a zero-copy reassembly filter. This version does not
copy contents to recreate contiguous data, but edits metadata tags to present
data in order and without protocol headers. The filter discerns between streams
through connection multiplexing (Section 3.3.2). by selecting a different class
for each TCP stream. It updates offset and length fields to crop headers. TCP
reassembly involves buffering items during out of order arrival. Because data
is already stored in a shared DBuf, the zero-copy reassembly filter eschews all
additional data buffering, including that which normally occurs during outof-order arrival. If a gap occurs, it only buffers rich pointers. As soon as the
gap is filled, all queued rich pointers are flushed at once. As a result, in some
calls the filter returns no records (when a gap is discovered and data must be
held in a reconstruction window), while in others it returns multiple (when
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said gap is filled and queued blocks can be released). The implementation is
as follows: in the first case the filter communicates to the dataplane (by selecting a special invalid class) to forgo data forwarding, in the second it manually calls the zero-copy bootstrap interface that we discuss shortly for each
queued item. The SafeCard example application has to process high bandwidth TCP traffic. It stores data in a single data ring and uses zerocopy TCP to
present a sequential data view to its various filters.
Data Write
Editing The previous classes show that many common edit operations
can be performed with read-only data access. Metadata updates cease to be
useful when blocks are thoroughly transformed, however, for instance in the
case of encryption. Editing filters must be able to modify data directly. This
does not necessarily mean that they require read-write access to the underlying shared DBufs, however: a private copy stored in another DBuf suffices.
Because there is little relative performance gain in sharing metadata readonly when data is shared read-write and because some editing filters want to
update the class tag, metadata is also shared read-write.
Source Sources inject new data into the graph. In practice, they are commonly callback routines that act on external stimuli, such as the soft interrupt
handler of the Intel e1000 device driver. Streamline exports a minimal bootstrap function for these handlers to call, which takes only two parameters: a
locally valid pointer and a length value. On return from the call, Streamline
has integrated the data into its buffer network and has prepared an initial
metadata tag. The calling process can immediately release its copy of the
data.
Zero-copy Source Storing data in a DBuf is an expensive unnecessary
operation if data already exists in a form of long lived (compared to stream
lifetime) storage. Besides the straightforward bootstrap interface, Streamline presents a zero-copy interface. Here, the source registers an applicationspecific buffer as DBuf specialization once at initialization time initialization
time and consequently only has to write tags to the metadata stream at runtime. Zero-copy reception is described in detail in Section 4.5.6). Strictly
speaking, this filter class belongs under metadata write, but we delayed explanation to group it with the other source API.
As corollary to sources, one could also expect a class of sinks. We briefly
mention that this does not exist for the simple reason that inaction does not
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demand an API. Sinks can be spotted by looking at the type of a filter’s outgoing ports. If it is null, the filter does not produce streaming data.

5.3.3 Implementation
Copy avoidance is only partly automated, because it is unfortunately infeasible for the runtime system to infer all intentions automatically. Instead, it
presents filters by default with a conservatively shared view together with interfaces for acquiring additional permissions. The filter developer can use
these to choose between data and metadata manipulation, for instance. Similarly, state has to be explicitly requested. By default, a filter has read and write
permissions on metadata, read permissions on data and no state. This choice
follows from the observation that metadata updates are cheap and frequent,
while data updates are expensive and – thanks to the metadata channel – infrequent.
Metadata Safely granting write access to metadata necessarily involves
making private copies of tags at task-parallel splits. Because tags are only 16
bytes long, the cost is not excessive – not worth implementing complex copy
avoidance algorithms. The only optimization Streamline employs is that it
reuses tags in (linear) pipelines.
Data The higher cost of data copying calls for more aggressive cost saving. Filters may not modify data arbitrarily even when they have write access
permissions on the underlying buffer. To modify a block, they must explicitly
request write access for each edit to each block. The approach follows from
the assumption that data edits are rare and that therefore the cost of an extra gateway function call at each write remains negligible. To request write
access, filters call a function similar to the pseudocode definition

ri h_ptr = slblo k_writable(ri h_ptr, opy_ ontents);
When called, the runtime system identifies software (concurrent task-parallel
claims) and hardware (virtual memory protection) state and returns an index that points to a writable block. The second parameter communicates
whether on return this block must contain the contents of the current record
or whether a memory region in undefined state suffices – in other words,
whether the client wants to edit the contents or only overwrite the region.
Streamline replaces edits with appends when that saves a copy or when it
is dictated by access control. The gateway function can do one of two things.
If the filter has write permissions for the underlying DBuf and no one will
access the block apart from the current filter and those downstream of it,
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the system returns the original block. Otherwise, it allocates a new block,
copies over contents if opy_ ontents is set and returns a rich pointer to the
new block. The new block is not necessarily allocated from the same DBuf
as the original block. Streamline always allocates from a local, write accessible, DBuf to ensure that edit operations always succeed, even if the process
has only read permissions on the original buffer. This strategy also speeds up
operation in NUMA systems where accessing the original buffer takes longer.
State Streamline tightly controls all memory allocation to be able to instantiate filters in any space and to be able to parallelize them. Having private global state causes problems, because it forbids concurrent execution of
the same filter to extract data parallelism (as explained in the next section).
Streamline forbids heap allocation by filters to keep them free from memory
address restrictions. It can solve the stateful processing problem in two ways:
by outlawing all state or by making state accessible for checkpointing along
with the filter. We review both options.
Stateless stream programming trivially avoids problems. Stateless filters,
or computation kernels, can be safely spread across distributed resources.
Stateless stream programming is widely popular from large scale distributed
to small scale embedded environments (e.g., for programming the graphics
processor pipeline), because it guarantees that filter execution is free from
side effects. It is this same point that makes pure functional and logic programs available to automatic parallelism extraction. The whole group of languages sharing this property is frequently referred to as declarative programming (although that term is contended [AS96](1.1.7)).
The application classes show that computational kernels are too restrictive to implement all practical filters. Streamline allows stateful processing,
but only in a controlled manner to maintain control over checkpointing, i.e.,
definitely not through a byte addressable heap. We observed three uses of
stateful processing:
1. to store data private to a filter that must persist across filter invocations
2. to store data private to a filter session, as identified by the class value
3. to communicate between filters and applications
Private State Although filters can acquire state using operating system
or library calls (such as brk or mallo ), those interfaces make filters nonportable. As alternative to heap allocation, the runtime system presents a
higher level interface to relocatable memory regions. Like ring buffers, random access memory region can be requested using the open Posix call. The
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runtime system automatically manages allocation, virtual memory remapping and destruction of regions. This tight control has two advantages. It
prevents accidental conflicting use of global variables by multiple instances
of the same filter implementation. For performance reasons, filters are given
raw access to their memory regions through pointers. The runtime system
automatically resolves the descriptor into a locally valid memory pointer and
stores this pointer in a structure private to the filter. Because the runtime
system knows the extents of the data region, it can move data and update
the cached pointer. Therefore, filters may not create additional copies of the
pointer.
Session State Streamline handles the state multiplexing required to split
filter execution between sessions. With a normal allocator, filters need to
manually divide a region into multiple segments; when stateful filters multiplex streams based on class identifiers (Section 3.3.2), Streamline automates
the division. For this special case, the runtime system implements a session
lookup table that relates each class to a region plus offset within this region.
Prior to scheduling a filter it updates the filter’s cached pointer to point to
current session state. The implementation is straightforward, but centralizing the logic has non-trivial benefits, as we shall see in the section on parallelism. The number of sessions is not limited in principle, as Streamline can
allocate regions at will. In practice, the shared region currently has a fixed
number of slots. If a filter runs out of slots, the allocator fails.
Communicating State For communication, two or more parties must
be able to access the same region. Here, the open call proves well suited.
Its first parameter passes a key in a system wide namespace: commonly a
filepath. Because Streamline backs data in memory, the scheme implements
an associative array. Because the regions are based on the transport plane,
lookup and mapping reuse the implementation from the sequential buffers.
In essence, regions are yet another specialization of DBufs.

5.4 Parallelism
Pipelined logic is parallelizable in principle; this section identifies specific
parallelism opportunities in Streamline. Parallel processing does not require
any infrastructure beyond what is already present, since the datapath is fully
reconfigurable: the two principal hardware abstractions, container tasks and
channels, can be brought online and connected ad lib. Because compiled
applications have fixed control flow and implicit buffering, they cannot be
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adapted as easily to the number of hardware threads of execution. We first
turn our attention to the current state of operating systems and contrast this
to pipelines. Then, we present the scalability control methods in Streamline.
Challenges The relative impact of various I/O cost factors, such as page
fault and task switches, changes as parallelism increases. These changes should
be reflected in the system design. For instance, when tasks are run concurrently task switching completely disappears, but polling and locking become
more pronounced. Modern operating systems such as Linux, Solaris and
Windows have shown to be capable of scaling to thousands of processors,
but those installations scale up other components in tandem: nodes consist
of a CPU, memory and I/O interface. Multicore parallelism is much more
widespread, but here parallelism is still much lower: the majority of installations contain at most four cores. In commodity operating systems, where
applications are largely sequential, parallelism has been extracted by running
kernel operations side-by-side with application code [BJL+ 06]. This strategy
is practical on dual core machines, but will not scale to more processors, nor
is it likely that the two parts will stress their processors equally. To scale, at
least the most demanding part must be split further.
Opportunities Pipelines decompose naturally into loosely coupled segments. Over other structured approaches such as object oriented operating
systems, pipelines add the constraint that interfaces between components
are always asynchronous and uniform. The deliberately limited interface ensures that no blocking or locking is functionally required anywhere in the
computation layer. The explicit nature of pipeline dataflow bares data access
information that remains hidden in compiled applications. We split discussion of the parallelization in two themes: data and task parallelism.
Data Parallelism Streamline detects pure computational kernels and uses
this information to extract data parallelism. For instance, packet switching is
a stateless task that can be implemented by a pipeline consisting of only kernels. The control system uses template rewriting to replace a simple graph
with a task-parallel one where multiple versions of the same filter are enclosed by a pair of split and join vertices. It introduces data parallelism by
replicating a subgraph S to form the set S 1 , S 2 , ..., S P with P the upper concurrency bound defined by system parallelism. It then generates a new comprehensive graph by inserting a split/join pair of filters and connecting each such
graph so that data streams from the split to each of S i through a stream with
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Figure 5.3: Data parallelism extraction in a pipeline

classification constraint i and from each subgraph to the join. In essence, a
single filter f is rewritten as

split_rr | f + f + .. + f | join
where the first filter splits data in round robin fashion among all children.
Figure 5.3 depicts the same configuration.
Streamline parallelizes not just kernels, but also filters that multiplex sessions (Section 3.3.2). A well known example is TCP receive processing, where
state must be kept for each TCP stream. Sharing this state between cores
is expensive due to write conflicts; instead, high performance is reached by
spreading streams across cores, while keeping state local to the core [WRC06]
(“connection scaling” as opposed to “packet scaling”). This is only one example of the general rule that stateful logic scales more poorly than kernels as a
result of lock contention and cache conflicts [NYKT94]. Exception to the rule
is the class of filters that have state, but do not share it and therefore do not
require locking (although this class may experience cache capacity misses).
Filters that multiplex sessions, such as the TCP reassembly unit in Streamline, can be automatically parallelized if they leave state segmentation to the
runtime system (Section 5.3.3).
In connection scaling, as in block scaling, blocks are split among parallel
paths by classifying blocks in disjoint classes. The difference with block scaling lies in the split filter, which must ensure that blocks belonging to sessions
are consistently forwarded along the same path. An application filter must
perform the task-specific part: classification. A task-independent split filter
then performs a lookup from class to parallel filter instance. A cheap method
uses a hash function for indexing and lookup; this is common in embedded
hardware, such as on NICs with multiple receive rings and on-board filtering,
where elaborate algorithms are difficult to implement. It does not necessarily balance load, however. Dynamic lookup takes existing load per space into
account when it assigns a session to a space. Insertion and lookup are more
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Figure 5.4: Task Parallel Scaling

expensive, but load is more balanced. Streamline has a filter that implements
the first. Developers can replace this by writing their own filters.
Task Parallelism The composite nature of pipelines renders task parallelism identification trivial; the challenge in effective task parallelization is to
choose the optimal number of container tasks and to map filters onto these
tasks so that cache hitrate is maximized while synchronization overhead minimized. The first choice – number of tasks – depends on policy. For instance,
an application may want to conserve power by disabling cores, or run maximally spread out to minimize latency. The second choice depends on system
layout. Both are control questions; an initial mapping is calculated by the
control system (Chapter 6).

5.5 Summary
This chapter presented the computation layer. Operational logic is encapsulated in filters; the only centralized logic concerns filter scheduling. Streamline implements a multiprocess event network, where each space has one locally managed jobqueue. Because filters can only be scheduled when data arrives on their input, schedules are constantly updated. Streamline optimizes
for DCache hitrate by executing consecutive filters in the same space in rapid
succession for each block.
Streamline improves throughput over a straightforward multiprocess event
network by reducing the amount of signaling (5.2), by reducing the amount of
locking and copying while editing (5.3) and by extracting parallelizable codepaths (5.4). Streamline replaces events with cheaper function calling within a
space and batches events between spaces. It replaces copying with in-place
editing when safe, with metadata editing when the use-case permits and with
appending when no original data needs to be retained. It tightly manages filter state to keep that amenable to migration alongside filters, e.g., for parallel
execution. Finally, Streamline identifies parallelism in the form of computation kernels, stateful session handling and task-parallel networks. It migrates
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filters at runtime to stay within the limits of a given policy and co-schedules
on parallel hardware in a cache-aware manner. Together, the ideas presented
in this chapter contribute to the central goal of a high-throughput, flexible
I/O system by substantially reducing the base cost that composite applications (which are a prerequisite for reconfiguration) incur over integrated processes and by exploiting the compositionality to automatically scale to available resources.

CHAPTER

Control

In reconfigurable systems, a control layer manages the
composition of applications from atomic elements. The
primary design feature of application-tailored I/O is that
this complex task is not deferred to users, but performed automatically and optimally when an application
is started. This chapter discovers optimization opportunities in Streamline (6.2), selects a solver algorithm and
generates a problem model (6.3), and integrates the solver
into Streamline so that it controls all data- and transport
plane construction (6.4). Fine-grained access control ensures safe operation even in shared environments such as
the kernel (6.5).
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6.1 Overview
Contrary to compile-time solutions, system level optimization can maximize
application performance in the face of growing hardware diversity. Because
system-level automated (or, self-) optimization is rare in practice, we approach
it conservatively by attaching to the Streamline data- and transport planes a
control system that is both demonstrably utilitarian and fully comprehensible. In application tailoring, we distinguish between optimization itself, automation of this process and execution of the chosen solution in a real system.
Optimization (6.2) is the basis for high throughput on ranges of hard- and
software. Streamline applications are pipelines with competing candidate streams and filters. Streamline enables selection through filter
name reification, buffer specialization and - stacking and graph substitution.
Automation (6.3) supplants tedious manual system administration. Streamline computes a network flow program that incorporates all application
choice and relevant system features (e.g., cache layout) and that evaluates all possible configurations in tens of milliseconds to demonstrate
practicality of online quantitative optimization.
Execution (6.4) builds an application that implements the selected configuration. Streamline extends basic resource discovery and pipeline construction with transactions for fault tolerance, graph sharing for increased performance and just-in-time compilation and loading of filters for embedded operation and further increased performance.
Fine-grained Access Control (6.5) safely grants access to kernel and devices
to untrusted users. Streamline reuses Unix file permission where possible and supplements these with safe languages and mandatory stream
sanitization. Besides Unix-type isolation, fine grained permissions enable trading security for throughput on a case-by-case basis.

6.2 Optimization
Optimization implies choice. When delegating optimization responsibility
to an external party, and particularly when that party is a dumb machine, the
option space and fitness evaluation have to be rendered explicit. The next
section describes generic automation concerns about knowledge representation and search algorithms. This section answers the question what choice
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a controller has in Streamline to optimize application construction, i.e., to
perform I/O application tailoring. It demarcates the option space by enumerating all degrees of freedom in the computation and communication layers. Besides naming the vectors informally, it also specifies for each vector an
algorithm for fitness evaluation. Following the runtime system architecture,
vectors are organized in two sets covering computational and communication choice. Optimization of control elements themselves is absent. Such
self-adaptation is complicated, renders the system difficult to comprehend
and does not immediately contribute to the goal of increasing I/O throughput.

6.2.1 Computation
In application tailoring, computation optimization is the task of selecting
the best fit implementation of a filter: the implementation that maximizes a
metric, such as throughput in bytes per second, selected by the application.
If we say that the fitness value is to be maximized – which is certainly true for
throughput – the task is to find all possible combinations of executable filter
implementation and computation space and select the highest ranking pair.
Reification and reflection Reification is the action of binding an abstract notion to a concrete resource. Name based lookup marries a well understood (though not necessarily formally defined) moniker, such as “MPEG
decode” or “grep”, to an executable implementation. Reification enables open,
evolving, composite systems, because it enables a system to modify its components at will during execution. Reification is closely related to reflection. In
the context of computing, both were introduced together by Smith [Smi82].
Here, reification concerns the action of binding proper, while reflection means
the ability of a software system to perform introspection on its own structure.
An intuitive and popular definition is given in the same work [Smi82]:
“An entity’s integral ability to represent, operate on, and otherwise deal with its self in the same way that it represents, operates
on and deals with its primary subject matter.”
Jointly, the concepts enable self-adaptive systems that modify their own structure. Terminology is handled loosely in the literature; we will use the term
reflective programming for this approach to adaptive systems. The power of
reflective programming is widely acknowledged, judging by number of supporting programming environments, which encompass functional (Lisp) and
logical (Prolog) languages, but also object oriented languages (Java, C#, Javascript,
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Smalltalk). Even a system language like C supports reification through function pointers and reflective programming through dynamically shared libraries:
the dlsym lookup method resolves a human readable name to a pointer.
The reflective step of finding a concrete implementation that fits an abstract specification can take many forms in principle, but is almost invariably
implemented as a simple name to object code resolution. This is the form
path lookup takes in operating system shells and it is the form chosen for
Streamline. Name based resolution is an intuitive method of constructing executables from task-oriented declarative descriptions. It separates the concerns of what to do from how to do it, and as a result the high level interface
can be seen as a form of declarative programming.
Selection Filter selection in Streamline resembles executable search in
common computing shells. Shells perform a greedy search through an ordered list of directories: the search path. A program name is matched against
the name of each executable file in a directory until a match occurs or the
search space is exhausted. The greedy path lookup algorithm ensures that
at most a single answer is given, even if multiple candidate solutions are
available. System administrators rely on the greedy nature of path-based
search to support multiple variants of the same applications. They can prioritize implementations based on the order of directories in the search path.
Path-based search makes a selection among competing implementations of
a given well defined operation (say, ’cc’ for the local C compiler). Saying that
path lookup performs an optimization is a step too far, however. Implicitly,
an administrator may order the search path to give preference to one C compiler (say, the Intel CC) over another (GCC) because he or she knows this to
execute faster or generate faster executables, but no trace of this rational decision is visible at runtime. Instead, it is hardcoded as a rule directly in the
search algorithm. As system configurations or application demand changes,
hardcoded rules of thumb can become invalid. Because in this form information is not reevaluated, it is possible – for complex systems with many rules
even probable – that suboptimal choices are made. For this reason, we are
wary of early solution space reduction and heuristics.
Best Fit Numerical Optimization Contrary to path lookup, filter selection in Streamline is based on quantitative optimization. An alphanumerical
filter moniker, or name, corresponds to an abstract filter specification that
may have multiple passive executable filter implementations, one of which
is selected to become an active executing filter instance. Relative fitness of
implementations depends on the optimization objective. In application tai-
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lored I/O we emphasize throughput, but aim to support arbitrary objectives
and sets thereof. For this reason, metadata is not strictly defined. Filter developers can attach arbitrary pairs of labels and integer values. Examples of
labels are cost per filter invocation and cost per byte, but also false positive ratio and working set size. Furthermore, all examples can be refined into worst,
average and best case estimates or probability distributions.

Uncertainty A known problem in optimization is that numerical approximations are often unsubstantiated and, hence, arbitrary. Application tailoring avoids the practical consequences at present, because the spread between candidate solutions is so great. Optimization is concerned with incorporating special purpose resources that perform factors or orders better
than general purpose resources. The FPGA implementation of an NFA (non
deterministic finite automaton) based pattern matching engine is not a few
percent more efficient than its serialized CPU counterpart, it is orders of magnitude better [MNB07]. The goal is to encode the knowledge of an expert in
the field, so that Streamline will reach the same conclusions without direct
human involvement. If this knowledge has to be based on heuristics and estimates because no perfect benchmark can be found, so be it. That is not to
say that any estimate is equally valid. Our task is to present a metadata model
that is rich enough to express all known information, yet flexible enough not
to demand detailed data if none exists. Again, we defer the general discussion of how to reason with sparse, stochastic and questionable data to the
next section on automation and here limit ourselves to the data model for filter optimization. Each filter implementation and each space type can attach
labels with numbers to encode quantitative metadata of its own choosing.
For instance, a filter can express average cycle cost as key/value pair (cycles,
5000). We expect that implementations of the same filter type will generally
select the same set of appropriate metrics. A pattern matching engine, to stay
with that example, can encode experimentally observed throughput for a set
of block sizes and pattern hitrates. Or, it can model overhead as a combination of per invocation and per byte overhead. The second method is more
expressive, but for technical reasons not always viable.
In path lookup, all executables target the same homogeneous computing
environment, whereas Streamline filters span a set of potentially heterogeneous spaces. A quantitative comparison between candidate implementations depends not just on the fitness of the filters, but also on that of their
underlying spaces. The filter programming API is simple enough to allow
the same implementation to be compiled to multiple target spaces, such as
userspace PowerPC Solaris and kernel AMD64 Linux. Streamline must nor-
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malize the values to calculate a meaningful product of implementation and
space fitness. If one is undefined, a hardcoded default average (0.5) is substituted. This way, implementations can signal both that they are “faster” or
“slower” than default solutions.
Template Substitution In the related work on composite systems (described in Section 2.3) and in Streamline itself, we see a strong bias towards
protocol processing as application domain, in networking [Rit84] and multimedia [MMO+ 94]. Protocols are uniquely suited to reflective programming
because they unambiguously define the implementation of a moniker. Moving beyond TCP, AES and MPEG (to name common examples) protocol processing and generic block operations (counting, limiting, spreading) requires
a more powerful reification interface. We have experimented with more expressive reconfiguration scripts in Betagis [dBBB05], which performs reflective programming in Prolog to build Unix shell scripts for specific (often oneoff ) system configuration tasks. Tasks are either atomic, in which case solutions are snippets of shell code, or composite, in which case they take the
form of templates with free variables. The Prolog interpreter constructs scripts
by recursively substituting free variables in templates with other templates or
lines of shell code. Streamline exposes a more limited programming environment than scripts, but templates perform a similar function.
Templates expand the optimization option space through indirection. The
simplest templates, aliases, identify filter implementations as specializations
of generic tasks. More powerful transformations are transformations from
one arbitrary graph onto another. Each network interface in Streamline exports its own unique data transmission filter. It would be cumbersome to
have to manually adapt requests to each specific type of hardware. Instead,
filters such as skb_transmit also registers an alias to the more generic tx
type. The TCP protocol filter t p returns all TCP segments, which builds on
independent tasks, such as checksumming and reassembly. A high-end NIC
performs common network tasks on-board. It exposes all these features as
filters, but also registers a template that encapsulates common network reception handling. Another example, Boolean selection, was shown to be implemented with template rewriting in Section 3.3.2. Streamline does not have
a default set of templates. As is common for all element types, templates are
registered in a repository by external developers. Templates are registered as
a pair of graphs, one encoding the request to match and one its replacement.
For instance, all network traffic is received from the Netfilter subsystem of
Linux as follows:

traffi := netfilter_in + netfilter_out
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DNS traffic is filtered by defining the template

dnstraffi := traffi | ipv4 | t p + udp | dns
At runtime, a request is expanded into the set of all equivalent requests through
recursive application of all matching rewrite rules on each expansion (“forward chaining”, Section B.1). Template metaprogramming enables iterative
concretization of abstract tasks, or “stepwise refinement” [Wir71].
Formally, template matching is a search for graph isomorphism between
a template and all possible subgraphs of the request. This problem is NPComplete [GJ90]. Even for fairly small requests, search space can be large: in
the order of the number of arcs in the request N times the number of arcs
in the template M , for all templates P or O(NMP). To considerably reduce
search complexity, Streamline only allows templates that have a single source.
It matches each source node to each vertex in the request. On a match, it performs a parallel depth-first search through the two graphs until they diverge
or have fully matched.
Algorithm Summary In short, filter implementations are ranked by the
product of the normalized implementation and space fitness values for a chosen metric. If a filter or space lacks quantitative data, a default average value
is substituted. All else being equal, the highest ranking pair is selected. Among
substituted equivalent graphs the graph with the highest aggregate fitness is
selected, where graph fitness is calculated as the minimum cut of the graph.
For both vertices and graphs, selection is random among equivalent top ranking solutions.

6.2.2 Communication
Streams, like filters, are amenable to optimization. The multihop path across
spaces to connect each filter to the next can be optimized by making intelligent routing decisions and individual streams can be specialized (Section 4.4).
Channel Selection A stream is implemented as a stack of buffers on top
of a communication channel. Both are amenable to optimization. In the current version of Streamline channel type selection is hardcoded, because the
optimal channel is always known for each space crossing and invariant to
all other variables. In other words, in practice the channel solution space is
free of choice. Between userspace and kernel, shared memory communication is always preferred over copying, for instance. Especially on distributed
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installations, where Streamline is currently limited to UDP channels, using
different protocols for different communication patterns and media (DCCP
over WAN, multicast over Myrinet [VLB96], etcetera) [AHB05] would be a logical extension. The Network Inference Engine [dB04] tailors network protocol
stacks in this manner. At present, however, such distributed operation is not
the focus of Streamline.
Communication cost for a graph G — where cost is defined as latency,
bandwidth or any other metric — is minimized when the aggregate cost of
all edges in the graph is minimized. For a pair of filters, transport cost is
minimized by selecting the cheapest edge between them. When vertices are
connected by two or more paths, optimization becomes a problem of interdependent variables. Total network cost is given by the sum of all paths. It is
minimized if the most significant contributors to cost are optimized at the
cost of less critical paths. In the next section we will see a more efficient
equivalent alternative algorithm, but for now we perform brute force calculation of all possible combinations of paths to select – all else being equal – the
optimal network.

Buffer Selection Streams are implemented by a network of buffers. The
network implementation is hidden from users. Contrary to filters, optimization is not based on reification. Streams are functionally uniform, but specializable on secondary traits, such as whether and how discrete block boundaries are marked. For each stream, data characteristics can be inferred from
filter metadata. For each buffer implementation, preconditions on data input are hardcoded. At runtime, the runtime system can automatically infer
which buffers are capable of implementing a stream, for the most part. A few
conditions unfortunately require manual verification; these are by default not
part of the application tailoring process. Table 6.1 organizes the stream implementations from Section 4.5 into a few choices, underlines the default selection and states necessary preconditions for deviation as well as the optimization goals that will see advantage or disadvantage. T&L is short hand for
‘throughput and latency’, space is short for memory utilization.
Two specializations go beyond binary option selection and are configurable in a spectrum: buffer size (if static) and throttle depth. By default,
size is governed by a channel hint that depends on the underlying memory
size. For the most common channel, a mapped region in a cache coherent
shared memory system, it is 50% of the fastest cache shared by both filters.
Throttling defaults to a depth of 32 if enabled, as discussed in Chapter 5.
The optimal stack of buffer implementations can be automatically extracted for each given goal by using the information in the rightmost three
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Dimension

Choice

Precondition

Length
Event Batch
Scalable
Alloc
Layout

N, 512KB
N, 32x
Scalable or fixed
Dynamic or not
Byte or block
Marker or slotted
Align or not
Block or not
Lossy or not
Caching or not
Burst or not
Prefetch or not

Slotted layout
Single space
Block stream
Record
Manual
Manual
Dataloss OK
Channel spec.
Channel spec.
Channel spec.

Sync
NUMA
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Advantage

Disadvantage

Throughput
T&L, Space
Space
T&L
T&L
T&L

Latency

T&L
T&L
T&L
T&L

T&L
Seek Time
Space

Space

Table 6.1: Specialization Optimization.

columns of Table 6.1. Application developers choose the goals by which graphs
must be judged (e.g., throughput). Label matching prunes the candidate
stack to contain only implementations that are listed as advantageous to the
chosen goal. Precondition checking removes incompatible choices, such as
a pointer-based dynamic buffer for a stream that traverses multiple spaces.
Lossy communication is the clearest example of this. Implementations that
require manual checking are marked in the table. For instance, Streamline’s
socket interface uses the alignment implementation is used for IP header
alignment, but this cannot be employed for arbitrary native applications. Automatic precondition verification works as follows. All preconditions operate
on one of three properties: data type, application- or system characteristics.
The first is defined by filter developers in the form of a weak type, as first
mentioned in Section 3.3.2. Relevant application properties are whether all
adjacent filters are co-located in the same space or not. Hardware properties are extracted from the underlying channel implementation, as the size
example showed.
Algorithm Summary Communication optimization combines path routing, channel- and buffer selection. For neighboring spaces, the optimal direct
channel implementation is hardcoded. For distant spaces, a shortest multihop path is calculated. In principle, a multihop path may exist that implements a cheaper path than a given single hop option. For simplicity – and
because it does not occur in practice – this case is not evaluated. Specialized
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buffers reduce communication cost over the default store and forward network. For each channel, initially all buffers are selected that have registered
as advantageous to the optimization goal. This set is known through label
matching. Then, the candidate set is pruned through precondition testing.

6.2.3 Contention
The term “all else being equal” repeatedly appears when discussing optimization. Each time, it signals a potential conflict due to interdependent
choices. Contention occurs when multiple filter implementations match the
same name, in which case quantitative ranking must unambiguously guide
selection. It is also seen between filter and channel optimization. Selection of
an implementation binds an endpoint of one or more streams. For instance,
a decryption operation can be offloaded to a specialized co-processor to reduce computational cost, but at the cost of requiring data movement from a
CPU to the co-processor and back, increasing transport overhead. Global optimization must quantitatively trade off computation versus communication
efficiency in each such situation. Consequent selection of optimal solutions
even in entangled option spaces is a topic in itself; it is handled in the next
section.

6.3 Automation
Optimizing large sets of variables for each application is tedious, at best.
When variables are correlated, computational complexity quickly grows to
exceed human capacity. Streamline offloads the search for a good configuration to the computer system, because that is much better at performing large
calculations. This section explains this automation step of the optimization
problem. It estimates solution space dimensions, then selects an algorithm,
presents a formal data model and shows how the intuitive models we used
so far can be translated into this model through a series of graph transformations.

6.3.1 Complexity
Problem size is a function of the number of variables, the number of choices
for each variable and the characteristics of interdependency. Briefly, Streamline has these variables:
1. filter location (space)
2. stream implementation (channel, buffer type)
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3. template choice (subgraph)
Section 6.2.3 argued that these are not independent. A system with N spaces
and M filter names will have between M and N M filter implementations. Because many spaces share a space type (and thus implementation) the upper
bound is the more reasonable estimate. Then, the system can construct up to
(N M )2 unique streams. These numbers represent worst case bounds: when
all options are independent and therefore implement a feasible solution. As
a result of buffer stacking (Section 6.2.2), for B buffer implementations, each
stream can be implemented by many buffer combinations. If all implementations can be freely combined, this gives the powerset ℘(B ). Worst case, each
stream then has 2B potential implementations. Total number of possible
streams, then, grows to 2B (N M )2 unique stream implementations. Because
pipelines combine selection of multiple elements, combinatorial complexity
grows rapidly. A pipeline of M filters can implement each filter in N ways and
has M-1 streams between these implementations. For this, the state space
M −1
is N M possible combinations of filter implementations and 2B
possible
stream implementations. To estimate real cost, let us calculate the problem
size for a common application.
Example For a modest pipeline of ten filters overlaid over three spaces
and only a single buffer implementation, all streams are fixed by the selection
of filters. If each filter can be executed in each space, then we have 10 sets of 3
variables. From each set one must be chosen exclusively. Total variable space
then is 30 – by all accounts a small number. The number of combination of
choices that we can make is 3∗3∗...∗3 = 310 = 59, 049. Even for this small example, the problem is already infeasible to compute by hand. What is more,
the number grows quickly as the number of spaces, buffers and templates
grows and as cost factors are modeled increasingly accurately. The number
of spaces can grow into the tens, even hundreds, on manycore environments.
On a 16 thread Intel Nehalem-EX with a kernel and userspace on each hyperthread, the solution space inflates to a staggering 3210 ≈ 1 ∗ 1015 unique
solutions. A pipeline has one fewer streams than filters. With 8 buffer imple9
mentations, this pipeline can be implemented with 28 ≈ 5 ∗ 1021 unique sets
of channels and buffers. Templates further inflate these numbers. The number of templates that apply to each request is generally small. Commonly, a
singular shorthand, such as "rx", is rewritten into a couple of competing composite implementations. This practice increases total search space by about
an order of magnitude. Last, to improve correspondence with reality, model
fidelity is increased by estimating actual data access and computation cost. A
key feature of Streamline is that filters can share data and use indirect buffers
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to avoid repeated data storage. For globally efficient buffering, some filters
must make the locally suboptimal decision to store data, so that others benefit from not having to store. Which filter is most suitable depends on the total
network of read and write accesses. On parallel systems, the co-scheduling of
filters to share caches also affects throughput; which filters to keep near each
other is again a global problem.
Resource Bounds Because CPUs have a fixed (cycle) budget, choices cannot be fully independent. The instantiation of a filter in one space reduces remaining capacity of all spaces on that CPU. In other words, filters compete for
space. An extreme situation that we encountered in practice (Section 7.3.1)
concerns tiny processors that can only load a single filter onto a processor
at once. Interdependence can be modeled as a constraint that invalidates all
infeasible solutions without having to exhaustively compare all feasible ones,
because constraints do not affect solution fitness at all.

6.3.2 Algorithm
The operating cost of an algorithm is directly related to the amount of search
space structure that it can exploit. The more constrained the space, the fewer
coordinates need to be evaluated to converge. Not all options are viable or
even feasible, as the example of resource bounds showed. A solver that can
minimize evaluation of infeasible solutions will generally outperform one that
does not. Because system-level automation is fairly rare, we have paid special attention to an evaluation of search strategies: appendix B reviews a wide
array of candidate algorithms and classifies them by problem solving quality and performance. This section introduces the two complementary approaches that we chose for application tailored I/O and argues both their
strengths and weaknesses.
The existence of a considerably smaller feasible region than the whole
space, coupled with a simple repetitive structure, indicates that more directed
search strategies than Monte Carlo can be employed in application tailoring.
Approximate methods and machine learning are too complex and slow. Instead, Streamline uses faster, tractable algorithms. For the well known application domain of Streamline:FFPF, it uses greedy, heuristic-based search.
For others, we have built a more experimental optimal solver based on math
programming. The first method is undoubtedly more easy to explain than
the second, and has proven to give good results in many applications. On the
other hand, its results are less robust than those of math programs that calculate from basic cost factors. We first review the greedy approach and note
its advantages and weaknesses. Then, we argue why math programs are su-
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perior in principle, but have scalability concerns in practice. The following
two sections are devoted to a thorough explanation of the more robust, less
straightforward, approach.
Heuristics Streamline:FFPF favors heuristics for application tailoring.
The main heuristic is to “push processing down” [BdBC+ 04]. This rule pushes
filters away from the CPU onto peripheral devices as much as possible. It also
pushes them towards peripheral input sources; even in the absence of smart
peripheral hardware, this ensures that most processing (in this domain: filtering) takes place in the kernel – saving a copy to userspace for traffic that is
discarded. The rule of thumb has proven to generate efficient configurations
for the constrained packet filtering application domain. The approach is also
easy to verify. In line with the heuristic, we originally modeled the graph of
spaces as a vertical stack with application on top, a single kernelspace below
and various levels of peripheral hardware below that, as shown in Figure 6.1.
Not surprisingly, when we expanded the application domain, we found
that the heuristic is very task dependent. Its success derives largely from the
insight that as packet filters filter datastreams, maximal efficiency is obtained
when pruning takes place as close to data input as possible. For a network
packet filter, the input is always the reception path of a NIC. It is not difficult
to see that for other applications, the strategy will be less successful. Consider, for instance, a four stage pipeline where the first (input) and third filters can be implemented in the kernel, but the second and fourth only have
an implementation in userspace. Push processing down will send data across
a space boundary three times, even if the implementation of the second vertex is identical in kernel and userspace – in which case the solution is clearly
suboptimal.
Limitations For general purpose optimization, heuristics-based search
is not a robust strategy. With a large and a priori unknown set of applications and systems, constructing fundamental rules of thumb is precarious.
Push processing down already had to be extended with additional rules to
apply Streamline:FFPF to non-filtering networking tasks. [HdBB05]. To avoid
ping-pong behavior, we added a constraining rule that said that graphs may
develop only in a single direction: up or down the stack. This rule, in turn, is
ambiguous for requests that have multiple sources or sinks. A third rule fixed
this issue (because it is far from succinct, we refrain from explaining it here).
The set of rules will likely balloon as the number of applications, hardware
configurations and application domains expands.
In short, by making a selection for each independent filter based on heuris-
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Figure 6.1: Hierarchical System Model in Streamline:FFPF

tics, the greedy approach causes premature optimization. Within a well defined application domain where heuristics are known safe, this is not a problem. For a general purpose I/O system, however, specific heuristics with broad
applicability are hard to find. Incorrect hints give suboptimal solutions.
Optimal Search Structured optimal search in a single problem space
has no unforeseen outcomes and is therefore most robust to changes in application and system domain. For applications outside packet filtering, Streamline supplements the heuristic search of Streamline:FFPF with a more robust,
but computationally more complex, optimal search approach. It avoids logical programming for the reason given in Appendix B.1: efficiency. Instead,
the solver, slquant, is based on mathematical programming. The approach
is faster, because it exploits the convex problem structure to direct search to
the global optimum. It is robust, because it does not discard options based
on potentially invalid assumptions. Finally, it is understandable, because the
algorithm is simple: it lacks ‘magic’ parameters that have to be tweaked and
the relation between input and solution can be verified by hand. To further
limit time complexity, the large obvious network model is encoded as a network flow component.
Integer programming, while faster than logic programming, is a generic
search strategy and therefore not particularly well suited to any specific problem (Appendix B). We are unable to select a more specialized algorithm, because –to the best of our knowledge– the problem does not perfectly fit a
more constrained problem. Superficially, we are dealing with a combinatorial knapsack problem, as we must identify whether a given amount of processing can be achieved given a set capacity limit. Although knapsack prob-
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lems are NP-hard, there are known polynomial time bounded approximation algorithms [KPP04]. Introduction of multiple (types of ) resources and
constraints on combinations pushes our problem beyond the pure knapsack
problem, however, rendering all bounded approaches inappropriate. If we
forgo the budget (knapsack) constraints, the problem resembles another NPhard problem with a polynomial time bounded approximation algorithm [KT02]:
informally, the metric labeling problem assigns a label to each vertex in a
graph from a fixed set of labels, where additional constraints on label assignment are specified by a separate graph that connects labels themselves.
Matchings of label to resource are only allowed when neighbors in the destination graph have labels that are also neighbors in the label graph. As said,
this problem does not consider budgetary constraints. Since both presented
problems are NP-hard and neither is sufficiently generic to express all our
constraints, it is likely that the more generic matching problem in Streamline
is NP-hard. We forgo a proof.

Pragmatic Optimal Search A subtle point in goal selection concerns whether
optimality is sought, or whether a configuration is required to reach a certain
sufficient level of operation. The goal of automation in Streamline is to optimize applications as well as a domain expert would, only now consistently at
top ability and considerably faster. To select a configuration without human
involvement, a total order of all candidates has to exist. Because solution
quality is a combination of individual filter and stream choices, the numerical ranking is a combination (or, trade-off ) of individual aptitudes. These
basic numbers are hardcoded in Streamline; they are meant to agree with the
estimates an expert normally uses. When we say that we calculate an optimal
mapping, then, we do not mean that Streamline always arrives at the best
implementation of an application: only that the solution is optimal given the
model. To what extent this choice corresponds to real world optimality depends on correspondence of the model with reality.
Lack of hard data for filter parameters makes quantitative optimization a
known hard problem. We briefly discussed this issue in Section 2.2.2, where
we argued for a simple model to minimize potential confusion. In Streamline,
not only is the application model simple, it does not have to be of high fidelity.
To reach optimization quality comparable to domain experts, it has no need
for more information than a human administrator has. Since human experts
do not have accurate filter cycle cost at the tip of their fingers, neither does
Streamline. In many cases, broad comparative information suffices. Knowing that a co-processor is faster than the CPU at cryptographic operations is
enough information to consider off-loading crypto filters, for instance.
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6.3.3 Data Model
The intuitive application and system models must be brought into an integrated canonical integer form to make use of math programming. We assume
that mathematical programming is efficient enough for loadtime execution
if the state space is sufficiently constrained. We experimentally verify this
point in the evaluation section. Model building is more art than science, but
structured approaches do exist. We follow the classic approach of structured
synthesis [Sch81]. Here, an optimization problem is formulated as built from
four datasets. The first, variables, implement choices, such as which channel
to select. The second, parameters, numerically encode properties, such as a
channel’s capacity. Constraints limit the solution space; they are expressed
in linear (for a linear program) relationships of variables and parameters. Finally, an objective also expresses a relationship of variables and parameters,
but instead of an (in)equality, it is a function to be minimized or maximized
(i.e., optimized). Goal is to find the set of variable values that achieves this.
This section first introduces each dataset in detail and then summarizes the
integrated model. We do not explain the concept of mathematical programming here; the approach is introduced independently from application tailoring (with simpler examples) in Appendix B.
Variables Variables encapsulate choice. They are the only means for the
automation algorithm to maximize objective fitness. Each optimizable property must be expressed in an individual variable. Application tailoring is primarily concerned with finding implementations for filters and streams. Each
of these request networks, therefore, maps onto one or more variables. In
practice, this means that each filter and stream will be implemented by a set
of options from which one exclusive choice has to be made.
Bufferstacks Buffers can be combined to form an execution stack. To
curtail state space, and because selection is independent from the rest of the
problem, buffer stack selection is not integrated in the main problem model.
Modeling all possible combinations of buffers would increase the number of
variables for each arc by approximately an order of magnitude. Instead, it
is more efficient to precompute optimal stacks for each space crossing once
and to insert the result at the different applicable occurrences (options) in the
global request. At present, optimization of stacks is a manual task.
Parameters Parameters encapsulate numerical properties of options;
they are the basis for quantitative selection between option sets, or solutions.
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Common examples are latency expressed in cycles or nanoseconds, throughput expressed in bytes per second and memory utilization in bytes. In application tailoring, the main metric is processor cycles (per second, per byte,
etcetera).

Cycles Streamline tries to minimize total CPU cyclecount for a given data
rate. In practice, cycle cost can differ between CPUs in a heterogeneous system. The current model does not explicitly take that into account, but a
weighting function could easily be applied if needed. Cost is measured by
attributing a cost function to each filter, each data store and each load.
The incurred cost at each filter and stream depends on the data rate observed by a filter. Streamline uses a simple recursive graph walk from each
source downstream to calculate rate at each filter. The user specifies the expected data rate at each source in blocks per second and average bytes per
block. With this information, data rate at each non-source filter is calculated
as the combined rate of its inputs. Filter cost depends on rate, but it is not
a completely trivial mapping. Filters do not spend the same amount of processing on all blocks, or on all bytes in a block: for instance, an IP port filter
only touches a few bytes, regardless of packet size; a sampler only touches
one in every so many packets. Additionally, some filters drop, add or edit
data; we summarized the various filter classes in Section 5.3. This behavior is
represented in the model by having filters apply scaling factors to the blockrate and bytefactor: decrease it through filtering and increase it through data
creation. To differentiate between modification (deletion plus addition) and
simple forwarding, the two scale factors have to be encoded independently.
The model can only truthfully encode filter behavior if it is consistent; we review solutions to variance shortly, but first introduce this simpler model.
To keep the system practical, the individual per-filter cost functions must
be simple and parameters easy to estimate. Filter cost is expressed as a combination of per-invocation and per-byte cost. Each filter implementation has
this combination of parameters. Data load and store cost is purely per-byte.
The final filter model, then, consists of two four-tuples I f and B f . The first
encodes the per invocation cost and scaling factors: cost in cycles, ratio of
blocks on which actual time is spent processing, ratio of blocks forwarded
and ratio of blocks introduced at this node. The second encodes the cost per
byte and the ratios of bytes read, forwarded and created per block. Filter developers need not write these models directly: most fall into one of the standard categories that we defined through classification in Section 5.3. These
can derive their cost function from a small set of standard options. Table 6.2
revisits the classification and fills in the model data, where letters represent
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type

If

Bf

Statistics
Inspection
Classification
Reordering
Editing
Source (zero-copy)
Source

[0, 0, 0, 0]
[N, A, 0, 0]
[N, A, 0, 0]
[N, A, B, 0]
[N, A, B, C]
[0, 0, 0, 0]
[N, 0, 0, C]

[0, 0, 1, 0]
[M, D, 1, 0]
[M, D, E, 0]
[M, D, E, 0]
[M, D, E, F]
[0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0]

Table 6.2: Filter classification

Figure 6.2: Cache-aware Filter distribution

choice.
Memory access cost is calculated as the byterate times a per-byte hardware specific estimate. Spaces on the same core can share data from a fast
cache to reduce access cost over default DRAM access. With multilayer caches,
data can even be retrieved fast between cores. The optimization model takes
these access latencies into account. Here, memory access cost is calculated
using the distance between neighboring filters in the pipeline. This results in
a cache-aware placement strategy that favors allocating filters with minimal
memory access distance. Figure 6.2 shows the multicore CPU introduced in
detail in Figure A.3 with two container tasks. Filters are located on neighboring cores to be able to access data from the fastest shared cache.
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Effects of Variance in State and Input For certain tasks, the input pattern is also an important factor in efficiency. Depending on the arriving data,
a network intrusion scanner may have to process only one byte or an entire
block. The two have completely different cost factors. This input diversity is
not encoded in the model itself, but the effect of variance can be measured
by running the solver multiple times for different parameter sets. For the example, the bytes read and blocks forwarded fields of B f and I f , respectively,
would be altered. Such stochastic programming gives stability information of
a given configuration to changes in hardware and software (Appendix B.2.1).
Constraints In math programming, the feasible region of the solution
space is constrained through equations of parameter-weighted variables that
must hold for a solution to be admissible. Such numerical constraints implement hyperplanes that split the solution space in a feasible and non-feasible
part (technically speaking, constraints can be expressed in the objective function through the construct of Lagrange multipliers, but we are interested in
their function, not implementation).
Connectivity For math solvers to return feasible solutions, all constraints
must be explicit – even the most elementary ones. The principal constraint
on application tailoring is that a solution cannot be feasible unless each filter has exactly one implementation. Connectivity constraints form standard
network flow programs that the network simplex method can solve efficiently.
A network flow program (NFP) is a highly constrained integer program where
each set of equations α1 x i 1 + α2 x i 2 + ... + αn x i n = bi and each α j is one of
−1, 0, 1 (basic connectivity modeling is explained in more detail in Appendix B).
Together, the set of equations forms Ax = b. A is the incidence matrix of the
flow network: each row m represents a vertex and each column n an arc. The
value of element A mn is -1 if the arc originates at the vertex, 0 if there is no
relation, and 1 if it terminates there (looping arcs are not allowed). B encapsulates constraints: if bi is 0, input and output for vertex i must be equal.
This is the common conservation of flow constraint that ensures ‘goods’ flow
through the network. If a single good arrives at a vertex, it must ‘choose’ a
single outgoing link to continue on. This arrangement is the basis for the
transshipment problem. In application tailoring, data is not a physical good:
it can be duplicated, split or modified at will. In the pipeline

rx | ip | t p | http + ftpdata
data is duplicated after the tcp filter, for instance. We extend the model to
support these features in the next section. Without sources, no goods or data
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enter the network. Sources and sinks are created by making b i non-zero. A
negative b i allows a negative sum for a row: more outgoing than incoming
arcs. In other words, it models sprouting of flow out of nowhere. A positive
value absorbs value and thus implements a sink. In application tailored I/O,
these connectivity matrices encode candidate mappings from filters to spaces
and from channel to pair of spaces. Like capacity and cost, they are a parameter set. Because connectivity can only be an integer in the range [-1, 1], the
whole problem falls in the category of integer problems. These are more expensive to solve than (continuous) linear programs, unless wholly of the constrained network flow type. The next constraint will show that application
tailoring is a general integer programming problem.
Capacity In application tailoring, the principal constraint models hardware capacity. If cost is expressed in terms of cycles, then resource capacity
is expressed as cycles per time interval. In Streamline, resources are identified by spaces, which means that each space should have a capacity attached.
The constraint then becomes that the total set of filters in a space plus the total set of streams incident on the space may together consume fewer than or
equal the number of cycles given by its capacity, where capacity is expressed
as parameter. One complication is that spaces in Streamline do not represent individual resources. Each CPU can have an arbitrary number of kernel
and user spaces. Multiple spaces consume resources from a single resource
budget.
Objective Constraints on the search space are encoded as equations
with strict bounds on variables. One such equation is not bounded, however; instead, the goal is to maximize (or minimize, depending on goal) this
objective function by selecting an optimal set of variables. For a vector of N
variables x i , the objective function expresses an equation of variables multiplied by parameters, for example
min(c 1 x i 1 + c 2 x i 2 + .. + c N x n )
Commonly, this is expressed as min (cx). With input rate estimated, the objective in application tailored I/O becomes to minimize the cost for this given
flow network. In other words, this is a minimum cost flow problem. To find
the maximal flow that a given platform can process, we perform a form of gradient descent search for different input source rages: a min-cost-max-flow
approximation.
By default, flow represents throughput, but parameters can be adapted
to quantify another goal. For some common system operation goals, notably
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latency and power minimization, the metric does not have to be changed.
Here, only the objective function changes from minimization of total cost
to minimization of the longest path or of the number of applied resources.
Unfortunately, it seems unlikely that power minimization can be expressed
as a mathematical program, at least using the current notation. We state
without proof that minimizing the number of fixed-capacity resources is a
bin-packing problem, which is NP-hard by itself. Since cost is attributed to
columns in matrix A, we could aggregate cost per resource by adding a column for each resource; however, we cannot express a linear objective function that counts the number of columns used: cost is always calculated through
an algebraic expression (normally, summation). A less satisfactory, but practical, solution to the power minimization objective is to express constraints as
before and perform a satisfiability search: vary the number of resources and
calculate whether a given application be run given that set of resources. To
efficiently find the solution with the fewest number required (for symmetrical
resources), bisection methods can be applied, which bound search complexity to l og 2 (n). To avoid using many resources inefficiently, the number of
occupied resources should be minimized even when power conservation is
not the main aim, all else being equal. As the last statement implies, this
aim is lexicographically ordered (Appendix B.2) behind the main goal and
can therefore not be trivially written as a linear combination of objectives.
Linearization is possible in principle [Ise82], but in Streamline, we can avoid
complicating the objective function because we are certain that the objective is always minimized as a result of total cost minimization: data spread
increases memory contention; the optimal solution from a set of otherwise
equivalent candidates is the one that uses the fewest resources.

Summary

We arrived at the following model for application tailoring:

Variables select one from a set of arcs, where each set represents all implementation options for a stream or filter. There are as many variables
as there is choice. A lower bound is given by the sum of all filters and
streams in the request graph. Together, all variables form the vector x.
For reasons that will become clear in the next section, all variables are
represented as arcs in the linear model, including those that represent
vertices in the request model.
Parameters encode numeric data of variables. In application tailoring, connectivity, cost and capacity are the main parameters. Each choice has a
cost associated. Cost is attributed to spaces in a space by arc matrix c e .
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Each resource, in turn, has a capacity, which is hardcoded in the vector
r.
Constraints limit the feasible region. The connectivity constraint states that
for all vertices i and arcs j the equality A[i , j ] ∗ x[ j ] = b[i ] must hold.
A secondary constraint is that each element lives in one space and that
each space exists on one resource. The capacity constraint states that
the capacity of a resource may never be exceeded. These constraints
are integrated by adding a row to connectivity matrix A for each resource and attributing cost for each column (arc) to the matching row.
Objective is to minimize global cost. The second objective, minimization of
number of applied resources, does not have to be expressed independently. This gives the single objective function
min(

ar
Xcs

c e [i ] ∗ x[i ])

j

6.3.4 Model Construction
Application tailoring maps a request digraph (a pipeline) onto a system digraph of streams and channels. The native models cannot be solved by a
math program solver; the two must be integrated, so that all optimization
opportunities identified in the previous section ( 6.2) are variables of a single
integer program. We now present a five phase process that transforms the
combination of request digraph G r and system digraph G s step-by-step into
a linear (integer) form suitable for an external solver. Table 6.3 summarizes
the transformation process. Figure 6.3 graphically depicts each stage; the labels are explained in the appropriate paragraphs. The process has an inverse
– this is necessary to be able to transform the otherwise meaningless optimum of the canonical problem into a practical application configuration for
Streamline.
G r and G s : Intuitive Models The input to the process consists of two
digraphs. G r is a combination of labelled vertices f x representing filter names
and unlabeled arcs s y representing streams. In system digraph G s , labeled
vertices SP z model spaces and labeled arcs C w represent channels.
G 1 : Coalesced Linear Model In a linear model, arcs represent choice. So
far we equated these with streams, but in application tailored I/O, choice is
not limited to streams alone. Commonly, a math program Ax = b has a single
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Name

Purpose

Explanation

G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

Linearize
Substitute
Merge
Add Cost
Add IBufs

models all choice as arcs, including filter selection.
expands choice to all the equivalent solutions.
Merges input graphs.
models each stream as as set of read and write arcs.
adds parallel arcs (choice) for different buffer types.

Table 6.3: Overview of Transformation Phases

Figure 6.3: Consecutively Refined Model Stages

objective cx that is to be minimized or maximized. The next step, therefore,
is to transform a graph consisting of filter vertices and stream arcs into one
that coalesces both object types onto vertices. In this coalesced linear model,
G 1 , vertices have no practical meaning, while arcs represent both filters and
streams. By coalescing, we relate the optimizable properties of two distinct
object types to one another. The mapping is only feasible if both use the same
currency, which is true in application tailored I/O, where both are expressed
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Figure 6.4: Modeling Equivalent Request Graphs as Exclusive Choices

Figure 6.5: Choice and Parallelism

in cycles.
G 2 : Substituted Request Model The template substitution mechanism
described in Section 6.2.1 expands the request G r to a set of equivalent requests G r+ . The next step is to transform this disjoint set into a single problem.
The only valid solutions are those that exclusively choose one of the parallel
paths as a whole. Figure 6.4 depicts parallel equivalent paths combined in a
single choice graph through a common input and output. The global input
vertex is connected to the local input node of each subgraph. This, in turn,
connects to all sources in the graph. Similarly, all sinks are connected to a local output vertex and all these vertices are connected to a single global output
vertex.
Choice Modeling choice splits appears straightforward. The problem
arises when we observe that splits in the merged graph represent not only
choices, but that some graphs contain task splits, themselves. A split can-
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Figure 6.6: Graph with Crosslink

not coincide with a choice, because then split arcs cannot be discerned from
choice arcs. Instead, choice is modeled by setting capacities on arcs and enforcing a flow conservation constraint: the inflow and outflow at each vertex
must be the same. Split and choice networks can then be discerned by nesting one in the other. Figure 6.5 shows an example, where a single vertex, F ,
can be implemented as a single instance F i or as a pair of data parallel instances F j 1 and F j 2 . The constraint on flow conservation ensures that each
choice f i 1 has to maintain the same amount of flow to be a feasible solution.
As a result, the 1-way and 2-way options subgraphs have to have different
amounts of flow internally. Note that the specific numbers are immaterial:
all that is important is that they add up to the same sum.
Sources and Sinks Subgraphs can embed sources or sinks and have crossand backlinks. These effects complicate the algorithm to compute gains. In
the case of a sink, the capacity of the sink is lost: it is not recovered when the
subgraph terminates at a join. Similarly, a source in the subgraph increases
flow: higher output will leave at the join than entered at the split. Backlinks
either transfer data to another subgraph (crosslinks) or cause a directed cycle
(Section 3.3.1). Neither can extend out of the choice subgraph, otherwise it
would not implement a distinct choice. Crosslinks leaks capacity from one
subgraph to another otherwise disjoint subgraph. Backlinks redistribute capacity within the choice graph. Figure 6.6 revisits the graph with backlink
from Section 3.3.1 to show the first case; Figure 6.7 shows the second case.
G 3 : Merged Request and System Model To create a network flow program that models all choice as a single connectivity graph, the input graphs
are integrated. We call the resulting graph G 3 . Each filter f x in G 2 in is replaced by a set of candidate filter implementations f x -SP i , one for each space
y
i that implements the filter. If G r has an arc from a filter f 1 to another f 2 , then
each f 1 -SP i in G 2 is connected to each f 2 -SP j (the vertex sets form a bipartite
subgraph).
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Figure 6.7: Graph with Cycle

Without precautions, this transformation causes a state explosion, because in the merged graph the number of edges between each pair of filters
is approximated by the product of the number of candidate filter implementations (since each combination of implementations is a solution). A small
pipeline with ten filters and eight potential implementations per filter (each
in a separate space) will have 10 ∗ 8 = 80 filter arcs, but 9 ∗ 64 = 576 stream
arcs: a much larger number. The total number of arcs rises quickly due to
the quadratic term. In the evaluation section we will observe how critical this
state explosion is to efficient calculation.
G 4 : Cost Model The primary constraint on resource use is that each resource has a capacity that cannot be overrun (for most metrics, a cycle budget). This constraint is modeled through an inequality that says that all variables for all spaces of a given resources consume less than or equal to the
fixed budget of that resource.
G 4 models the data store and load operations independently around filter execution to be able to attribute these costs to specific resources. Because
Streamline manages all data access, it can infer which filters communicate a
lot and should be interconnected cheaply. To minimize communication overhead (e.g., avoid ping-pong transport between tasks), communication lines
must always be kept short, all else being equal. To account all data access
costs, each filter implementation f 1 -SP a is modeled not by one, but by three
arcs f 1 -SP a − w, f 1 -SP a − c and f 1 -SP a − r , where w stands for write, c for
connect and r for read. This refinement is also present in temporal communication graphs [Lo92]. Worst case, it doubles the number of arcs in the
graph. This happens in the absence of choice. Because parallel options cause
a quadratic growth in arcs, however, the linear extra cost of the read and write
arcs are immaterial for most graphs. Figure 6.8 shows the separate read, write
and interconnect phases and the difference in growthrates as the number of
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Figure 6.8: Data access arcs

spaces grows.
G 5 : Buffer Variation Model Different read and write methods give different data access costs. The next graph, G 5 refines the naive store and forward model by modeling the actual cost of storing to and loading from a
DBuf and comparing that to indirect transport through and IBuf and through
pointer forwarding. Streamline presents three main read options: pointer access (cached data), read from a DBuf and read from an IBuf. In Figure 6.3,
these are represented by replacing the w and r streams with specialized wD
for DBuf write, w I for IBuf write, wP for pointer forwarding and r D, r I , r P
for the corresponding read methods. Similarly, it has three write options: no
write (for pointers), write to a DBuf and write to an IBuf. The last option
further splits in two possibilities: if data is already stored the call completes,
otherwise it triggers a write-through to a DBuf. G 5 expresses all these paths.
Each filter has three write options: pointer, indirect and direct. On the other
end, each filter can similarly read data from a DBuf, from an IBuf plus DBuf,
or from a local pointer. Pointer write followed by pointer read is only feasible
if both occur in the same space. In this refined model IBuf use is not free, as
the gains at write time are traded off by additional cost at read time.
Figure 6.9 depicts the possible communication patterns between two vertices. It draw special attention to two common paths. The bold solid line represents local pointer forwarding, the bold dotted line cross-space forwarding
with IBufs when data is already stored. It also shows the possibilities that the
upstream filter buffers (IBuf and/or DBuf ) even though the downstream filter
only reads a pointer or DBuf. These paths occur when a controller application specifically requests storage or when a filter has multiple downstream
neighbors. Since not all arcs in the model represent streams, buffer variation
appears to increase total model size with a factor at most three.
Unfortunately, this step proves infeasible to implement without state ex-
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Figure 6.9: Extended communication pattern model

plosion because the constraint that a DBuf write/read can be forgone only
when data is already in a DBuf introduces a measure of statefulness to the
model. In a parallel graph, multiple subgraphs can take different paths through
the resource and then recombine. But, when we add the constraint that subgraphs can only join when their state (having, or having not, saved data) corresponds, we start having to duplicate each downstream path that used to
recombine into one that has saved state and one that has not. Each filter that
can forward to a remote space can generate all possible paths (saved and unsaved), to each of its potential children, causing rapid growth combinatorial
complexity. It may well be possible to model this interaction in a scalable
manner, but we have not found a feasible method. In the remainder of this
thesis, we use a trivial and unsafe implementation that is oblivious to state
and therefore allows all combinations. We manually check resulting configurations for correctness. As more practical approach, we for now suggest hardcoding the decision to write to DBuf as soon as possible, even though this
heuristic causes unnecessary writes on some occasions.

6.4 Control System
Controller applications communicate with the runtime system to discover
system features and to enact system changes. This section discusses the interface and implementation of this control logic. We glance over the straightforward parts and elaborate only on some of the more surprising features:
fault tolerance, application overlap detection and dynamic filters.
Controller Application To discover system information and to initiate
system changes, a controller application (written in Python) communicates
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Figure 6.10: Visual output of the graph transformation process

with the Streamline runtime system through a messaging API exposed from
the Streamline dynamic library. When it has acquired a user request and
recent system state information, the program executes the graph transformations of Section 6.3.4 to arrive at an integer program with large network
flow component. Optionally, it graphically depicts the output of each step, as
shown in Figure 6.10. The final model is a description in a subset of the standard (for this domain) MathProg language that can be processed by the GNU
Linear Programming Kit (GLPK). The controller calls GLPK, interprets its output and from this linear model creates a mapping from each filter in the original request to a space in the runtime system. It communicates the changes
that have to be carried out in the runtime system to the spaces through messages. For safety, the concurrent construction processes are separated by
making an entire construction process a single critical section (the data path
is not quiesced, on the other hand). We now turn our attention to this lower
construction layer.
Infrastructure The core of the control layer is a message-passing network that interconnects all spaces with each other and with the controller
applications, as shown in Figure 6.11. This design matches with the model of
spaces as independent systems that manage their own active and passive objects (filter implementations and instances, buffers, etc.). The controller has
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Figure 6.11: Control System Architecture: Message-passing

to break up complex requests into micro-calls, such as “can I execute (an implementation of ) filter X here?” or “open a channel to space Y”, and transmit
these to the applicable spaces. Micro-calls fall into two domains: sensor and
actuator calls. The first set includes many discovery requests, such as the first
example call, some of which need a broadcast mechanism. Construction requests, on the other hand, are generally similar to the second example, where
a command is sent point-to-point to a specific space. Optionally a response
is expected. In total, then, the message passing layer implements broadcast,
RPC and notification IPC.
Each space is responsible for its own state. It accounts all active and
passive state in a local registry and performs access control independently
on each micro-call. Each space has a single router for all incoming messages, which doubles as access control choke point for locally-bound messages. When a message arrives, the space reads the embedded micro-call
number, looks up a matching micro-call handler and executes that routine.
The indirect lookup step allows different spacetypes to implement features in
different ways.
Spaces may be very confined and incapable of implementing a full IP
stack. To avoid such a dependency, Streamline reuses existing communication elements, notably channels, to communicate control.
Another peculiarity stemming from embedded spaces is that space control logic needs not be co-located with the actual space. For kernel spaces, it is
no more than logical to execute all security checks in the kernel as well; some
embedded processors, however, lack the power. The IXP network processor
(discussed in Section 7.3.1) runs control for both the control and µ engine
co-processors on the control CPU; communication between µ engines and
their control is implementation specific. Applications are not aware of these
details.
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message

operation

MSG_FUNC_DISCOVER
CM_GET_SPACE_LIST
CM_GET_FUNC_LIST
CM_GET_INST_LIST
CM_GET_ROUTE_LIST
CM_GET_CINST_LIST
CM_GET_TRAN_LIST
CM_GET_INST_INFO
CM_GET_INST_DATA
CM_GET_TRAN_INFO
MSG_FILTER_FINISH
MSG_GET_PARENT

match an implementation of a filter name
list all spaces
list all filter implementations
list all filter instances
list all potential channels (’routes’)
list all channel instances
list all buffers
return details of a specific instance
return data from a filter’s stateful memory
return details of a specific buffer
ask for call back when a request has finished
find the authority to acquire global IDs

Table 6.4: Construction API: Sensors

Figure 6.12: Lifecycles of Filters and Streams

Sensors and Actuators Micro-calls are a control application’s sensors
and actuators into the runtime system. The first thing the controller has
to do is to discover all spaces, filters, channels and buffer implementations
(templates are stored centrally in the higher layer interface, not one of the individual spaces). In other words, sensing primarily consists of discovery of
different types of objects. It will be no surprise that many sensor messages
are broadcast to all spaces at once. Table 6.4 lists the sensor calls.
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message

operation

MSG_FUNC_OPEN
MSG_FUNC_CLOSE
MSG_FUNC_EXPORT
MSG_FUNC_DEEXPORT
MSG_FUNC_CONNECT
MSG_FUNC_DISCONNECT
MSG_FUNC_IMPORT
MSG_FUNC_UNIMPORT
MSG_FUNC_ACTIVATE
MSG_FUNC_PAUSE
MSG_FUNC_UPDATE
CM_SET_INST_DATA

create a filter
destroy a filter
make filter queue data and signal events
stop queueing and signaling
create a stream between two filters
sever a stream
listen on a buffer
reverse import
start processing
stop processing
update a filter parameter
update filter state

Table 6.5: Construction APIs: Filter Actuators

Controllers build applications by issuing sequences of micro-calls. A graph
decomposes into separate filter and stream construction tasks. These, in
turn, deconstruct further into allocation, connection and activation steps, to
name a few. The lifecycle of a filter is a state machine with six states, to implement fault tolerance. Figure 6.12 shows the state diagram. Most transitions
consist of a single type of message. One is more complex: setup of communication channels across spaces requires multiple setup and teardown messages, where we discern between shared memory (the fast preferred case) and
bitpipe (a fallback option) implementations. All transitions take zero or more
actual actions, depending on the number of counterparties. For instance, the
number of local inputs determines the number of calls during transition from
‘open’ to ’connected’. Tables 6.5- 6.7 lists all construction messages, about
half of which correspond to the transitions in the state model.
The restricted flow of control in the model enables fault tolerant construction. Because users share spaces, dangling state from a crashed application
can affect other users. Simple restarting of the space is impossible, for the
same reason. Transactions ensure that the system never reaches an undefined state, even when errors happen during during construction. For faulttolerant operation, all construction micro-calls are atomic, have at most a
binary outcome (success or fail) and have an inverse call that reverts its action and that cannot fail. Transactions are introduced by logging sequences
of calls and performing rollback when an error occurs in the middle of a sequence, the other calls are rolled back in reverse order. Logs are kept separately in two locations. Controllers are the principal owner, but spaces need
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message

operation

MSG_TRANS_CREATE
MSG_TRANS_SETNAME
MSG_TRANS_DUP
MSG_STREAM_CLOSE
MSG_AREANEW_OPEN
MSG_AREANEW_CLOSE
MSG_AREADUP_OPEN
MSG_AREADUP_CLOSE
MSG_PIPENEW_OPEN
MSG_PIPENEW_CLOSE
MSG_PIPEDUP_OPEN
MSG_PIPEDUP_CLOSE
MSG_PIPE_READBUF
MSG_PIPE_UNREADBUF
MSG_PIPE_WRITEMSG
MSG_PIPE_WRITEBUF
MSG_PIPE_UNWRITEBUF

create a buffer
add a name to a buffer
create an additional buffer interface
release a buffer interface
create a memory mappable segment
close a segment
import a mappable segment
reverse segment import
create a pipe and open it for output
close a pipe
open a pipe for import (cf. AREADUP_OPEN)
close a pipe ’import’
start listening on an open pipe
stop listening
write to a pipe
make a pipe listen on a buffer
stop a listening pipe

Table 6.6: Construction APIs: Buffer Actuators

message

operation

MSG_PORT_SET
MSG_PORT_CLEAR
MSG_RTADD
MSG_UPDATE_ID
MSG_SIGNAL_PREFORK
MSG_SIGNAL_POSTFORK
MSG_PURGE

acquire a network port
clear a network port
add a network route
ask for a globally valid space ID
prepare kernel state for a fork call
cleanup after the fork
reset the space

Table 6.7: Construction APIs: Other Actuators

to locally keep a copy of all pending transactions that affect it, because they
cannot trust controllers to handle all faults. Commonly, user code is the cause
of faults in the first place. Buggy processes cause segmentation faults, leaving
the kernel and devices with dangling state. When contact with an adjourning
space is lost, all construction from that space is reversed.
To show that no hidden magic is glossed over, Table 6.8 presents all remaining calls that complete the low level interface. Besides RPC return values for success and failure, these include equivalents of ICMP control mes-
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message

operation

MSG_RPC_RESPONSE
MSG_FAIL
MSG_NOAUTH
MSG_PING
MSG_PONG
MSG_CTL_TTLZERO
MSG_NOROUTE
MSG_SIG
UPCALL_FILTER_FINISHED

default RPC response
default RPC error
access denied RPC error
ICMP equivalent: echo request
ICMP equivalent: echo reply
ICMP equivalent: time exceeded
ICMP equivalent: destination unreachable
message encapsulates signal
notify that a request has finished

Table 6.8: Construction API: Other

sages and two unique calls: one message forwards signals between spaces
in absence of faster signal channels, another is an asynchronous callback to
request MSG_FILTER_FINISH.

Application Construction
Construction encompasses a few actions not represented in the filter state
transition diagram. To avoid unnecessary computation, overlapping sections
in the runtime graph are shared. Also, even though Streamline is primarily a
composition system of static code, it supports just in time compilation and
code loading, because not all filters can be statically compiled.

Prefix Sharing Computations frequently overlap in practice, because
many applications reuse the same (library or kernel) pipelines. Prefix sharing
is the reuse of runtime filter and stream instances for multiple requests. Filters especially recur often close to data sources and within common network
stacks. This is fundamentally a subgraph identification problem that is implemented by recursively merging requests from their sources onward. The
principle is simple, but we must be vigilant against data corruption. Shared
filters implies shared metadata segments, which may not give the same result
as parallel isolated filters. Two preconditions guarantee that metadata is only
shared safely. A filter implementation may be shared among request graphs if
and only if input streams overlap and the instance is stateless or in its initialization state. By default, if all these conditions are met and a running instance
matches a filtername request, the name reifies to the running instance.
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Dynamic Filters Especially on embedded devices it is not uncommon
to have to manually load object code into an instruction store, because these
systems lack demand paging and multitasking. For instance, the constrained
‘microengine’ processors of the IXP network processor (that we discuss in detail in Section 7.3) are geared specifically to packet processing. They can process packets at higher rate than the control CPU, but are too small to run arbitrary applications. Instead, they excel at carrying out small targeted tasks,
such as packet classification. Streamline can generate task-specific object
filters from safe, high level expressions in the FFPF Packet Language or the
Ruler [HvRB07] pattern matching language. Both languages also have Linux
kernel module targets for execution on systems besides the IXP.

Code Loading To support this hardware, it is essential to integrate code
loading: the shipping of executables from a repository on the host to the device and performing necessary control operations (e.g, on I/O ports). Embedded devices frequently ship with proprietary code loading software that
is not easily integrated into a comprehensive control system. Streamline performs code loading by issuing a request for a code loading filter. The filter
usually wraps an external vendor tool as subprocess. The approach has the
advantage that object code is automatically shipped to the space holding the
loading facility through the messaging system: no separate shipping protocol
has to be implemented.

Compilation Code loading onto embedded devices is often preceded by
a compilation step from a domain specific language (e.g., a regular expression). Again, an external tool is wrapped into a Streamline filter, so that the
controller can find and execute it. Then, compiled object code is shipped
through the pipeline from the compiler to the code loader without any additional effort on the part of the application. This is particularly useful as the
two tasks frequently execute in distinct spaces. Compilation is a userspace
task on the host, whereas code loading is a kernel task at best, or has to be carried out from an embedded control processor. Alongside known languages
such as regular expressions and BPF, Streamline bundles two networkingoriented domain-specific languages developed internally: the FFPF Packet
Language 3 [CGXB07b] for arbitrary packet operations and Ruler [HvRB07]
for packet and stream inspection and rewriting.
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6.5 Fine-grained Access Control
Streamline safely opens up kernel and devices to user applications by extending Unix file permissions to these contexts and to the filters and streams
that operate in it. Unix permissions commonly operate at the level of files
and processes, but this is insufficient for Streamline, as filters can move between processes and streams can map across them. This section introduces
access control at the level of filters and streams and shows that it can give
the same level of protection as Unix, but also trade off isolation for throughput on a case-by-case basis. Specifically, it argues that many applications can
reduce OS isolation without degrading actual threat protection. To give the
same level of protection as Unix operating systems, Streamline has to
1. protect the kernel and shared peripherals from untrustworthy users.
Specifically, it must avoid system corruption due to illegal instructions
or data corruption; rule out service disruption due to resource monopolizing such as infinite looping; and prevent privilege escalation.
2. protect application data against snooping and corruption. The first is
a privacy concern: users must be able to keep information private. The
second is a weaker constraint: even if data is shared, applications may
not modify it at will; write access has to be separate from read access
and all writes have to be synchronized.
Philosophy
To maximize throughput, Streamline does not isolate processes only through
protected memory and block copying. While it can enforce this behavior, we
encourage filter offloading to protected domains and data sharing between
domains to increase performance. This complicates the task of guaranteeing
safety. For both system and data access, this section presents the control logic
in Streamline, argues why it is as secure as regular Unix and shows how it can
be relaxed on specific occasions to safely increase throughput. Before introducing technical contributions, we state our basic assumptions on security.
System Security Relaxing security constraints over Unix can increase pipeline throughput. If special purpose processors exist, offloading filters to these
frees more contended CPU cores and generally increases throughput; if filters discard high ratios of data (as packet filters do, for instance), throughput
will be highest when these filters operate as close to the data source as possible, since this minimizes communication overhead. Both opportunities can
be exploited with the right access control mechanisms. We will introduce
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security mechanisms that make it possible to selectively relax security only
for trusted users or users of trusted filters. Trusted filters are based on safe
languages that permit programmable access by untrusted users (because the
language and interpreter or compiler are trusted) or safe templates that permit access when individual filters cannot be trusted, but whole pipelines can.
Data Security On many modern computers systems, more data can be
shared safely than is current practice. One example is in network receive processing. Raw packets arriving from the network are by default not shared on
most operating systems to maintain privacy. On a multi-user system where
users cannot access the physical medium the OS indeed is a data access chokepoint. This configuration occurs with virtual desktops and in university computer laboratories (if cables are not exposed). Because shared systems were
common in the past, it is understandable that the option is standard in operating systems. More and more, reception queues can be safely mapped,
however. This is certainly true when (1) all data in a reception buffer is destined for the same application or (2) isolation is already pierced elsewhere.
The first case holds on systems with multiple or multiring NICs. Even without such hardware, it is often the case: on dedicated networked servers that
perform a single task, only administrator data is mixed in with application
data. If all superuser traffic is encrypted, as for instance SSH sessions are, all
network packets can be safely mapped read-only into the application context. The second case occurs when the network outside the host cannot be
trusted, in other words: for all Internet connections. In this common case,
then, reception queue isolation through copying incurs cost without offering
real protection. Instead, rings can be mapped in one of two ways. Read-write
mapping enables in place modification by applications, but poses a risk when
multiple processes share a buffer. Read-only mapping saves the copy and
avoids all security risks but privacy invasion. As few applications perform inplace modification of receive traffic and the physical network generally also
punctures privacy, this second option can be employed as default. Streamline
aims to enable system administrators to open up their system to data sharing
and computation offload to exactly the level they are comfortable with. The
remainder of this section introduces the tools that help them set safe policies.

6.5.1 System Access Control
Access control in Streamline derives from Unix permissions, but we have to
revise the implementation to cover filter migration and data sharing. To achieve
this, Streamline treats spaces as (active) access control subjects and filters,
streams and shared buffers as (passive) objects. In line with Unix practice,
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spaces have an identity made up of one unique user account and an optional set of groups to which the space belongs, denoted by a UID and set
of GIDs. Space UID and GID derive from their controlling user for userspace
processes. Kernel spaces are owned by the root superuser.
Objects are owned by one pair of user and group and have access permissions set for the owner, the group and all others. Streamline ports file permissions from processes to filters, for instance. Each filter implementation
(the runnable code that ties a filter to a space type, e.g., the Linux kernel implementation of the deflate algorithm), has an owner and set of permissions.
Both are in principle hardcoded by the administrator. Permissions limit execution of filters by user, group and globally using the Unix UID and GID.
Because filters have full access to their memory protection domain, the
most important reason to block execution of a filter in protected domains
is that it cannot be trusted to perform only safe operations, where the vulnerability can be faulty behavior or data leakage. Through permissions, administrators split filters in two sets: those that can be trusted in the hand of
untrusted users and those that cannot. By default, the filters that ship with
Streamline are owned by the root. Except for data sources, they are all trusted
to operate safely and are therefore executable by all users. Source filters can
leak data; we return to this point when discussing data access control. Irrespective of our choices, system administrators ultimately control the system
wide defaults.
Besides blocking filters that are unsafe, administrators will further want
to limit access to filters that are computationally intensive, or monopolize
scarce resources (e.g., an FPGA) to users of a privileged Unix group such as
the wheel group (which gives superuser access in Unix through su). For other
users, the lack of access will cause a drop in performance, but not necessarily more. If less efficient alternative implementations are available, this will
be transparently substituted. For example, if a hardware MPEG decoder is
blocked, the pipeline falls through to a software implementation. This stands
in contrast to regular Unix operation, where certain administration tools (e.g.,
tcpdump) can only be executed with superuser privileges.
To completely guard the system against resource overuse, limits have to
be set and enforced at the language level as well, such as bounds on the number of open streams and filters per user. Loop prevention for certain classes
of users would make another logical language-level policy. Streamline does
not currently enforce this kind of resource control.
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Safe Languages
Untrusted users can be safely given access to protected domains through
safe filters, but as the tcpdump example indicates, not all applications can be
built from fully precompiled filters. An alternative that Streamline supports
is to support safe languages: languages that cannot express any unsafe operations. Applications written in these languages, even if written by malicious
users, can be trusted. They can be thoroughly checked when the source code
is interpreted at runtime. BPF and Java are two very different examples of this
approach. Streamline has a BPF filter in kernel space.
Interpreted filters are generally at a performance disadvantage compared
to compiled equivalents, however, and embedded devices are not always powerful enough to run a heavyweight interpreter. Streamline can also execute
filters in a safe compiled language, the FFPF Packet Language, or FPL [CdBB05].
FPL programs cannot directly access heap memory and are therefore safe
with regard to arbitrary memory corruption. The set of operators is also limited to eliminate recursion and infinite loops. Resource control does not extend beyond these rather crude measures. Scout [MMO+ 94] presented more
strict resource control and QoS for kernel streaming I/O that would be equally
valuable in Streamline. To safely execute a compiled executable, Streamline has to be able to trust that this binary object is indeed equivalent to the
safe source program. Trusted compilers offer such safety guarantees through
signed compiler statements [BS02]. Streamline does not currently include
this kind of admission control, but has done so in the past; we will elaborate
on this point shortly. Instead, it integrates the compilation and code loading
steps to ensure safe provenance of user-developed filters. The main insight
is that by applying the access control policies to compilers and loaders, the
system administrator can restrict which users may insert which types of dynamically generated filters.

Safe Code Loading
In compiled safe languages, trust derives from the compiler. Streamline integrates the compiler and code loader as filters, so that these protected operations are subject to the same access control framework that governs all
applications. Besides, inclusion gives the benefit that invocation of both programs as well as movement of object code between them is simplified. A filter
is compiled and loaded by executing the simple pipeline

ompile | load
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whereby the compiler filter accepts given high-level language and the loader
accepts the low-level binary code generated by the compiler. It is up to the
user to select matching filters. Ownership of the new filter falls to the executing user. Ownership and permissions of the new filter are set by the loader
as it registers the new filter. Since users that can compile from the given language and that can execute on the chosen hardware will be able to replicate
the filter, they might as well reuse it. All other users are forbidden from using the language or the hardware, each of which is sufficient reason to block
access to the new filter. To avoid privilege escalation, therefore, access permissions must be at least as strict as the combination of those of the compiler
and loader that the user ran. Default is to make the new filter only accessible
to the current user. Loaders can allow this choice to be overridden through
parameters, but cannot extend beyond the permissions of the loader itself.

Safe Templates
With individual permissions for the compiler and loader alone, it is not possible to enforce that untrusted users must use the compiler and the loader.
Streamline enforces such rules through safe templates. Templates are rewrite
functions from one pipeline to another (Section 6.2.1). By attaching permissions not just to filters, but optionally to templates, Streamline allows untrusted users to load safe pipelines of otherwise unsafe filters. The compilation pipeline is one use case. Another very common example for this practice
is socket handling. Sockets require access to protected data reception and
transmission, but regular users may not be given unchecked access to the
data sources. With safe templates, it becomes possible to give access, but enforce that a port-specific filter is appended to the source that filters out all
data to which the user has no access. In the next section on data access control, we will see special “copy” filters that use safe templates in this manner.

Effects on Isolation and Throughput
Streamline can assure system integrity to the same level as Unix. If kernel
and device spaces are inaccessible to all users, then it reverts to a fully sealed
operating system. This solution impairs operation, however, because it also
forbids commonly supported I/O tasks, such as socket networking. Trusted
filters, safe languages and safe templates together make it possible to close off
most of the system to most users, but to allow restricted computation (e.g., for
cryptographic offloading) and data access (e.g., for sockets, we return to this
point).
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6.5.2 Data Access Control
Data privacy and integrity cannot be governed by permissions on passive filter implementations alone. At runtime, streams can be mapped into multiple spaces to maintain high throughput. To protect live data, permissions
are also attached to streams. Contrary to filters, these permissions are not
attached to passive implementations, but to active stream instances. Each
stream has an owner and access permissions for sharing. Permissions do not
have to be set manually, but are generally calculated recursively. Data leaving
a source filter is by default owned by the user instantiating the source. Default permissions are the same as those on the source; this does not weaken
security, as each user that can execute the source can access its output anyway. From then on, each filter derives permissions on its output from those
on its inputs. To preclude data leaks, output permissions have to be at least
as strict as those on each input. Therefore they are computed as the logical
intersection (bitwise And) of all inputs. For example, from the set of input
permissions (in octal notation) 0640 and 0444 the derived permission 0440 is
calculated.
The recursive calculation of permissions simplifies access control. When
a user finds default permissions unnecessarily restrictive (and they degrade
throughput by needlessly preventing sharing), users can override the algorithm by annotating filters with a mode parameter. Even though the parameter is attached to a filter, it only affects data produced by the filter, not the
implementation (which the user executes, but may not own). It will affect the
permissions of downstream data, however, whose permissions are computed
from this replacement value. There is only one other exception to the rule
that permissions are at least as strict as the permissions on their input. We
will see shortly that to allow restricted data export from one space to another,
the permissions on data can be changed by copying data between buffers.

Shared Buffers
The use of shared buffers introduces security perimeters independent of virtual memory protection domains. As we explained in the communication
section, buffers are mapped into a domain once for the duration of use. Protection is enforced per ’buffer plus computation space’ pair. Streamline checks
permissions only once per pair: just before mapping a buffer into a space,
which can occur during a call to open or as result of a buffer-fault (similar
to a page-fault). Because this is the only occasion when computation spaces
are given access to a new security perimeter, it is a security ‘choke point’ and
thus acceptable as the sole policy enforcement gate. Policy enforcement dif-
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fers between computation spaces and depends on hardware capabilities. On
multitasking CPUs, the memory management unit enforces read and write
permissions for each buffer. With IOMMUs, the same can in principle hold
for buffer access from devices (but is not implemented). Restricted device
access is particularly important in the case of Streamline, where device logic
can execute user filters, which are clearly not part of the trusted computed
base.
Blocks from multiple streams may share a buffer; like streams, buffers
must therefore have an owner and set of permissions, that – for safety – must
be at least as strict as those of the streams it contains. Shared buffers complicate access control bookkeeping, because streams may have different permissions. The approach does not weaken security in itself, because technically speaking each stream – even each block – can be given a private buffer
with matching ownership and permissions. That solution will simply be slow,
however. Instead, buffers inherit permissions from their streams. To minimize data copying and virtual memory operations we increase sharing between filters from the safe base case of ‘one stream, one buffer’ as follows:
First, streams with identical ownership and permissions can be safely merged.
Second, streams that belong to the same group and that grant the same permissions to their group as to their owner can be co-located. Finally, streams
that are accessible by all can be shared. As a result of the recursive permission
algorithm, commonly only few stream permission groups exist. Unless users
override the algorithm explicitly, there can be no more than the number of
sources. These, in turn, inherit from their users, limiting the maximum to the
number of active users. If users enable sharing with other group members or
the system at large, only a handful of security perimeters remain. As a result
of using Unix access permissions, it is impossible to isolate data access between multiple applications of the same user; if further isolation is needed,
a user will have to create multiple accounts or not execute tasks simultaneously.
Stream Sanitization
The model of application paths that extend into the kernel collides with the
practice to disallow access to raw network traffic. Commonly, users consume
network data from known safe kernel endpoints (such as sockets), not from
the raw network interface cards. Streamline reconciles these conflicting models by granting regular users access to trusted safe templates consisting of
sources and other filters, but not necessarily to the sources by themselves. To
avoiding giving users access to raw traffic, an administrator can force users to
copy the substream to which they have access out of the larger stream into a
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buffer under user control. Trusted “copy” filters copy data and set the permissions on their outgoing streams to that of the destination buffer. Copy filters
are clearly identifiable data leaks and administrators can set permissions on
these trusted filters accordingly. In line with common practice, Streamline
contains a copy filter that only passes data belonging to a socket registered by
the application’s user. This model maintains strict isolation, while enabling
safe kernel data access by regular users. On traditional network stacks, such
as that of Linux, only the superuser may run a packet filter in the kernel, because there is no way to limit leaking of all raw traffic. In Streamline, all users
may insert BPF or other filters into the kernel, as long as these attach to the
output of safe “copy” filters. Administrators encode this constraint in a safe
template.
Effects on Isolation and Throughput
Streamline can offer data isolation on par with Unix. Even though security
perimeters protect entire buffers instead of individual blocks, it can enforce
protection of arbitrarily small data sets by creating a buffer for each unique
access control group and user. Pathological behavior, whereby each block has
a different user, reverts to per-block allocation because each block will have a
private buffer. Compared to raw blocks, the shared buffers in Streamline are
heavyweight structures and thus more costly to allocate. Therefore a coarsegrain policy is only practical in situations with few security groups. We have
seen that this is the common case.
Stream sanitization is needed to offer the combination of data separation and functionality of Posix operating systems. As a result of using shared
buffers, Streamline can directly map buffers containing, e.g., raw network
traffic packets into processes belonging to unprivileged users. Operating systems normally copy data between kernel and userspace in small blocks to
maintain isolation between spaces. Strict export policies can trigger this (functionally superfluous) copy in Streamline by enforcing safe templates that embed “copy” filters in the pipeline. If sharing is deemed safe, instead, the copy
is avoided. Application developers do not have to be aware of these policy
details.

6.5.3 Policy-based Access Control
Streamline purposefully stays close to Unix access control. This choice limits
the security policies that it can express. Streamline:FFPF originally shipped
with a more expressive trust management system that can, for instance, express rules on filter resource control by interpreting certificates from trusted
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compilers. The same admission control can easily be ported to present Streamline. We paraphrase the original description [BP04] before comparing the
merits of the two access control designs.
In Streamline:FFPF, admission control is implemented as a stand-alone
daemon. At instantiation, the complete pipeline is combined with authentication and authorization information and sent as a whole to the kernel module. The kernel module pushes the instantiation request on a queue that is
read by the admission control daemon. The daemon reads the request, compares the pipeline with the user’s credentials and the host’s security policy
and returns a verdict (‘accept’ or ‘reject’). Credentials and trust management
in Streamline:FFPF are implemented in KeyNote [BFIK99].
The admission control daemon also provides more powerful authorization than filter access permissions alone. For instance, it is possible to specify
for a specific user that a pipeline will be accepted only if the number of calls
to a specific operation in an FPL filter is always less than the number of calls
to another. Consider for example, the following safety policies (1) a call to a
string search operation is permitted for packets arriving on NIC-1 (but not
for other NICs) only if it is preceded by a sampling function, (2) all calls to a
function produce_end_result must be followed by a return statement, (3) if
no call is made to an external sampling function, an FPL callback operation
should wait for at least 1000 packets.
Unix file permissions are less powerful, but more familiar to most users
than the fine-grained policy-based control of Streamline:FFPF. While the policy language can express more detailed policies, it is also more cumbersome
in use (involving trust management, policy specification and delegation, and
trusted compilers). The advanced options are lacking in Streamline, because
they develop few opportunities to safely increase throughput, while the policy language poses a barrier to uptake. Instead, Streamline is limited to coarsegrain policies on whole filter operation, such as that anyone may run BPF filters in the kernel, but that only users of group wheel can load home-grown
filters into the kernel.

6.6 Summary
Careful selection of filter implementation and location improves end-to-end
pipeline throughput. Because the state space is large and the optional choice
not always readily apparent, Streamline automates the optimization process.
The control application maps a digraph model of the application onto a digraph model of the environment in all feasible combinations and selects the
one that gives the highest end-to-end throughput with the lowest cycle cost.
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The control application translates this mapping into a running task by issuing construction requests to the applicable spaces through a message passing network. Construction is a fault tolerant process and integrates dynamic
filter generation. Kernel and device operation is secured by extending Unix
permissions to filters, streams and underlying buffers. If needed, the exact
isolation policies of Unix can be enforced. More relaxed operation increases
throughput by selectively enabling filter offloading and data sharing. Safe
languages, safe templates and stream sanitization increase the range of safe
relaxations.
Together, the ideas presented in this chapter contribute to the central
goal of a high-throughput, flexible I/O system by automating the optimization step that is required of any flexible (in the sense of, adaptive, accommodating) system. The security design ensures that the system does not simply
trade in security for throughput or reconfigurability (although it does allow
this in restricted cases).

CHAPTER

Evaluation

We evaluate Streamline in terms of performance of lowlevel primitives and high-level applications (7.2), reconfigurability of real host-based and embedded networking
tasks (7.3) and optimization speed and quality (7.4).
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No.

Claim

Results

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

optimization execution time
higher throughput with cache-sized buffers
higher throughput with fragmentation-avoiding buffers
higher throughput of pipes with large shared buffers
higher throughput of copy with splicing
higher throughput of pipeline with signal avoidance
higher throughput of pipeline with signal batching
higher throughput of legacy I/O applications:
the Bind DNS server
the Mplayer video player
the Tcpdump traffic monitor
efficient use of kernel and device offload

< 250 ms
3x
1.2x
4x
3-10x
1.5-100x
3x

a.
b.
c.
9.

1.4x
3x
3-10x
device dep.

Table 7.1: List of Quantitative Claims Made in Introduction

7.1 Overview
This chapter verifies the quantitative claims made in the introduction of this
thesis. Specifically, it evaluates the items listed in Table 7.1. Of these, points 2,
3, 5, 6 and 7 have already been evaluated in the technical chapters. Table 7.2
refers to the experiments. We split the evaluation of the remainder in three
themes. We evaluate efficiency and effectiveness of the solver algorithm in
Section 7.4. This includes point 1. We compare the performance of system
interfaces and applications on standard Linux and Streamline head-to-head
in Section 7.2, which covers points 4 and 8. Section 7.3 presents a set of native
Streamline applications to confirm point 9. It shows two host-based applications that benefit from kernel offload and four embedded applications that
scale to network linerate by offloading to special purpose processors.

7.2 Performance
It is harder to demonstrate utility of a new I/O architecture by improving existing application throughput than by handcrafting programs to make use of
all unique features. Besides evaluating individual contributions to show their
merit in vitro, pipes to show real Unix primitive improvement, and native applications to demonstrate novel features, we measure performance of several
mature legacy applications, to demonstrate that Streamline is useful also for
applications not written for it. We evaluate end-to-end performance at two
levels. The first, Unix primitives, displays the raw gains at the buffer inter-
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Method
Peek access
Splicing
Buffer scaling
Buffer fragmentation
User-level Threading
Event Moderation
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Section
4.4.1
4.3.1
4.5.1
4.5.1
5.2.1
5.2.2

Table 7.2: Summary of evaluations in the technical chapters.

face level. The second, application benchmarks, shows achievable gains for
applications that use legacy interfaces.
We compare a Streamline-enabled version of Linux 2.6.24.2 head-to-head
with a stock version in terms of application throughput. All tests were run on
an HP 6710b machine with Intel Core 2 Duo T7300 processor, 4MB L2 cache
and 2 GB RAM running in 32-bit mode. We ran the experiments on a single
core to minimize scheduler influence and show the full cost of task switching.

7.2.1 Unix Pipes
Figure 7.1 shows throughput of straightforward copying (a write followed
by a read) through a Unix pipe for three IPC implementations: a standard
Linux pipe, a producer/consumer pair of threads that directly access shared
memory and streamline buffers of varying size. In this test, we do not use
Streamline’s peek optimization and thus copy the same amount of data as
the other applications. Any performance improvement comes from a reduction in context switching. The threaded application shows an upper bound
on achievable performance, because it requires no switching to kernelspace
at all and it implements a multi-packet ring. Similar to Streamline rings, its
throughput is dependent on buffer size, but we only show the best case here
for clarity (1MB). That configuration outperforms Linux’s implementation of
Unix pipes by a factor 5 for large blocks and 12 for minimal blocks. In between are 4 differently sized Streamline Slow Reader Preference DBufs We see
that the fastest implementation is neither the largest (64MB), nor the smallest
(64KB), but an intermediate (1MB). This outperforms Linux by a factor 4 for
large and 9 for small packets and is therefore only between 20 and 33% slower
than the optimal case.
The actual factor of throughput increase depends on physical cache size,
producer-consumer distance and whether the application buffer is cached,
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Figure 7.1: Pipe throughput

Figure 7.2: Pipe cost factors

but the ratios are static; we previously observed similar results on different
hardware [dBB08a]. In this earlier execution of the same experiment on older
hardware with a smaller cache and uncached application buffer we observed
increases of 2.5x and 2x for large blocks. In those tests, the optimal buffer size
was smaller, but again comparable to local the L2 cache (256KB). As cache
sizes keep increasing, so do obtainable throughput increases.
Figure 7.2 explains why the highest throughput is achieved with a mediumsized buffer. Initially, performance grows with the buffer as the number of
necessary context switches drops when calls are less likely to block. Ulti-
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Figure 7.3: Bind

mately, however, page-faults affect performance as the TLB and d-Cache start
suffering capacity misses. These are more expensive than switches, therefore
maximum throughput is obtained when the working-set just fits in the L2
cache.

7.2.2 Legacy Applications
The micro benchmarks demonstrate that significant I/O overhead can be saved
by optimizing buffer parameters and employing copy avoidance. We now investigate to what extent these savings translate to real application domains.
For this purpose we ran the applications introduced in Section 2.1 on top of
both the Linux and Streamline versions of sockets and libpcap: bind identifies per-call overhead, mplayer per-byte overhead and t pdump parallelization cost. The presented results are the median of 51 2-second CPU utilization measurements.
DNS Server The Bind named daemon replies to DNS requests. We ran a
version 9.4.1 daemon in non-recursive mode and sent it a steady stream of 10
thousand requests per second. DNS messages are small: requests were below
55B and replies below 130, including IP headers. For this reason, application processing easily dominates total overhead. Figure 7.3 shows the result
of sending 10 thousand requests per second to our daemon. We show total CPU utilization for Linux and Streamline, whereby for Streamline we vary
both buffer size and event batch threshold (we plot Linux for multiple values
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Figure 7.4: Mplayer

for clarity only, it does not batch). We present the median of 103 measurements, with upper and lower quartiles within 20% of the presented results.
The figure shows that the daemon performs between 1.1x and 1.5x as well
on top of Streamline as on top of Linux. As expected, this factor grows with the
amount of batching (throttling). Buffer size affects performance less. This is
a result of NIC hardware requirements that restrict buffer scalability freedom:
the reception DBuf must be at least 1MB and the transmission queue at most
1MB.
Video Client To demonstrate savings for memory-bound applications
we now present results obtained with streaming a high definition (SXGA),
high data rate (100Mbit) MPEG4 stream to a popular video client: mplayer 1.0
RC2. We disabled software decoding of the compressed stream, as the (software) decoder would render the application computation-bound. Our results
thus compare to machines with hardware video decoders. Figure 7.4 summarizes the results obtained with 1MB reception and transmission buffers
(again, chosen because of NIC requirements). Here, too, Streamline is more
efficient than Linux, between 2- and 3-fold, depending on event threshold.
For small batching factors Streamline is as fast as Linux or even slower. Cost
drops linearly with context switch reduction until we reach a 2x speed-up at
256 blocks per call.
Traffic Monitor Figure 7.5 shows throughput of Tcpdump 3.9.8, a popular traffic analyzer. We compare standard tcpdump, which uses Linux Socket
Filters, to a version that talks to our pcap interface. To investigate scalability
with parallel data access, we capture a moderate datastream: 200 Mbit of full-
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Figure 7.5: Tcpdump

sized 1500B packets per second, generated with IPerf 2.0.2. The IPerf server
requires 50% CPU time. With a single listener, Streamline uses up hardly any
extra resources, while standard Linux requires 5% CPU time (10% of the application cost).
Savings decrease as we run applications in parallel. When capturing full
frames (‘sl 1500B’) with 10 instances, Streamline causes a 13% CPU overhead,
slightly above a single Linux instance, whereas Linux more than doubles overhead, drops packets and saturates the CPU. Whereas standard tcpdump overhead increases linearly with the number of packets, our version incurs no
significant overhead for up to 9 applications. This wide disparity comes from
the fact that Streamline coalesces most processing in the kernel and shares
the same buffer with all clients. With more than 10 applications thrashing
occurs. By inspecting the number of voluntary and forced context switches
independently we learned that, although involuntary switching increases for
each extra application, thrashing does not occur until the number of voluntary switches starts decreasing. This is a sign that applications do not get the
chance to handle all data when it comes in, but need an extra time-slot and
the beginning of a snowball effect: thrashing.
Although we expected standard tcpdump to be memory bound, Figure 7.5
shows that the minimal and maximal capture length versions have roughly
the same overhead. Thus, tcpdump is not directly memory bound. Indeed,
100 Mbit of data may be copied tens of times before a modern memory bus
is saturated. The real bottleneck is that tcpdump switches for each packet.
Standard tcpdump switches 19 times as much as a single Streamline tcpdump instance (77000 vs 4400). Even for 10 parallel applications, our version
switches only a fifth the amount of a single standard tcpdump (16000).
Running ten instances of tcpdump is not a common operation, but the
results are representative for any system configuration where multiple appli-
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cations access the same data, for instance for network intrusion detection
and auditing or for group communication such as multiway pipes.

7.3 Example Applications
In legacy applications, Streamline can only optimize the operations behind
the system interface. This section presents applications developed directly
on top of Streamline. We first present three case studies of complex high
throughput tasks and show how Streamline maps these onto heterogeneous
processors (various types of Intel IXP network processors) and then review a
handful of other applications in less detail. Contrary to the legacy applications, these examples have no direct competitors in existing software. Furthermore, the applications often run slower on the (slightly outdated) programmable peripherals than on modern CPUs. The purpose of these demonstrations is not to compare maximally obtainable throughput, but to show
that Streamline can seamlessly incorporate heterogeneous resources when
available. If a programmable NIC is available, offloading some processing
will benefit the system by freeing up CPU resources, even if it cannot reach
the same level of performance.

7.3.1 Embedded Applications
The various revisions of Streamline have also been used to program heterogeneous platforms. Manycore CPUs are expected to have a degree of performance asymmetry [LBKH07] and full heterogeneity [ABC+ 06a]. In embedded operation, this design has been tried before. Network processors
(NPUs), for instance, are processors for high-throughput networking applications that combine slow, general-purpose cores for control operations with
fast, restricted-use cores for data processing. Over the last five years, we have
ported Streamline to three variants of the popular Intel IXP line of network
processors. This section presents work involving groups of contributors. It
first introduces the IXP design and its variants. Then, it shows four applications: a packet-level network monitor on first generation hardware (IXP1200),
an application-level intrusion prevention system on second generation hardware (IXP2400), and a cryptographic token-based switch and programmable
router both on the fastest hardware (IXDP2850).
Network Processors The IXP is an asymmetric multicore processor built
from a single ARM (StrongARM or xScale) CPU running Linux and a number
of RISC processors known as µEngines, or µEs. These run no operating sys-
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Figure 7.6: Main components of the ENP-2506 board

tem whatsoever. Instead, each supports a number of threads in hardware that
have their own program counters and register sets. As a result of hardware
multiplexing, context switches between threads take zero cycles. µEngines
are not generic load-store machines. Instead, each has an “instruction store”
memory region of limited size (from 1 to 32KB).
We have ported Streamline to three configurations: a Radisys ENP 2506
programmable network card based on the IXP1200 NPU, an IXP-2400 PCI-X
plug-in board and a IXDP-2850 dual processor machine that is only accessible over the network. All have (between 2 and 10) 1-Gbit network ports. The
IXP1200 has 6 µEngines with four hardware threads per core and a 1KB instruction store running at 233 MHz, the IXP2400 has 8 µEngines, eight threads
per core, 4KB stores and a 600 MHz operating frequency, the IXP2800 has
16 µEngines, eight threads per core, 8KB stores and a 1.4 GHz frequency.
The IXP2800 also embeds cryptographic logic units. Figure 7.6 presents the
Radisys ENP 2506 network card as example configuration. For input, the
board is equipped with two 1Gbps Ethernet ports (1). The card embeds an
IXP1200 network processor with 8 MB of SRAM and 256 MB of SDRAM (2)
and is plugged into a 1.2 GHz Pentium III over a 32/66 PCI bus (3).
Software Stack On the IXP1200 we implemented 2 spaces: one kernel
space on the control CPU and one space spanning the µEs . The reason for
not giving each each engine its own space is that the vendor-supplied code
loader can only set or replace the code for all µEngines at once. The total system layout is similar to that of the VERA router [KP02]: this board is attached
to a regular “host” computer system that has kernel and userlevel spaces. Like
the VERA router [KP02] developers, we noticed that the control CPU is not
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nearly powerful enough for datapath network processing. We therefore restrict the CPU to control plane operation. It talks to host streamline over a
PCI-X channel and carries out instantiation and buffer allocation requests on
behalf of the UEs. Communication with UEs is through shared-memory.
Because the IXP control processor runs Linux, most of the time porting
Streamline to the IXPs was spent writing µEngine code loading wrappers and
channels across the PCI-X bus. This last effort led to the replication buffer implementations introduced in Section 4.5.5. Implementation details are discussed in more detail elsewhere [NCdBB04, dBSvR+ 06]. Contrary to the IXP1200,
the two newer systems have not been integrated with a host computer system. Their applications are meant to be isolated from a host.
Nic-Fix: High-Speed Network Monitoring
The need for affordable network monitors is growing, e.g., for security, traffic
engineering, SLA monitoring, charging, and other purposes. NIC-FIX [NCdBB04],
is an implementation of Streamline:FFPF [BdBC+ 04] on cheap Intel IXP1200
network processors.
Design System design is ‘bottom-up’ in that packets are handled at the
lowest processing level as much as possible and few packets percolate to higher
levels. Moreover, higher levels only take action when prompted to do so by
the lower layers. This is a well-known approach, e.g., in router design [SKPG01].
NIC-FIX forms the lowest two levels of a four level Streamline hierarchy. It enables transparent offloading of packet processing to the network card when
possible, reducing strain on the memory and peripheral buses when packets
do not have to travel up to the host.
The basic structure of the programs running on the µEngines is as follows.
For each µEngine, NIC-FIX provides boilerplate code in µEngine C, a subset
of the C language. This boilerplate code contains a standard main() processing loop and a slot for the application-specific filter function. In principle,
users may define the entire body of their filter function directly in µEngine
C. However, in practice this is complex. That is why NIC-FIX also exports a
higher-level approach, whereby filters are written in FPL (Section 6.5.1) which
is precompiled to µEngine C and then IXP µEngine object code. This scheme
closely resembles that of hardware plugins [JJH02]).
When a packet arrives at a network port its dedicated receiver µEngine
copies the packet to the next available slot in the only DBuf. The remaining µEngines each execute a single filter. All four threads on a µEngine execute the same filter, but on different packets. If the packet matches the filter,
the µEngine places a reference in its private IBuf. Otherwise, it is ignored.
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Figure 7.7: NIC-FIX architecture: device memory is mapped to the host.

The DBuf resides in the NIC’s SDRAM and consists of static slots sufficiently
large for any Ethernet frame. The IBufs are stored in smaller, faster SRAM.
Additionally, each filter has a private storage space (MBuf ) for data that persists between invocations. As Figure 7.7 shows, all three NIC-FIX buffers are
memory mapped at the host processor, where a kernel pipeline continues
processing. Buffers use FRP synchronization, so that no cross-space signaling is needed, but packets may go lost.

Results An important constraint for monitors is the cycle budget. At
1 Gbps and 100 byte packets, the budget for four threads processing four different packets is almost 4000 cycles. As an indication of what this means,
Table 7.3 shows the overhead of some operations. Note that these results
include all boilerplate (e.g., transfers from memory into read registers and
masking).
To evaluate NIC-FIX, we execute the three FPL2 filters shown in Figure 7.8
on various packet sizes and measure throughput. Only A is a ‘traditional’ fil-
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ter. The other two gather information about traffic, either about the activity
in every flow (assuming the hash is unique), or about the occurrence of a specific byte. Note that the hash function used in B utilizes dedicated hardware
support. The results are shown in Figure 7.9. We implemented three variations of filter C . In C 1 the loop does not iterate over the full packet, just over
35 bytes (creating constant overhead). In C 2, we iterate over the full size, but
each iteration reads a new quadword (8B) rather than a byte. C 3 is Figure 7.8
without modifications.
Description
R[0] = HASH(26,12,256)
R[0] = PKT.B[0]
R[0] = PKT.W[0]

Value
200 cycles
110 cycles
120 cycles

Table 7.3: Approximate overhead of some operators

Above a packet size of 500 bytes, NIC-FIX can process packets at line rate
for A, B and C 1. For smaller packets, filters C 1 − 3 are not able to process the
packets within the cycle budget. Up to roughly 165.000 PPS C 1 still achieves
throughput of well above 900 Mbps. Beyond that, the constant overhead cannot be sustained. C 2 and C 3 require more cycles for large packets and, hence,
level off sooner. This suggests that simple prefilters that do not access every
byte in the payload are to be preferred. This is fine, as the system was intended precisely for that purpose.
Just as for the C filters, throughput also drops for the simple filters A and B
when processing smaller packets. However, these drops occur for a different
reason, namely because the receiving µEngine simply cannot keep up.
SafeCard: Zero-Copy Intrusion Prevention
SafeCard [dBSvR+ 06] is a network intrusion prevention system for edge hosts
that combines full packet payload scanning, application-layer protocol filtering (which requires traversing the entire protocol stack) and flow-based
behavioral detection. Network intruders are increasingly capable of circumventing traditional Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). Evasion and insertion
techniques blind the IDS by spoofing the datastream, while polymorphism
cloaks malicious code to slip past the filter engine [PN98, HPK01]. Besides
hiding the attack, however, attackers employ another weapon to thwart network defense systems: raw speed [SSW02]. Less sophisticated attacks traveling over Gigabit links may be as difficult to stop as more complex attacks
spreading more slowly. This leads to an interesting dilemma. On the one
hand, systems that handle evasion and polymorphism are either too slow
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(A) filter packets:
IF (PKT.IP_PROTO == PROTO_UDP
&& PKT.IP_DEST == X && PKT.UDP_DPORT == Y)
THEN RETURN 1;
ELSE RETURN 0;
FI

(B) count TCP flow activity:
// ount number of pa kets in every flow,
// by keeping ounters in hash table (of size 1024)
IF (PKT.IP_PROTO == PROTO_TCP) THEN
i = Hash(26,12,1024); // hash over TCP flow fields)
// in rement the pkt ounter at this position
MEMORY[i℄++;
FI

(C) count all occurrences of a character in a UDP packet:
IF (PKT.IP_PROTO == PROTO_UDP ) THEN
j = PKT.IP_TOT_SIZE; // saved pkt size in register
k = 0
FOR (i = 0; i < j; i++)
IF (PKT.B[i℄ == 65) THEN // look for har 'A'
k++; // in rement ounter in register
FI
ROF
MEMORY[0℄ = k; // save to shared memory
FI

Figure 7.8: Example Filters in Pseudocode (almost FPL2)

for in-line deployment (and are often host-based) or not sufficiently accurate
(e.g. [JNS05]). On the other hand, fast in-line solutions are not able to detect
and stop sophisticated attacks (e.g., [S. 04]). In this project we have built a
network card that can be deployed in the datastream as an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) at the edge of the network and that handles many forms of
attack at Gigabit rates.
SafeCard provides a single IPS solution that considers many levels of abstraction in communication: packets, streams, higher-level protocol units,
and aggregates (e.g., flow statistics). We selected state-of-the-art methods for
the most challenging abstractions (streams and application data units) and
demonstrate for the first time the feasibility of a full IPS on a network card
containing advanced detection methods for all levels of abstraction in digital
communication. To support in-depth analysis in higher-level protocol layers
and achieve performance at Gigabit rates without swamping the host processor, we offload all tasks to a smart NIC. Additionally, physically removing
safety measures from the user’s machine has the advantage that they can-
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Figure 7.9: Throughput for different NIC-FIX filters

Figure 7.10: SafeCard application pipeline

not be tampered with, which from a security viewpoint may be preferred by
administrators. As in the case of NIC-FIX [BH05], SafeCard uses a slightly
outdated and therefore cheap processor1 .
Design SafeCard combines 4 stages of defense: header-based filtering,
payload inspection, flow-based statistical processing and application level
protocol reconstruction. Supporting these methods are 3 additional stages:
packet receive, packet transmit, and TCP stream reassembly. The full 7-stage
pipeline is shown in Figure 7.10. Besides combining many levels of abstraction in our IPS, we also make contributions to individual components; we
explain those shortly, but first give a brief overview of the entire pipeline.
Stage 1 receives packets. In stage 2, we filter packets based on header fields
(e.g., protocol, ports). Stage 3 is responsible for reconstructing and sanitizing
1 In terms of manufacturing costs, not necessarily in retail prices
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TCP streams. In stage 4, we match the streams against Snort-like patterns.
Unmatched traffic is inspected further in stage 5 by an innovative protocolspecific detection method capable of stopping polymorphic buffer overflow
attacks. This method is superior to pattern-matching for the detection of exploits in known protocols. Against other types of malicious traffic, such as
Trojans, it is ineffective, however. The two methods therefore complement
each other: an indication of the strength of our sieve-based approach. Stage 6
further expands this idea by taking into account behavioral aspects of traffic.
It generates alerts when it encounters anomalies in flow aggregates (e.g., unusual amounts of traffic) and subsequently drops the streams. Stage 7, at last,
transmits the traffic if it is considered clean.
Each filter can drop what it perceives as malicious data. Only safe traffic
reaches the last stage, where it is transmitted to its destination. The first practical stage, header-based filtering, is implemented using FPL [CGXB07b]. Its
functionality is run-of-the-mill and roughly equivalent to p ap.
We have developed a version of TCP reassembly that is both efficient and
secure. Recreating a continuous stream of data from packets is expensive because in the common case it incurs a copy of the full payload. TCP is especially difficult to reconstruct, as it allows data to overlap and has many
variants. These features have been frequently misused to evade IDSs. We
reassemble in-place, i.e. in zero-copy fashion, and take a conservative view
of traffic by dropping overlapping data. In terms of performance, we win by
reducing memory-access costs. In the common case, when packets do not
overlap and arrive in-order, our method removes the cost of copying payload
completely. Instead, we incur a cost for bookkeeping of the start and length
of each TCP segment. Due to the (growing) inequality between memory and
CPU speed this cost is substantially smaller.
Pattern matching in SafeCard is implemented using regular expression
matching. because static string matching (as for example provided by hardware CAMs) is too limited for detecting most intrusion attempts. Our engine, ruler [HvRB07] (a contribution of Kees van Reeuwijk), is innovative in
that it matches packets against the whole set of regular expressions in parallel, which allows it to sustain high traffic rates. Matched substrings can be
accepted or rejected entirely, or rewritten to an altered output packet. Regular expression matching has been used in IDSs before, but only in special
cases. Traditionally, the cost of matching scales linearly with the number of
signatures. Because there are thousands of known signatures, scanning at
high-speed is infeasible. Instead, string-matching algorithms whose runtime
complexity remains constant regardless of patternset-size have to be used in
the common case. Ruler can completely replace string-matching because it
is a generalization of and therefore provably as efficient as Aho-Corasick (AC),
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a popular constant-time pattern-matching algorithm that is employed for instance in Snort.
Unfortunately, future worms are expected to be increasingly polymorphic. Snort-like pattern matching is not suitable for stopping such attacks.
Rather, we use protocol-specific detection methods requiring up to application layer communication. We protect hosts from buffer overflow attacks by
tracing the address that causes the control flow diversion to a specific (higherlevel) protocol field and capturing characteristics (such as the length of the
field) that are subsequently used as an attack signature. This Prospector module is the work of Asia Slowinska [SB07].
Flow-based detection complements payload-scanning and (header-based)
protocol reconstruction as the three detection vectors are orthogonal. As
a demonstrator, SafeCard incorporates a filter that limits per-service traffic
spikes to protect servers against flash mobs. The algorithm is admittedly
naive, and serves mostly as a placeholder.
Implementation SafeCard is implemented as a single Streamline pipeline that can run in software, but (to protect at full Gigabit speed with minimal
overhead) also runs as a combined control CPU/µEngine pipeline on an Intel IXP2400 smart NIC. Tomas Hruby developed most IXP specific code. Figure 7.11 shows this configuration. There, the computationally intensive TCP
reassembly and pattern matching filters are offloaded to specialized processors. Application-layer and behavioral detection execute as software filters,
because they are too complex to write in µEngine C and computationally less
demanding. We offer a full network IPS implemented as a pipeline on a single network card. Each stage in the pipeline drops traffic that it perceives as
malicious. Thus, the compound system works as a sieve, applying orthogonal
detection vectors to maximize detection rate.
Results Each filter in the pipeline can prove to be the bottleneck. Some
operations are obviously more expensive than others, such as pattern-matching,
but this heuristic is of limited value when functions are implemented on different hardware resources. Indeed, as we discussed before, the Ruler engine
can be scaled across multiple fast µEngines, while flow-detection must compete with Prospector for cycles on the XScale.
We can get an indication of the per-stage processing overhead by running
the µEngines in single-thread mode and measuring the cycle count in isolation. Table 7.4 shows the cost in cycles per protocol data unit (PDU, e.g., IP
packet, TCP segment) with minimal payload and the additional cost per byte
of payload for each hardware accelerated filter. Figure 7.12 shows on the left
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Figure 7.11: Implementation of SafeCard on an Intel IXP2400 NPU

Description

PDU

Byte

Reception
TCP reassembly
Ruler
Transmission

313
1178
628
740

1.5
0
26
2

Table 7.4: Single threaded cycle counts of individual filters

the maximal sustained rate of the filters as obtained from these numbers. At
600MHz, we can see that all filters can process common-case traffic at a Gigabit except Ruler. A single Ruler instance can process only 170 Mbit. The 5
combined engines thus top at 850Mbit, which we’ve plotted in the figure as
5x Ruler. Merging Reception and Transmission would give us the additional
engine we need for full Gigabit processing.
A single threaded cycle count represents the worst-case scenario for overall throughput in TCP processing, because a single thread spends much of
its time waiting for memory. Since multi-threading enables latency hiding
throughput will improve dramatically.
Independent of maximal obtainable throughput is the question how indirect stream reassembly measures up to regular copy-based reassembly. For
this reason we have compared them head-to-head. As we have no copy-based
method available on the µEngines we ran this comparison in a host based
Streamline function. The two functions share the majority of code, only differing in their actual data bookkeeping methods. Figure 7.12(right) shows
that indirect reassembly easily outperforms copy-based reassembly. Only for
the smallest packets can the computational overhead be seen.
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Figure 7.12: Theoretical Sustained & TCP Reassembly Throughput

The third row in Table 7.4 shows the overhead in cycles of Ruler. As expected, costs scale linearly with the amount of data; the cost per PDU is negligible. The function is computation-bound: fetching 64 bytes from memory costs some 120 cycles, but processing these costs an order of magnitude
more. For this reason multi-threading is turned off.
We have to benchmark Prospector on the XScale, because it has not been
ported to the µEngines. Figure 7.13(left) compares throughput of Prospector to that of a payload-scanning function (we used Aho-Corasick). We show
two versions of Prospector: the basic algorithm that needs to touch all header
data, and an optimized version that skips past unimportant data (called Pro+).
The latter relies on HTTP requests being TCP segment-aligned. This is not in
any specification, but we expect it is always the case in practice.
Each method processes 4 requests. These are from left to right in the figure: a benign HTTP GET request that is easily classified, a malicious GET request that must be scanned completely, and two POST requests of differing
lengths. In the malicious GET case all bytes have to be touched. Since AC
is faster here than both versions of Prospector we can see that under equal
memory-strain we suffer additional computational overhead.
However, all three other examples show that if you do not have to touch all
bytes —the common case— protocol-deconstruction is more efficient than
scanning. Looking at the right-most figure, the longest POST request, we can
see that the gap quickly grows as the payload grows. The benign GET learns us
additionally that skipping remaining headers when a classification has been
made can result in a dramatic (here 2-fold) increase in worst-case performance. Note that none of these example requests carry a message body. This
would also be skipped by Prospector, of course. Even without message bodies, performance is continuously above 18,000 requests per second, making
the function viable for in-line protection of many common services.
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Figure 7.13: Prospector & Overall Throughput

Our final experiment evaluates the pipeline in hardware. We do not include results for the filters on the XScale again, because their throughput is
not measurable in bitrate and we have already computed an upper bound.
For this test we connected our board to a mirror image of communication between three computers. By using mirroring we were able to test peak throughput without interfering with the active TCP control flow. The traffic was generated using ab, a benchmarking tool for Apache. When ran against two
servers at the same time our maximally obtainable rate was 940Mbits. The
results are shown in Figure 7.13(right).
From the Figure we can see that with 6 µEngines we can process all traffic. To free up the sixth µEngine we had to remove the transmission unit
temporarily. The presented numbers are worst-case estimations as a result
of crude dropped traffic statistics. Actual performance could be up to 20%
higher.

Cryptographic Token-based Switch
Colleagues have used Streamline to demonstrate the practicality of using cryptographic tokens as a basis for switching. They embed cryptographic tokens
in the link-layer frame or network-layer packet and make scheduling decisions based on this (unforgeable) token. Token generation and verification
are computationally expensive tasks, especially when carried out hundreds
of thousands of times per second. This application reuses the Streamline implementation of SafeCard. It required no significant architectural changes.
With consent from the authors, we copy two short paragraphs from the main
publication [CGXB07a], one that explains the design and another that summarizes results.
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Figure 7.14: Token Based Switch using a dual IXP2850.

Design
“The TBS application consists of two distinct software modules: the token builder and the token switch. In our prototype,
the modules are implemented on a single hardware development
system (IXDP2850) although in reality they are likely to be situated in different locations. Therefore, our implementation consists of a demo system as shown in Figure 7.14. The token builder
application module is implemented on two µEngines in the Ingress
NPU, while the token switch module is implemented on two µEngines
in the Egress NPU. Although the mapping can be easily scaled
up to more µEngines, we use only two µEngines per application
module because they provide sufficient performance already. As
we will see in [the next paragraph], the bottleneck is the limited
number of crypto units [on the IXDP2850].”

Results
The performance [...] is shown in Figures 7.15 and 7.16. It has
two charts: (1) ‘data received’ which represents the received rate
in the IXDP2850 box and (2) ‘successfully switched data’ which
denotes the rate that the TBS could handle properly using just
a single thread for processing. The ‘data received’ chart is low
for small packets because of the Gigabit PCI card limitation used
in the Rembrandt6 PC for traffic generation. So, for small packets it reflects the limitations of the traffic generator rather than
those of the TBS. The second chart, ‘Successfully switched data’,
is lower than the first one for high speeds because here we are
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Figure 7.15: Token Based Switch performance in hardware

Figure 7.16: Token Based Switch performance in simulator

using a single threaded implementation. The multithreaded version coincides exactly with the ‘data received’ chart and is therefore not visible. While we cannot predict the real performance for
speeds above 1 Gbps without performing measurements with a
high-speed traffic generator, we estimated the outcome by using
the Intel’s cycle accurate IXP simulator running in debug mode.
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7.3.2 Other Applications
We have engineered more applications directly on top of Streamline pipelines.
We now present a small set of representative examples.
Kernel Snort Snort is a network intrusion detection system (IDS). It is
widely used: according to the developers it is even “the most widely deployed
IDS/IPS technology worldwide” [sno]. Snort detects intrusions by matching
arriving network data against content rules. These may contain byte signatures, but also higher level protocol-specific information. Snort iteratively
applies a set of rules against data until it matches or all rules are exhausted.
Rule matching mainly consists of memory comparisons and is therefore data
intensive. Normally, snort receives live data in userspace through the libpcap
interface and performs all processing there. Intrusion detection is a classic fit
for the “push processing down” heuristic of Streamline:FFPF, because it works
as a very tight sieve: many safe packets can be discarded early, relatively
few packets need considerable inspection. Intrusion detection (ID) is difficult in most libpcap-based implementations such as standard (or, “vanilla”)
Snort [Roe99]. Even though most packets do not contain a signature, many
packets still have to be copied to userspace, because only limited rule matching can be offloaded to the kernel with BPF. Streamline avoids these copies
and the corresponding context switches by running the pattern matching algorithm in the kernel. Initial tests showed about a 50% decrease in CPU utilization for the same datarate.
Weblog Generator For a research project in distributed wikis, we were
asked to build a weblog generator that could analyze Wikipedia traffic at server
linerate: at least 4000 HTTP requests per second. Because no software could
be installed on the Wikipedia servers themselves, the log generator had to
sniff a raw data stream and reconstruct all TCP connections and HTTP requests on a stand-alone host. The reference Streamline package comes with
a filter, httpwiki, that reconstructs requests in a pipeline and communicates periodically with a controlling application through shared memory. The
pipeline is offloaded to kernelspace to minimize task switching. It writes its
results to a DBuf shared with the userspace application. This periodically
reads the log and writes it to disk. Its interval is set to 10 seconds: a 40.000x
reduction in task switches compared to a libpcap-based approach (and that
is only if each HTTP request fits in a single network packet). Throughput can
probably be increased further by offloading disk output to the kernel as well,
as part of the pipeline. Throttling proved sufficient, however, to reach the set
goal of 4000 req/s. Due to unresolvable privacy concerns, the Wikipedia ad-
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Modify pipeline by hand

Figure 7.17: Configuring the network using a multitouch table

ministrators finally decided against live operation in their Amsterdam data
center, unfortunately.
IP Flow Record (IPFIX) Generator IPFIX is an IETF standard for Internet protocol flow record exchange, based on an earlier Cisco de facto standard. It is recorded in Request For Comments (RFC) 3917. The Streamline
reference system contains a filter that translates IP packet streams into flow
records. Contrary to common implementations, the ipfix filter is not tied
to a specific data source or application interface and can therefore generate
statistics for a range of active sources and pipelines. Its overhead is always
limited to only the cost of record generation itself, because it is always either
specified as part of an existing application or else uses prefix sharing (Section 6.4) to attach to the existing streams.
User Programmable Virtualized Networks The last application uses Streamline to build reconfigurable (or, programmable) networks. Such user programmable virtualized networks (UPVN [MSGL06]) span a control network
across a network of machines running Streamline (and potentially other reconfigurable systems, such as Click routers [KMC+ 00]). UPVN allows users
to directly modify behavior of nodes in the network and therefore of the network itself. As Figure 7.17 shows, the control interface is connected to a multitouch table interface for simple analysis and reconfiguration. Through this
interface, users can route traffic between nodes and configure node behavior. The left-hand screen shows the entire network of hosts and links, where
the user has just zoomed in to reveal the configuration of a single node. The
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right-hand figure shows how with simple gestures, users can review network
state and issue change instructions. Locally, on Streamline nodes, these requests map on the Streamline control system interface (Section 6.4). The dots
in the image represent live Streamline filters. In UPVN, each Streamline pipeline is part of a larger distributed application. The software is developed by
external users with only minor assistance from us. No serious changes to the
Streamline architecture were needed.

7.4 Optimization
The presented applications used the push processing down heuristic of Streamline:FFPF or were manually configured. In Section 6.3.2, we explained that
heuristics are of diminishing value as the application domain expands. Besides the proven heuristic-based algorithm, Streamline therefore embeds an
optimization algorithm that is based on mathematical programming: slquant.
Section 6.3.3 introduced the formalized data model and the next section presented a step-by-step transformation process from application and system
descriptions to this mathematical integer program. The practicality of the solution rest on its efficiency and quality. This section evaluates optimization
performance for applications and systems ranging from trivial (single filter
and space) to fairly complex (ten filters and spaces) and demonstrates that
for packet filters the solver arrives at the same strategy as the heuristic-based
method without having been given hardcoded rules and that for other applications it generates common sense solutions on par with the choice of domain experts.
Efficiency
To be cost effective, optimization calculation time has to be low compared
to execution time (Section 2.2.2). For long running networking tasks, cost is
easily amortized. We therefore consider any humanly imperceptible runtime
acceptable, which gives an upper bound of above 100ms. The experiments
will show that complicated programs exceed this boundary on highly parallel
systems, but that on current hardware (up to 10 spaces) and for average sized
applications (up to 10 filters) runtimes between 1 and 50 milliseconds are
more typical.
Figure 7.18 shows the results of calculating configurations for linear pipeline applications with the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) 4.29. We ran
the solver for pipelines of increasing length and for homogeneous platforms
with increasing numbers of processors (simulated). The applications themselves are unimportant; all filters are the same and known to exist in all spaces
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Figure 7.18: Pipeline with variance in number of filters and spaces

Problem Size

Execution Time

Figure 7.19: Pipeline growthrates plotted against system size

(the only filter aspect that affects optimization performance). All tests are executed on the same hardware as the performance experiments in Section 7.2.
We present the median of 11 runs. For all but the smallest (sub-millisecond)
runs, upper and lower quartiles are with 10%. They never exceed 50%. The
left-hand figure shows the variable space of generated models measured in
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Problem Size

Execution Time

Figure 7.20: Split-join with variance in number of filters and spaces

number of arcs. The right-hand figure shows execution time for the same
models. In both cases the x-axis shows the number of vertices in the pipeline
and each line corresponds to a number of spaces. As could be expected, variable space grows linearly with the length of the pipeline. Execution time, on
the other hand, grows superlinearly. We see that our goal of 100ms execution
time is feasible for all pipelines when system parallelism is fairly low: up to
10 spaces. As parallelism grows, either application length must be reduced
or calculation bound scaled up. Figure 7.19 presents the same data, but now
illustrates scalability with system parallelism (i.e., number of spaces) by replacing pipeline growthrate with system growthrate on the x-axis. Here, the
left-hand figure clearly illustrates that state space grows superlinearly with
system parallelism. As a result, execution time grows more rapidly even than
with pipeline length.
To estimate to what extent scalability depends on application shape, we
also executed this test for another type of application. Figure 7.20 presents
problem size and execution time results for split-join applications. These
consist of a single source node, a single sink and up to eight intermediate
filters in parallel configuration (Figure 6.4 presents an example). As in the
case of the pipeline, the actual application is not relevant to the optimization
performance results. In extended pipeline notation, the request is as follows:

filter | filter + filter + ... + filter | filter
The figure shows that state space again grows linearly with application size.
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The growthrate is steeper, however, due to parallel graphs having more streams
per filter. Execution time also shows the signs of superlinear growth.
In short, the optimal solver in Streamline is capable of generating solutions for most common problems (10 or fewer filters) on current hardware
(10 or fewer spaces) well within the budget of 100 milliseconds. In the current
model variable space grows rapidly with system parallelism, however. The
current measurements present an upper, but not necessarily a lower bound
on performance. In general, integer programs are more expensive to calculate than (continuous) linear programs (Appendix B), but network flow programs have a special structure that make them amenable to as fast or faster
optimization than linear problems. Our current solver, GLPK, does not expose a dedicated network simplex method. We therefore use an integer solver.
To demonstrate that algorithm choice determines execution time to a large
extent, we plot performance of two equivalent integer solvers, both part of
GLPK, in Figure 7.21. We have seen the left-hand figure before; the right-hand
shows performance for the same test with another solver. This one first calculates the linear relaxation using the simplex method (a common approach),
while the faster approach may not (it chooses from a set of approaches at runtime). Results are up to two orders of magnitude apart for large requests. The
solver can inflate cost in yet another way. Before it can start with optimization, it must first find a solution in the feasible region. Especially if this region
is small compared to total search space, this step can take much longer than
the actual optimization. If Streamline can present a (potentially bad) solution
from the start, the optimizer can skip this step. Runtime is most problematic
on parallel systems. Here, scalability can be further improved through model
refinement. At least on homogeneous systems, many solutions are equivalent. Currently, the solver wastes time comparing all permutations of the
same logical configuration; a next step in this direction is to automatically
identify and extract equivalent solutions to limit growth without impairing
optimization quality. Limiting state space is not difficult in itself – as the use
of heuristics showed. The difficulty lies in extracting solutions without accidentally pruning feasible solutions prematurely. This is still an open issue.
Quality
The aim for the solver is to arrive at the same configurations as domain experts. No single example can prove that slquant generates good applications
for all domains. We present two case studies that we can directly compare to
known good solutions to set a lower threshold on practicality. The first compares the generic optimizer to the narrow heuristics of Streamline:FFPF to
show that it reaches the same conclusions for this domain. The second com-
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Figure 7.21: Performance Comparison of Two Equivalent Solvers

Figure 7.22: Selected Configuration for a Packet Filter

pares the optimizer to the hand-crafted SafeCard configuration that Streamline:FFPF could not map, because it is not a push processing down application. If slquant can generate a mapping comparable to the manual selection,
its cost function likely works as intended. Besides these two previously introduced applications, we have examined other similar pipelines. In all cases,
the generated configurations corresponded to the ones shown here, for the
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same reasons (that we explain in the examples).
FFPF To demonstrate that the approach subsumes ‘push processing down’,
we compare the choices of slquant and Streamline:FFPF for a straightforward packet filter application. Figure 7.22 shows the path slquant generates
through the variable graph for a simple 3-stage pipeline

rx | bpf | user
mapped onto a dual-core machine that has BPF available in the kernel. The
figure shows all possible filter and stream implementations. Filters and streams
are represented by arcs; spaces by bounding boxes. Filter arcs are marked as
dotted. The selected path is printed in bold. In the shown configuration (that
is copied verbatim from the output of slquant, except for the dotted lines that
are normally colored blue), the first two filters are co-located in the kernel
on the same core. In other words, the packet filter is offloaded to the lowest
available space. The third filter is not, because it can only be implemented
in userspace. It is executed in a user process on the same core. We have also
requested optimization of the same application on a system without a BPF
implementation in the kernel. Then, the last two filters are necessarily colocated in userspace. According to the solver, that option generated almost
50% higher total cost, which is why the solver chooses the shown configuration over that alternative when kernel BPF is available. The actual differences
in number of cycles are likely to be lower, but as we explained in Section 6.3.2,
the measurement is sufficiently close, since it generates the correct result.
The example confirms that slquant pushes filters to their sources without being given a specific heuristic. It pushes processing ‘down’ in packet filtering, because that strategy minimizes total data movement cost. In model
G 4 and up, memory loads and stores are accounted independently from filter processing. If all else is equal, moving a filter that drops blocks before a
channel crossing will reduce the flow over the channel and therefore the cost
attributed to the store and load arcs surrounding that channel.
SafeCard By relying strictly on “push processing down” heuristics, Streamline:FFPF limits itself to packet filter applications. Slquant, on the contrary,
maps arbitrary network flow applications. To verify that it indeed arrives
at reasonable mappings for non-filtering applications, we make it calculate
configurations for SafeCard. Contrary to real SafeCard, the configuration of
which is fixed, slquant adapts the configuration based on expected throughput. To show the effect of input on the model, we run the solver at two throughput levels. Figure 7.23 shows the output of slquant for the SafeCard pipeline at
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Figure 7.23: SafeCard Configuration at low throughput

Figure 7.24: SafeCard Configuration at high throughput

16.000 500B packets per second (64 Mbps). The individual arcs and vertices
are too small in this slquant output to read, but we can clearly discern the
bounded boxes around the two employed spaces. To present understandable
results, we have asked slquant to only render the spaces, vertices and arcs
that are used in the final configuration. With 7 spaces on the IXP2400, the
result is too large and cluttered to interpret if all elements are plotted.
Figure 7.23 shows that all filters with a µEngine implementations are mapped
together onto a single engine. The other two filters are mapped on a single kernelspace on the xScale CPU. Figure 7.24 shows the same pipeline, but
now modeled with 132.000 500B packets per second (528 Mbps). Here, the
ruler filter has been taken out of the first µEngine and instead executes on
two private µengines. The example shows that the solver tries to co-locate filters as much as possible. It only brings additional resources online when the
data flow requires it. Section 6.3.3 explained that slquant does not explicitly
encode this rule, but that it derives from the cost of data store and load operations. Each space has to read data from a DBuf and possibly IBuf. Each additional space therefore increases total cost. Only when no alternatives with
N-1 or fewer spaces exist will slquant select a solution with a N spaces (all
else being equal: on a heterogeneous system relative filter cost can change
the overall picture). The number of employed spaces therefore grows with
the data rate.

7.5 Summary
We have evaluated Streamline on three features: performance, reconfigurability and optimization effectiveness. By adapting to system configuration
details, Streamline increases Unix pipe IPC throughput by factors (4-9x). At
the application level this advantage translates into throughput increases ranging from 40% for small packets up to 10x for shared data access. In the first
case, only task-switch cost is saved, since data movement is minimal. In the
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second case, both switch and copy costs are markedly lower. These numbers
can be considered a worst case bound, as the selected legacy applications are
relatively impervious to optimization.
To judge reconfigurability, we ported Streamline to a particularly heterogeneous environment, where we used it execute complex high throughput
I/O applications. In all cases, observed throughput managed to reach the
physical limits of the system. In other words, Streamline did not impose any
artificial bottlenecks on processing. Finally, we measured optimization effectiveness. Streamline can generate configurations for practical problems (<
250 ms for up to 10 filters and 10 spaces), but variable space grows quickly
with application and system complexity. The generated configurations are
practical: for packet filters, the solver independently arrived at the same strategy that we hardcoded in a heuristic in Streamline:FFPF. For SafeCard, it settled on the same strategy that we selected by hand.

CHAPTER

Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to offer consistent high throughput to streaming
I/O applications across a wide range of systems.

8.1 Summary
Streaming I/O throughput should be limited by the physical bandwidth of the
slowest computer system component. In practice, application throughput is
almost always orders lower than raw machine power, because physical resources are applied inefficiently (Section 2.1.1). The direct cause is that applications spend too much time switching tasks and copying data, which beside
immediately wasting CPU cycles also adds delayed cost in the form of cache
misses and page faults. What makes this problem challenging, is that these
hardware cost factors – and thus application bottlenecks – differ between
machines. Modern computer systems are highly diverse, with multiple CPU
cores, memory arrangements and peripheral devices. Contrary to the complex supercomputers of the past, however, these computers have only very
little configuration budgets. Where supercomputers are expensive enough to
hire engineers that optimize every last byte, consumer machines run portable
applications for users that have little interest in, let alone knowledge of the
technical ‘mumbo jumbo’ underneath their desks (or, as computers diversify,
on their laps, in their pockets, even on their car mid-console). Traditionally,
applications leave users free from technological details by shipping prepackaged applications that have been optimized at compile time to give decent
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performance across a broad architectural platform, but that inevitably fail to
exploit local advantages.
Approach (Ch. 2) We introduced a method that avoids common bottlenecks with little to no human involvement (Section 2.2). Application-tailored
I/O reconfigures applications automatically to fit local system features, focusing especially on I/O activity. It splits applications into composite structures (‘pipelines’) of alternating computational filters and communication
streams. Filters are still precompiled to a target platform, but the intermediate streams are constructed on demand. As a result, filters, too can be replaced as stream endpoints are moved between cores and processors. For
I/O applications, this creates a well known ‘streams and filters’ model. This
application model is mapped at application load time onto the local network
of processors and memory system, which are modeled as processing ‘spaces’
and communication ‘channels’. Key feature of application tailoring is the automation of this optimization process. In short, application tailored I/O has
three concerns: communication, computation and control. We briefly review
our contributions to each as implemented in the Streamline software package, after we have introduced its interface.
Interface (Ch. 3) Composite software is hardly new. The design of the
Unix operating system and shell have proven very successful. Streamline
blends seamlessly with existing Unix practice, but differs in that it (1) changes
the semantics of certain operations where this significantly increases throughput and (2) extends the Unix shell interface to be able to construct more applications and to perform common operations, such as filtering and reordering,
faster (Section 3.3). To optimize end-to-end, Streamline extends pipelines
into the operating system kernel. Even on Unix operating systems, this code
is generally not ‘Unix-like’. Streamline opens it up to pipeline construction.
For runtime inspection and modification, it exposes all insides. To expose all
kernel I/O to all scripts and tools, it exports all streams and filters through a
common Unix filesystem (Section 3.2). On top of these two native interfaces,
Streamline ports the socket and libpcap interfaces to also improve throughput of legacy applications (albeit necessarily to a lesser extent) (Section 3.4).
Communication (Ch. 4) A pipeline is an alteration of computation filters and communication streams. It seems logical, then, to implement streams
as queues. On a shared memory system with fast caches, this design is flawed,
however. It introduces duplicates of the same logical data that all compete for
cache space. Streamline minimizes data duplication by storing data at most
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once (except for pathological cases) (Section 4.2). It stores stream contents in
buffers that it maps into the address spaces of all participating processes. It
scales buffers to contain many blocks and orders blocks sequentially to form
a ring. By doing so it exploits the main application domain characteristic,
its sequentiality, to be able to reuse the same buffers for the duration of an
application, greatly reducing runtime virtual memory operations.
By itself, the shared buffer approach only suffices if all filters operate on
all data. In practice, however, blocks are filtered and modified along the way.
If the ratio of modified to unmodified data is low, as it is in practice, it is beneficial to keep using the many shared blocks alongside the few newly created
ones. Making such a patchwork of blocks resemble a coherent sequential
stream requires a translation function similar to virtual memory and copyon-write. Contrary to hardware virtual memory, however, Streamline implements such indirection in software to allow finer grained modification than
physical pages and to reduce the cost of translation (which otherwise takes a
task switch) (Section 4.3).
During execution, Streamline has a number of data and indirect index
buffers open at any time. Throughput of these buffers depends on their synchronization semantics, size and other such features. To maximize throughput for individual applications – as is the intention of application tailoring –
the implementation of each buffer is assembled from parts to match application demands and computer system features (Section 4.4). For instance, if
occasional data loss at this level is tolerated, cheap lossy synchronization is
used. If queue length allows, buffer size is scaled down to match cache size
(Section 4.5).

Computation (Ch. 5) Besides data access, we identified task switching
as a significant cost factor in streaming I/O. Streamline reduces this cost over
Unix in two ways (Section 5.2). Because its data buffers are generally larger
than the ones underneath Unix pipes, it can reduce task switching by batching data events as far as buffer size permits: a 32-fold event decrease inflates
attainable throughput 3x. Even higher cost savings are possible when filters
do not have to be isolated. Contrary to Unix, Streamline does not equate user
filters with processes (in the kernel, this isolation is absent in Unix-designs
as well). It can execute whole pipelines within a single process at up to 100x
cheaper synchronization cost.
Another issue in shared data access is enabling safe, yet efficient, write
access. As is common in streaming I/O, Streamline skips locks as much as
possible (Section 5.3). Filters must explicitly ask for write access to a block
segment. Instead of creating a critical section, Streamline selects the cheap-
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est of these options that is safe: (1) grant immediate access (when no other filters access that block), (2) modify a ‘virtual memory’ indirection tag instead,
(3) present a new block for appending, or (4) create a new data copy private
to the filter and its downstream kin.
Pipelines are highly suited to execution on parallel machines, such as
modern multicore CPUs, because they directly expose task parallelism. Streamline does not contain a runtime scheduler, but does try to create a balanced
mapping of filters to processes (control, see next paragraph). Besides task
parallelism, it can detect and exploit some forms of data parallelism (Section 5.4). It spreads stateless computation kernels and limited-state session
handlers safely across nodes.

Control (Ch. 6) Streamline applications are constructed at runtime from
a set of available filter and stream implementations; the challenge lies in selecting the combination that balances individual choices to maximize endto-end throughput. Streamline applications can be easily optimized at runtime because of their simple programming model: pipelines are strict functional specifications. Contrary to Unix, Streamline does not map user filters
one-to-one onto processes and streams onto Unix pipes. For each filter, it
compares all known filter implementations, which may be Unix processes,
but also device logic or kernel functions. Streamline selects the optimal available implementation while keeping in mind the global target (Section 6.2). It
assists such filter selection, or reification, with templates that can specialize
filters and rewrite long pipelines into short monikers (Section 6.2.1). In communication optimization, channels offer little interesting choice, but buffer
implementations do, for instance in the form of synchronization strategy (Section 6.2.2).
Because CPUs and other resources are scarce, selection of one element
always affects choice of others. This conflict (Section 6.2.3) complicates the
search for an optimal mapping considerably. For all but the most basic tasks,
the number of potential application configurations exceeds human comprehension (Section 6.3.1). Streamline curtails complexity by (1) selecting fast
solvers (Section 6.3.2): greedy search for well-known problems and more robust math programming for others (Section 6.3.3), (2) carefully constructing a model that limits state explosion as system complexity increases (Section 6.3.4) and (3) setting a pragmatic goal: although a math program solver
will give an optimal solution given its input, we do not require this to be the
optimal solution in practice. The goal of Streamline is to achieve optimization quality comparable to that of domain experts. Since these experts are
too expensive and rare to consult for each application, achieving the same
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level at greatly reduced expense and latency is a useful first step in system
configuration automation.
The abstract world of optimization problems and the physical world of executable code are bridged through a sensory interface (Section 6.4). Streamline exposes two sets of low-level interfaces: one to inspect state (sensors)
and one to initiate change (actuators). The calls are message-based to allow them to be forwarded to all devices and environments. For this purpose,
Streamline maintains a communication network between all spaces that is
simple enough to execute even on embedded devices. Application construction takes many messages; it is a transactional process to withstand network
and other system failures. Further support for embedded devices comes in
the form of dynamic filters: Streamline can embed compilation and code
loading filters to create filter implementations on demand, e.g., to create fast
pattern matching engines (6.4).
Granting regular users kernel and device access is perilous. To maintain safeguards, Streamline extends Unix-based access control to filters and
streams (Section 6.5). This security framework is not restricted to the kernel, but allows safe offloading of computation and sharing of information
between arbitrary sets of processes. Fine-grained access control trades off
isolation for throughput on a case-by-case basis.
Inevitably, this review of Streamline had to glance over some finer points.
Table 8.1 lists all contributions that were named in the body of this thesis and
refers to their point of introduction.

Evaluation (Ch. 7) We evaluated Streamline on three aspects: performance, reconfigurability and optimization effectiveness. Performance was
measured as throughput or efficiency for a given throughput. Table 7.2 summarized various micro benchmarks. End-to-end improvements were shown
first for Unix pipes and then for legacy applications on top of the BSD socket
and libpcap interfaces (Section 7.2). Gains ranged from 40% for small packet
DNS request processing to 10-fold for large packet network monitoring with
many duplicates. Improvements of 1.5-3x seem typical.
Reconfigurability is hard to measure. We presented a set of non-trivial
case studies as proof of concept (Section 7.3): three data-intensive and computationally demanding networking pipelines were ported to heterogeneous
processors using Streamline. All applications made efficient use of the available resources and achieved throughput at or near to the device bandwidth.
We demonstrated that the optimization algorithm calculates configurations for common applications on current hardware well below human reaction time (tens of milliseconds), but also indicated that state space grows
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quickly with system parallelism. Generated configurations are robust and
practical: in direct comparison with the heuristic-based method of Streamline:FFPF, the algorithm generated the same configurations without the help
from task-specific heuristics (Section 7.4).

8.1.1 Analysis
The central question to answer is whether the contributions as summarized
achieve our stated aim. The evaluations showed that, indeed, these methods achieve significant throughput improvements for important streaming
I/O applications. They also established that computers are fast enough to
perform fairly complex self-configuration unnoticeably quickly. Finally, they
demonstrated the feasibility of Unix(-like) pipeline offload to specialized devices, a technique that makes programmable peripheral logic more accessible. That Streamline solves a practical problem is perhaps best demonstrated
by the fact that other researchers continue to use it as a foundation for their
networking research (7.3) and that interest extends beyond academia: for instance, a network sensor company (NPulse) has bundled it as part of their
specialized network packet capture Linux distribution.

Limitations and Opportunities On the other hand, the evaluations inevitably show effectiveness on a limited range of hard- and software. Most
glaring omissions are scalability tests on homogeneous multicore CPUs and
application benchmarks for other tasks than networking. We expect that the
optimization model fits multicore and that the programming model fits multimedia, but cannot substantiate those claims at this point. In general, the
high level application model allows many more useful optimizations below
the interface and application domains above. We now briefly review the most
promising strategies that we have not (fully) explored.

Audio and Video The success of Unix is that it breaks down every type
of data to a simple bytestream. In practice, though, most Unix pipeline processing is limited to text I/O. Most Streamline processing involves networking, although we have integrated Unix processes and Unix ‘standard I/O’. Our
aim was to present a comprehensive streaming I/O system. Besides text and
networking, this should also include the audio and video pipelines. Especially with graphics processors becoming increasingly programmable, complex and diverse, this domain seems ripe for testing application tailored I/O.
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Parallelism As processors continue to add cores at Moore’s Law, parallelization gains importance. Synchronization and cache contention will become ever greater cost factors, while task switching cost will diminish. Already, researchers mention replacing time division scheduling with space division allocation [WA09]. For I/O, the lockless and cache-aware datastructures of Streamline can be readily applied. The programming model appears
fitting, as well. That parallelizing software written in sequential languages is
extremely difficult is well known [ABC+ 06b]. Researchers have shown promising mechanisms to minimize parallel execution cost factors [BWCC+ 08, SATG+ 07,
SPB+ 08], but these low-level interfaces require experienced developers. Programming models, such as that of Streamline, bridge the gap between common developer needs and system interfaces. As long as multicore hardware
is homogeneous, optimization results are especially robust, since they do not
suffer from a bias in parameter estimation between diverse processors.
Continuous Control System state is not a constant. Spikes in system
load and changes in data input affect relative throughput between stages in
a pipeline. Present Streamline does not monitor activity at runtime, but that
would undoubtedly be useful. If a CPU core runs out of cycles, pressure can
be released by migrating one or more filters to other cores and by bringing additional cores online as needed. Migration of tasks to threads is the logical inverse of adaptive thread pooling [WCB01], where threads are moved between
tasks, but technically identical. We have introduced this approach to selfstabilization in pipelines as assembly line processing in Model-T [dBB08b],
where we additionally use cache size and location to guide co-scheduling.
The main aim was to only load data in any L2 cache once. Self-stabilization
has many known issues (e.g., unforeseen lack of convergence to a stable solution due to poorly balanced update rules). This approach needs considerable
analysis and experimental evaluation.
Clustering Task migration need not be limited to within hosts. With network links as channels, a Streamline instance can be scaled up to a cluster.
The data model allows it and the reference system ships with a UDP channel
implementation. A colleague from the University of Leiden has adapted an
earlier version of Streamline to multi-host operation – with self-stabilization
–, but in a restricted form that targeted only dynamic code written in the FPL
language [Cri08].
Offline and Hybrid Optimization The main premise of application tailored I/O is that, to handle diversity, optimization must incorporate knowl-
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edge of the executing platform. Streamline optimizes just before program
load, which is best, because it can analyze all system parameters, including
background load from other tasks. However, if these influences are minimal
(i.e., if system state is mostly invariant), recomputing a configuration every
time an application is executed is wasteful for common tasks. Results can be
cached and later retrieved; we could build this directly into Streamline. More
interesting is that if we can use previously computed results, we can also compute results at other times than application load, i.e., offline. At that point
more powerful stochastic analysis can be performed to return stable configurations across ranges of input or approximate searches that scan vastly larger
option spaces. The downside remains that these algorithms cannot know system state at time of program load.
A third option combines the advantages of the current system and offline optimization. It integrates offline, loadtime and continuous optimization to provide the most cost-effective solution. Offline search is powerful,
but takes time, load time search simplifies the search space by setting some
options as invariants (including some inputs not under our control, such as
system state) and is reasonably fast, continuous optimization has only a tiny
search budget, making it fast enough for frequent use. In this approach, the
offline method identifies invariants in the search space, such as which options remain good choices within wide bands of input. That allows the load
time algorithm to limit its search space even further than Streamline does
now. Offline search further models the effects of filter migration to be able to
application tailor the continuous optimization strategies – this is not unlike
selecting application-specific schedulers.
Light Footprint For deployment on existing operating systems, the Streamline model is more swiftly put to use when existing code can be incorporated.
On Linux, this ‘diet streamline’ model could potentially make use of the networking elements of the netfilter subsystem, to give one example. We have
not looked into unlocking existing software for this proof of concept implementation, but redeveloping much standard logic seems unwise, to say the
least. Inversely, even without the programming model, other independent
contributions from Streamline can be applied to existing operating systems.
Scalable buffers can safely underpin ‘normal’ Unix pipes, for instance.

8.1.2 Concluding Remarks
This thesis presented application tailored I/O as strategy for achieving consistent high throughput streaming I/O on diverse computer systems. It introduced Streamline as implementation of this idea, which has indeed shown
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throughput improvements of factors over common practice. The reference
software package is actively maintained, being used by various parties and
can be downloaded from the project website at http://netstreamline.org/.
Independent of its benefits to I/O, his thesis aimed to demonstrate both
the usefulness and feasibility of decision support in computer systems. To
cut problem space and system complexity, developers tend to hardcode best
guesses or base decisions on intuitive heuristics, the behavior of which is uncertain and outcome suboptimal (Section 6.3.2). More exact solutions seem
daunting and slow, but Streamline shows that neither have to be true. They
give more stable output across diverse input, permit manual verification and
remain tractable if the model and algorithm are well chosen (Section 6.3.3).
Streamline demonstrates that modern computer systems are capable of solving the kind of complex configuration problems that their own diversity poses
(Section 7.4).
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Section

Interface
I/O Filesystem
Extended Pipelines
Conditional Execution
Boolean Selection
Connection Multiplexing
Graph Options
Legacy Sockets and Pcap
Communication
Shared Ring Networks
Indirection
Splicing
Application Splicing
Buffer Stacking
Peek and Poke Access
Multiway pipe
Buffer scaling
Multiconsumer Synchronization
Shadow Buffers
Pagecache Splicing
Zero-copy Networking
Computation
User-level Threading
Event Moderation
Write Isolation
Zero-copy reordering
Session Handling
Data Parallelism Detection
Control
Reification
Template Substitution
Buffer Selection
Linear Data Model
Message-based Control Interface
Prefix Sharing
Dynamic Filters
Fine-grained Access Control
Safe Languages
Safe Code Loading
Safe Templates

Table 8.1: List of named contributions .

3.2
3.3
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.4
4.2
4.3
4.3.1
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.1
4.5.1
4.5.4
4.5.5
4.5.6
4.5.6
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.4
6.2.1
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.3.3
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.1
6.5.2
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8.2 Samenvatting
Ontwerp voor een zelf-optimaliserend besturingssysteem voor hoge
bandbreedte communicatie
De iPhone, Skype en Youtube zijn enkele voorbeelden van recente innovaties
die een explosieve groei in multimedia en netwerk gebruik ontketenen. Deze
groei trekt ook steeds meer, steeds gevaarlijkere en steeds gerafinneerdere
virussen en inbraken aan. Het aanbieden van hoge bandbreedte multimedia en netwerk diensten en tegelijkertijd afweren van aanvallen is een complexe en kostbare taak, die grotendeels is toevertrouwd aan besturingssystemen. Op PCs is de vertraging door virusscanners en tijdens afspelen van HD
video zijn algemeen bekend. Met de opkomst van ultra kleine mobiele systemen en extreem grote datacenters versplintert het computerlandschap, wat
dit probleem nog lastiger maakt. Om op al deze systemen de huidige en opkomende hoge bandbreedte diensten aan te kunnen bieden presenteren we
een besturingssysteem (onderdeel) voor netwerk en multimedia dat zichzelf
zelfstandig aanpast aan de configuratie van de computer, zodat het alle capaciteiten maximaal kan benutten.
Uitdaging en Kansen (Sectie 2) Voordat we het besturingssysteem bespreken en evalueren, inventariseren we eerst de probleemruimte. Klassieke
besturingssystemen zijn ontworpen met het oog op stricte scheiding van meerdere
gebruikers en efficient gebruik van de kostbare processor. Op moderne systemen en voor netwerk applicaties is de processor vaak niet langer het kostbaarste onderdeel en nu systemen betaalbaar genoeg zijn om in onze broekzak
te dragen moet beveiliging naar buiten kijken. Stricte isolatie en focus op
processor-intensieve taken belemmeren netwerk applicaties.
Een herweging van prioriteiten vraagt om een flexibeler besturingssysteem dat uitvoering van taken kan specialiseren aan de computersystemen
van vandaag en morgen. Vereist is een systeem dat (1) basisoperaties (primitieven) voor deze klasse van ’stromende I/O’ applicaties zo goedkoop mogelijk maakt in termen van systeem belasting en (2) functionele operaties
(e.g., video decodering) uitvoert op de meest geschikte plek, welke verandert
al naar gelang de beschikbaarheid van video acceleratie, versleutelings acceleratie, aantal en type processoren, om maar een paar voorbeelden van heterogeniteit te geven. Omdat deze kenmerken niet bekend zijn wanneer applicaties worden ontworpen, moet de adaptatie plaatsvinden bij de gebruiker.
Omdat handmatig aanpassen van elke applicatie tijdrovend is en de taak te
complex voor niet-experts, biedt automatisering van deze optimalisatie een
uitkomst. Voorafgaand aan dit onderzoek waren het open vragen of een sys-
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teem zelfstandig naar de meest efficiente (of praktisch voldoende) oplossing
toe kan redeneren voor een breed scala aan applicaties en, als dit het geval is,
of de extra rekenkosten voldoende gering zijn.
Deze thesis introduceert het concept van applicatie taillering (application
tailoring): optimalisatie van programmastructuur door het besturingssysteem
om deze optimaal gebruik te laten maken van het beschikbare computer systeem. Het past het concept toe op stromende I/O applicaties zoals netwerk
taken en multimedia. Het beschrijft een implementatie van applicatie getailleerd
I/O in het Streamline software pakket: een set wijzigingen ten opzichte van
het Linux besturingssysteem die hogere bandbreedtes mogelijk maken op
een scala aan systemen. We presenteren eerst het systeem en evalueren het
daarna, onder meer door het direct tegenover Linux te zetten voor een aantal
representatieve applicaties.
Applicatie Interface (Sectie 3) Stromende I/O applicaties kennen een
bewezen model voor interactie met de buitenwereld (interface) in Unix ’pijplijnen’: aaneenrijgingen van functies door middel van communicatie leidingen. Unix is het meest succesvolle besturingssysteem, gemeten naar het
aantal implementaties, leeftijd en populariteit in kritieke diesten. Pijplijnen
en andere Unix abstracties zijn daardoor algemeen bekend. Omwille van de
bekendheid en nog meer om de achterliggende reden van de bekendheid (elegantie door eenvoud) blijft Streamline zo dicht mogelijk bij dit model. Om
meer applicaties efficient te kunnen ondersteuen breidt het het model uit
met onder meer parallelisme en Boolse operaties. Pijplijnen breken applicaties op in kleinere componenten, wat het mogelijk maakt de ’installatie’
aan te passen aan het onderliggende computersysteem. In lijn met de bekende Unix principes van herbruikbaarheid en ‘alles is een document’ presenteert een tweede interface, PipesFS, de communicatie tijdens het uitvoeren
als een Unix bestands- systeem. Bovenop deze twee zijn andere veelgebruikte
interfaces geimplementeerd, zodat Streamline een groot aantal bestaande
applicaties kan versnellen zonder hen te veranderen. Onderhuids versnelt
Streamline I/O door de primitieven (functies en leidingen) in het programmeermodel efficienter te implementeren dan tot nog toe gebruikelijk is in
Unix en door de samengestelde structuur zo te plaatsen op de beschikbare
computersystemen, dat de totale doorvoersnelheid maximaal is. We splitsen de implementatie in drie delen: communicatie primitieven, computatie
primitieven en een optimalisatie & controle systeem.
Communicatie (Hoofdstuk 4) Een triviale implementatie van de functionele pijplijn structuur kopieërt data iedere keer dat het van filter naar filter
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verplaats moet worden. Streamline vermindert de basiskosten van communicatie, door deze klassieke pijplijn structuur te vervangen door een implementatie met gedeelde data. Op moderne computersystemen met gedeelde
cache geheugens kunnen minstens drie maal hogere snelheden bereikt worden, wanneer steeds dezelfde data uit snel cache geheugen herbruikt kan
worden (Sectie 4.5). Dit gegeven, gekoppeld met het inzicht dat stromende
I/O applicaties data enkel sequentieel aanraken, leidt tot een een model van
gedeelde stapels (stacks), welke in de praktijk als ringen worden geimplementeerd om synchronisatie kosten te beperken. Streamline verfijnt het ring
model met ring groepen en indexringen, om het mogelijk maken om gegevenstromen delen met geselecteerde partners. Verder splits Streamline de ring
interface van zijn implementatie, zodat verschillende implementaties toegespits kunnen worden op specifieke data patronen. Dit complexe communicatie netwerk spant tussen applicaties, besturingssysteem kern en randapparatuur, maar de complexiteit is onzichtbaar voor de eindgebruiker, omdat stromen de eenvoudige Unix bestandsinterface tonen, ongeacht hun onderliggende implementatie.
Computatie (Hoofdstuk 5) In een klassieke Unix omgeving zijn filters
geisoleerde besturingssysteem processen; Streamline vervangt dit model door
een waar filters minder geisoleerd zijn, om de basiskost voor het aanroepen
van een filter met een factor 100 te verminderen (Sectie 5.2). Belangrijker is
dat het ook de besturingssysteem kern en randapparatuur programmeerbaar
zijn gemaakt doordat deze bepertere filters in die omgevingen uitgevoerd
kunnen worden, waardoor het Unix programmeer model toepasbaar wordt
op tot dusver onbereikbare domeinen, in het bijzonder voor netwerk operaties.
Optimalizatie (Hoofdstuk 6) voor filter in de pijpleiding moet nu een
executie omgeving gevonden worden. Waar de klassieke implementatie altijd
een systeemproces gebruikt, heeft Streamline voor sommige filters de keuze
tussen randapparatuur, systeemkern of applicatie proces. Op parallele systemen neemt de keuze nog verder toe. Streamline gebruikt kennis van de applicatie en het onderliggende systeem om elke keer die keuze te maken, die
de globale doorvoersnelheid maximaliseerd. Hiervoor kent het twee algoritmen. De eerste is een gretige strategie die op heuristieken vertrouwt. In de
praktijk blijkt deze methode oplossingen te kiezen die vergelijkbaar zijn met
die van (veel duurdere en langzamere) domein experts – maar enkel zolang
de applicaties binnen een nauw domein vallen. Als alternatief hebben we
in deze thesis ook een combinatorisch optimalisatiemodel ontwikkeld welke
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een gegarandeerd optimale oplossing kan gegeneren (als we aannemen dat
de invoerwaarden voor het model nauwkeurig zijn). Experimenten laten zien
dat deze methode de optimale keuzes maakt voor een wijdere, want minder strict begrensde, set applicaties (Sectie 7.4). Een belangrijk gegeven voor
praktisch toepasbaarheid in computer applicaties is de uitkomst dat deze optimalisatie stap slechts honderdsten van seconden kost voor veel voorkomende
applicaties, een te verwaarlozen kostfactor voor langlopende applicaties.
De implementatie kort samenvattend, stellen we dat Streamline het bewezen Unix programmeermodel toegankelijk maakt voor applicaties die toegang tot systeem kern en randapparatuur vereisen, door de basiskost van
zowel communicatie als computatie te verminderen en deze omgevingen naadloos te verenigen onder (een lichte variatie op) de bestaande Unix interfaces.
Zelf-optimalisatie verbergt de onderliggende complexiteit, zonder dat dit leidt
tot een verminderde efficientie ten opzichte van domein experts. We bereiken
dit doel zonder concessies te doen aan veiligheid. Streamline ondersteunt het
Unix beveiligingsmodel volledig. Uniek is echter dat het ook toestaat in specifieke gevallen de controle te verminderen, daar waar dit zoner gevaren op
te leveren hoge bandbreedtes mogelijk maakt. We hebben diverse praktische
scenarios getoond waarin dit het geval is, zoals netwerk servers.
Evaluatie (Hoofdstuk 7) Om onafhankelijke implementatie keuzes te
onderbouwen hebben we al aan diverse experimenten gerefereerd. De totale bruikbaarheid van het systeem kunnen we echter enkel aantonen door
vergelijking op applicatie niveau. Een vergelijking van een breed geselecteerde
applicatie set tussen Streamline en Linux geeft aan dat besparing in systeemtijd
per data eenheid van 40% (vaak) to 900% (in uitzonderlijke gevallen) haalbaar
is – zelfs voor bestaande applicaties die lang niet alle voordelen van Streamline kunnen gebruiken. De waarde van een eenvoudig geintegreed programmeermodel voor het hele computersysteem is niet kwantitatief meetbaar. Meerdere
uitgewerkte applicaties staven de toepasbaarheid en efficientie van dit model.
Als laatste meten we de kwaliteit van zelf-optimalizaties die het systeem maakt
door deze te vergelijken met de keuzes van een domein expert. Voor meerdere
applicatie typen zien we dat het systeem de ideale oplossing kiest binnen in
tijdspanne van hondersten van seconden.
Conclusie Het doel van deze thesis was het consistent leveren van hoge
bandbreedte aan een veelzijdige groep stromende I/O applicaties op wijde
variaties aan computer systemen. Als strategie om dit doel te bereiken kozen
we applicatie aanpassing aan het te gebruiken computersysteem door het
besturingssysteem (applicatie taillering). Om te verifieren dat deze methode
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toepasbaar is dienden we te demonstreren dat (1) een enkel programmeermodel alle beoogde applicaties kan beschrijven, (2) het systeem op basis van
dit model zelf de applicatie en systeem structuur kan analyseren en (3) het
hierdoor consistent tot implementaties komt die efficient en idealiter zelfs
bewijsbaar optimaal zijn. We hebben het Streamline software pakket ontworpen en getest met een verscheidenheid aan applicaties. Uit evaluaties
kunnen we concluderen dat (1) de efficientere implementatie in Streamline
van bestaande I/O primitieven alleen al leidt tot een hogere efficientie dan de
huidige praktijk; dat (2) voor stromende I/O applicaties efficient gebruik van
heterogenene systemen bereikt kan worden zonder expliciete aanwijzingen
van een externe expert en dat (3) de kosten van deze zelf-inspectie binnen
dit domein niet significant zijn, waardoor de methode in de praktijk toepasbaar is. Het Streamline software pakket is publiek beschikbaar en wordt momenteel toegepast door externe ontwikkelaars van netwerk applicaties.
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APPENDIX

Computer System Evolution
Thanks to unabated advances in semiconductor fabrication, computer systems have evolved rapidly in the fifty years since their inception, both in
terms of power and architectural complexity. Miniaturization and the resultant leap in raw processing power is undoubtedly the most influential change,
having sparked new applications at every step and so propelled computing
into every corner of society. The accelerated growth in semiconductor density is colloquially portrayed as a natural progression. So natural even, that
it has been given its own “law”, which states that transistor density doubles
every two years [Moo00]. Moore’s law obscures, however, that this advance
is a human pursuit and each improvement requires significant, and increasing [Fit08, Ley97], research enterprise. It also masks the fact that practical
growth rate is subject to outside influences such as economics – of, say, power
consumption – and technology beyond semiconductors. Computer systems
are built from distinct parts such as microprocessors, main memory, persistent storage, communications interfaces, etcetera, each of which improves at
its own rate and not necessarily gradually. As a result, relative component
performance – a broad term that we will qualify shortly – varies over time.
Shifts in the performance balance impacts users as their applications hit
different bottlenecks. To squeeze out maximal performance, an application
must balance demand for the various components. Sweeping optimization of
an application to a specific computer system is uneconomical for most software, however. It reduces portability between systems while, with rapidly developing hardware, software porting is the most promising strategy for achiev207
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ing long term high performance. Instead, developers rely on a software layer
between applications and physical resources, the operating system (OS), to
abstract said resources to maintain portability, and to do so at minimal cost.
The OS must try to balance the goals of extracting maximal performance on a
wide range of computer systems and requesting minimal to no involvement
from application software. In the worst case, legacy operating system design
can exacerbate performance bottlenecks and artificially reduce application
throughput by orders of magnitude [HHL+ 97]. To avoid such situations, operating system design itself needs to adapt in concert with the underlying
hardware.
This appendix examines the effects of ongoing computer architecture developments on the prominent class of streaming I/O applications. We plot
the recent history of hardware evolution and extrapolate to the near future
(based on industry predictions), to be able to understand why the scaling of
application performance with Moore’s Law is increasingly unlikely with the
present system abstractions.
Effortless application scaling with Moore’s law has effectively ended as a
result of four closely related developments in computer architectures. More
and more applications are hitting what has become known as the “Memory
Wall” [WM95]. At the same time, sequential applications see performance
growth stalling as processor development moves from clock frequency scaling to on-chip parallelism. Mass parallelism is beginning to spark core heterogeneity [ABC+ 06a, LBKH07] and as a result processor diversity.

A.1 The Memory Wall
Modern computer systems are stored-program machines of the Von Neumann design [vN45]. Many kinds of I/O devices can be attached, but logically all systems operate as a pair of basic blocks: a general purpose processor plus external storage, interconnected through a single channel that
has come to be known as the Von Neumann bottleneck (VNB) [Bac78]. Both
blocks have physical limits. Depending on which threshold an application
hits first, it is classified as either CPU- or I/O bound. In the first case processing power is the main factor holding back performance. If this is the case,
replacing the current CPU with a faster processor will decrease processing
time. The second identifies data access as the main obstruction: I/O bound
applications request more data than can fit through the VNB, causing the
processor to wait idly on data for most of the time. For such applications,
introducing a faster processor will have little or no effect on performance. Instead, in these cases the VNB will have to be replaced or widened. Alternate
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architectures to the stored-program have been proposed, most notably the
split-memory Harvard architecture popularly known from the era of punch
card programs 1 and the instruction-level massively parallel dataflow architecture [Vee86]. Both are in use today in special purpose or constrained devices, such as DSPs and microcontrollers, and both have arguably influenced
modern CPU design in the form of split-level caches and out of order execution. Neither has upset the dominant architecture, however, or the VNB
that accompanies it. We are not concerned here with the reasons for the
current situation, but only observe that notwithstanding discovery of a completely novel design, development effort has moved from replacing the VNB
to reducing its position as Achilles’ heel of the stored-program architecture.
Historically, memory access latency and throughput have grown at a lower
rate than memory density or processor performance [McK04]. As this performance discrepancy continues to widen, an increasing number of applications’ bottlenecks gravitate towards the VNB, a process that cultivates in “hitting the Memory Wall” [WM95]: having application performance scale only
with improvements in memory latency.
The introduction of caches has reduced contention on main memory for
applications with high temporal locality. Caches are faster, smaller memories
in the path from processor to main memory that retain recently used data
and instructions for faster recall on subsequent access. As a temporal recollection strategy offers little respite for applications with large, random or nonoverlapping working sets, a well known performance optimization method is
to program applications so that their data access matches cache design as
much as possible. This heuristic is increasingly difficult to apply, however.
Modern layered memory systems insert arrays of caches between CPU and
memory, each of which trades off reduced throughput for greater size over its
predecessor, to maximize combined cost effectiveness. Because caches are
functionally transparent, changes in memory system design do not jeopardize portability. As a result, variation is high, even within single processor
families. Expanding memory system complexity and diversity gives rise to
the paradoxical situation that cache awareness is at the same time increasingly indispensable and unattainable.
Purely computational applications are not the only ones gravitating towards the memory system bottleneck. Even though the core computer architecture consists of only two components, computation is not performed in
a vacuum. Most applications need to interact with external devices to perform their task. The third class of principal computer components, therefore, is that of input and output, or I/O, devices. Since computation is per1 see for example Hennessy and Patterson [HP96], p.55
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Figure A.1: The Von Neumann Bottleneck connects the principal components

formed only on the CPU (in principle), I/O devices share the storage side
of the Von Neumann bottleneck with memory. Figure A.1 shows the three
components with VNB in the middle. Besides human interfaces such as keyboards and mice, which have hit the “cerebral wall” years ago, the principal
I/O devices are storage devices, high fidelity peripheral (e.g., video and audio) interfaces and communication networks. Disk bound applications have
working sets that exceed even main memory and must therefore block on the
much slower disk interface. With keyboard and mouse constrained by the
cerebral wall, most notable peripheral interfaces from a performance point
of view are SCSI, Firewire and USB, which are increasingly alike network interfaces such as Ethernet. Applications waiting on these I/O bottlenecks are
not memory bound.
The memory bound class grows quickly as microprocessor performance
expands more rapidly. As the discussion of peripheral I/O demonstrates, the
gravitation towards memory as most significant bottleneck cannot only be
due to the disparate growthrates in CPU and memory latency, however. Figure A.2 plots, in logarithmic scale, the relative performance growth curves of
four common computer components against Moore’s law and an even steeper
doubling per 18 months growth curve. We show the second curve because,
one, it is often erroneously thought to be the rate of Moore’s law and, two, it
is in reality the historical combined growthrate of transistor density and frequency scaling [Int] (which explains why it is frequently confused with Gordon Moore’s original prediction). Datapoints are grouped by component:
CPU, memory, disk and networking. The CPU figure shows that, indeed,
clockrate and transistor density scale with Moore’s law and resultant application performance with the 18-month curve. Networks have grown even faster,
causing the class of network-bound tasks to dwindle: bandwidth growth of
widely used Ethernet outstripped even the 18-month cycle. We should add,
however, that it appears that growth is slowing. This is most likely not due
to technical concerns, as optical transmission at much higher rates has been
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Figure A.2: Growth rates of various computer components

demonstrated (e.g., Alcatel-Lucent’s 25.6 Tb/s over 80 km in 2007 [GCT+ 08]),
but due to limited practical incentive. Network growth contrasts with disk
trends, where we see that platter density grows at least as fast as transistor
density, but bandwidth and latency scale much slower. The only exception
is a spike in SCSI clockrate that results from a one-time move from parallel
to serial technology – this is certainly not representative. Applications that
perform much disk I/O must become increasingly disk bound, then. Peripheral interfaces such as PCI and USB are absent from the figure; these stopped
posing a bottleneck when parallel, shared media PCI was replaced with more
scalable serial serial point-to-point interconnects in similar fashion to the
SCSI example. In essence, all current interconnects share the serial channel
design that is also used in fast inter-CPU interconnects, therefore all can in
principle scale at the same rate. On-chip I/O interfaces (as found in the Sun
UltraSPARC T2) go one step further and completely remove the system bus
from the path between CPU and peripheral data. This leaves only main memory, shown in the fourth plot in Figure A.2. Here, we see that throughput certainly scales slower than Moore’s law, but that it still significantly outperforms
latency as measured in clockrate. We will shortly discuss why this discrepancy
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matters. The principal point we want to take from this figure now, however, is
that all applications gravitate towards being memory bound. Even previously
disk bound applications increasingly hit memory stalls as solid state drives
increase disk performance over magnetic storage by up to orders of magnitude and as main memory itself accommodates ever larger working sets because its density grows with Moore’s Law. All these trends increase the push
towards memory contention as the main issue in I/O processing.

A.2 Parallelism, Heterogeneity and Diversity
Another, more recent, development in computer hardware is the end of processor frequency scaling in harmony with miniaturization 2 . This bedrock of
computing ensured automatic speed increases in CPU-bound applications
on newer generation processors of the same design, but the associated costs
(increasing power consumption and associated heat dissipation, current leakage at nanometer scale exacerbating these issues and the memory wall reducing practical effectiveness [Int05]) became unacceptable. Parallelism on chip,
including using heterogeneous parts, has replaced frequency scaling. CPU
ranges that differ in number and type of cores also introduces widespread
diversity where single core and single ISA were the norm for decades.
Processor Parallelism Frequency scaling should not be confused with
Moore’s Law. Doubling of transistor rate per 24 months continues. The two
are related only in that manufacturing scale determines maximal achievable
signaling rate, i.e., frequency. In the past the total room was exploited to maximize rate, but because power consumption scales linearly with frequency,
this concomitantly increased energy cost and heat dissipation. Still, frequency
became such a marketable feature that increasing it became a cause in itself.
This trend, disparagingly known as the Megahertz Myth [Pog00, Fis04b], introduced architectural devices that seemingly had no other purpose than to
enable higher rates. One specific method is to break up tasks into ever smaller
subtasks and handle only a few subtasks per cycle. This is an overly simplified
picture of instruction pipelining, which executes subtasks from multiple tasks
in parallel for other reasons and is a common feature on CPUs. The most extreme example of pipelining, however, could be observed in the Intel Prescott
architecture, which increased the length of the pipeline to 31 steps. This processor proved to be the last of its lineage (the otherwise successful Pentium 4).
It was generally believed and tepidly acknowledged at the time [Fly04, Fis04a]
2 as publicly stated by the global market leader in semiconductor manufacturing, In-

tel [Int05]
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that this was caused by other designs clearly showing higher application performance while operating at significantly lower rates.
Now, the entire semiconductor industry changed goals from maximizing
performance above all else to maximizing performance as a ratio of cost (expressed in Watts). The alternative performance scaling path that the semiconductor industry has embarked on to increase performance per watt is onchip parallelization. By increasing the number of parallel ’logical’ processors,
or cores, on a chip, more real-world performance can be reached without requiring higher clock rates, deeper pipelines or other complicated architectural features within the processor. The main problem with this approach is
that this method offers limited performance improvement without changes
to the software system — changes that are not easy. The majority of existing applications are programmed as sequential processes and parallel programming is considered complex and error-prone. Major research efforts are
underway to find algorithms that scale efficiently (i.e., near linearly) to hundreds of cores and that can perform the tasks we program sequentially today [Pat07, OH05].

Processor Heterogeneity Mass parallelization clears the path for a secondary development. Special purpose logic can execute specific tasks much
more efficiently than a general purpose CPU. On uniprocessors, ISA extensions to speed up multimedia and encryption are common(Intel MMX, SSE,
Motorola/IBM AltiVec). To maintain the illusion of a sequential machine,
uniprocessors hide all functional units (the aforementioned along with more
common arithmetic logic units and floating point units) behind a single instruction stream and must perform costly instruction reordering and superscalar execution to extract instruction level parallelism and maintain high efficiency. As multicore architectures by design expose thread level parallelism,
maintaining the illusion within processor cores is no longer justified (nor is
the expensive out-of-order control logic). Exposing all parallel hardware directly is therefore an increasingly reasonable strategy as thread level parallelism increases. The success of independent graphics processors (or GPUs)
– themselves embedding tens of simple cores – in the last decade lends further credence to this view. In certain specialized markets heterogeneous multicore processors have already long been commonplace. Besides a control
core, network processors (NPUs) commonly embed cores optimized for high
rate packet processing and pattern matching, for instance, and form a midway point between (slow, powerful) CPUs and (fast, inflexible) ASICs. With
more and more cores on a single die, it is not illogical to expect that some of
these will be special purpose also on server, workstation and mobile device
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microprocessors. Indeed, the Cell, as the CPU for the Sony PlayStation 3, was
the first mainstream heterogeneous multicore processor, but all major manufacturers have integrated or have plans to integrate special purpose logic
such as programmable graphics/SIMD cores (AMD Fusion), network interfaces (Sun Niagara T2) and encryption assists (Via C7). Because specialized
resources can process up to orders of magnitude faster than equivalent software running on a general-purpose microprocessor, they must be employed
when available. Resource control is handled by the operating system, whose
task it is to securely and fairly multiplex available hardware to all users and
applications. Current operating systems limit special purpose logic support
to a handful of hardwired tasks such as TCP checksumming. Not even GPU
resources are centrally managed, let alone more exotic units (encryption, FGPAs).

Processor Diversity Contrary to frequency scaling, parallelism and heterogeneity usher in a kind of processor diversity to which applications cannot gratuitously stay oblivious. The power of popular ISAs has always been
that the exact same program will execute with a similar efficiency (not to be
confused with similar performance) on many subsequent generations of the
same processor line. Parallelism and heterogeneity, in contrast, demand active software support – which is currently sorely absent. To execute efficiently
on a broad array of possible core arrangements, applications need to identify
which parts of their execution best fit which cores and which parts can be
executed safely in parallel. Chip diversity will make it impossible to decide
at compile time (i.e., at the software developer’s desk) which part of an application can be offloaded to a special purpose core. At runtime (i.e., on the
user’s machine), this choice can be made, but current operating systems are
not capable of offloading in a generic fashion. Future operating systems, on
the other hand, will have to perform introspection to learn which functional
units are available and which tasks would be a fitting workload.
Diversity not only concerns computational logic. As the number of possible core arrangements multiply, so do the compositions of the interconnecting fabric. Current multicore processors (e.g., the Intel Core 2 and Core i7
architectures) implement a hierarchical topology, where cores are the leaves
of a tree connected to increasingly few, increasingly slow, increasingly large
memories. Figure A.3 shows one example. This is not to say that the tree is the
only topology: The Cell implements a double ring, for instance. In multiprocessors, tree topologies are commonly replaced with forests, where each processor is directly connected to local DRAM (so called non uniform memory
access, or NUMA). Nor do all processors share the same basic blocks. Caches
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Figure A.3: Example memory hierarchy: Intel Core 2 Xeon E7440

range widely in size, line size, associativity and other design decisions. Memory system topology is of particular interest to applications hitting the Memory Wall, as effective cache utilization reduces pressure on the main memory
bus. As in the case of parallelism and heterogeneity, memory system diversity causes variation in execution efficiency of the exact same application on
a range of processors. Maintaining uniformly high efficiency across a range
of memory system architectures requires active involvement on the part of
the application, system scheduler and/or memory management system.
More than the sum of the parts Parallelization, specialization and diversity each reinforce the memory bus bottleneck. Transistor count continues to grow at a higher rate than memory speed as Moore’s Law continues.
Parallelization reduces temporal locality of execution as multiple processes
compete for the same memory bus and as a result interleave their memory
requests. Competition causes inefficiency, because memory bus throughput
is factors lower for random than for sequential access. Many specific reasons
contribute, but all stem from the basis that simple patterns are more predictable. For instance, contrary to its name, Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) gives up to an order higher throughput on long-lived (‘burst’) re-
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quests, where round-trip latency to transfer addresses across the memory bus
can be amortized. As a result, the worst case scenario is to have requests compete for the shared memory system, in which case no processor can reach
burst performance. The chance of such thrashing occurring increases with
the number of cores and is aggravated by on-chip heterogeneity if ‘dumb’
cores lack transparent caches.
At the same time, parallelization and heterogeneity permit much higher
effective operations per second than can be achieved on a single microprocessor, if the various processors cooperate to minimize contention on the
memory system. This can be achieved, for instance, by executing formerly
sequential operations that access the same data in parallel, and by coordination execution to remain in lock step, so that data is accessed from a shared
on-chip cache. Coordinating operation is the responsibility of the software
system. It is a difficult task, especially if portability across systems with different caches and processor arrangements is required.

APPENDIX

Automation Algorithms
This appendix evaluates optimization algorithms to provide a background
to solver selection in Streamline. The discussion is largely independent of
present Streamline: it clarifies options not just for application tailoring as discussed in the thesis, but also for later revisions and wholly different adaptive
systems. Understanding of the option space is needed, because optimization models are perpetually amenable to refinement and even relatively minor changes to a model may cause it to fall outside a specific problem class,
necessitating the replacement of the solver algorithm. We treat this topic in
such detail because, even though decision support is fairly novel in systems
design today, we expect it to become increasingly commonplace.

B.1 Search Algorithms
Optimization is in essence a search problem. The difficulty lies in modeling
the problem domain so that a feasible solution can be found within a reasonable timespan. Algorithms can be judged, then, by two selection criteria:
quality, in the form of result optimality or bounded distance from optimality, and cost, measured as space and time complexity. Unless in the gigabyte
range, we are not concerned about space complexity. Because online operation is envisioned, time complexity is significant, on the other hand. It is
discussed in the context of Streamline in Section 6.3.
This section identifies common search algorithms and evaluates them in
terms of quality and performance. To render the exposition accessible, it
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takes the form of a narrative running from intuitive methods to more formalized, tractable and practical approaches. This overview is strictly a work of
synthesis: it does not include any research on our part. It omits experimental
or hybrid solutions. More critically, it also excludes string, list, tree and adversarial search algorithms, because these clearly do not match the problem
structure of application tailoring.
Random Search The most trivial search strategy is repeated random selection. This algorithm, commonly known as a Monte Carlo approach, makes
no assumptions on the problem domain. It is extremely robust. The downside to this is that it is also exceptionally inefficient: even recurrent testing of
the same option is a possibility. For this algorithm the two sides of the coin
are exceptionally well clear. Before we move on to other, “smarter”, alternatives, though, it is important to mention that this trade-off always exists. In
other words, "there is no free lunch in optimization" [WM97]. This restriction
does not mean that all algorithms are equal when it comes to a given problem, on the contrary. It means that a model builder must understand what
kind of structure (pattern) a problem exposes and which solver is most fit to
exploit it.
Greedy Search A Monte Carlo strategy never removes candidates from
the search space. At the opposite end of the spectrum we find a search strategy that always selects the first feasible solution. First fit, or greedy, selection
trivially prunes the candidate space. For problems with multiple choices,
such as path finding, greedy selection prunes the search space by treating
each choice as independent, even if choosing one option at choice t n constrains the option space at the next step t n+1 . It can be trivially shown that
greedy approaches can result in suboptimal solutions. Take, for instance, the
network in Figure B.1. An algorithm that selects the absolute cheapest outgoing arc at each vertex (a greedy selection criterion), will never select the arc
with a higher cost, even though in the figure this is the only arc that will reach
the destination.
The principal advantage of greedy selection is that it is cheap, both in
space and time. By definition no global state is kept across choices and no
computation is spent on balancing choices. The main drawback, however, is
the potential convergence to a suboptimal solution. This is not to say that
all greedy algorithms fail to find an optimum consistently. The famous Dijkstra shortest-path algorithm [Dij59] (SPA) is an example greedy algorithm
that invariably finds the optimal solution. The algorithm is greedy in that
at each step it adds the minimally distant not previously visited vertex to its
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Figure B.1: A network where the shortest arc path traversal strategy fails

set of visited edges. This recurring selection criterion never reduces solution
quality, frequently improves it and is known to converge on the best solution
at far lower time complexity than random search on average. Its optimality
is well known and presented elsewhere [Dij59]. In general, greedy search will
return a global optimum if each locally selected optimum is part of this global
optimum. If this is the case, the problem is said to have “optimal substructure” [CLRS01].
It is not certain that optimal strategies of the kind seen in SPA can be
found – let alone proven – for arbitrary problems. Instead, greedy selection
is often based on rules of thumb, or heuristics. Such strategies may converge
on the optimal solution; for a heuristic to be worth anything it should indeed frequently find the optimum. Nevertheless, the optimality or distance
to optimality of a solution generated with heuristics can in general not be established with certainty.
This is not to say that heuristics are not valuable tools, only that used together with greedy search, the combination of early pruning and common
sense knowledge can discard good (even optimal) configurations prematurely.
Heuristics can be used safely even in the search for optimality. As they direct the search, heuristics can reduce an algorithm’s average time complexity.
The A* algorithm [HNR72] is a generalization of the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm (SPA), where search is directed through an estimate of distance to
the goal: a heuristic. Contrary to many heuristic-based searches, however,
A* and SPA have been shown to be complete algorithms: algorithms that are
guaranteed to find the optimal solution.
Logic Programming A more rigid approach to decision making is to encode domain specific ‘expert’ knowledge in a form that allows synthesis and
consultation by a general purpose solver. To automatically derive knowledge
from the base set, such expert systems must be rooted in a form of formal reasoning. Traditionally, they use deduction to derive relevant statements from
a manually supplied set of base facts and relations: the expert knowledge. If
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the knowledge base implements a model of an external environment, the approach is also known as model-based reasoning. A common approach is to
take the Prolog logic programming language [Kow74] as starting point for the
reasoner, or inference engine. In this language, facts and rules are written using human readable labels. As a result, logic programming in Prolog has the
appealing quality that facts, rules and even deductions are easily comprehensible. For instance, the following clause states that a path exists between two
vertices in a digraph if an arc exists between the two vertices:

path(Graph,From, To):- ar (Graph, From, To).
As basis for deduction, Prolog implements a Turing complete subset of
first order predicate logic. Experts encode their domain knowledge in Horn
clauses, disjunction of truth statements with at most a single positive atomic
statement (a ‘literal’), e.g., ¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c, which is logically equivalent to (a ∧
b) → c. Besides rules, the logic can encode simple facts (e.g., d ) and goals.
If we want to prove c, for instance, the negated goal ¬a ∨ ¬b must be false
for all combinations of a and b. In this sentence the statement “for all” hints
at the universal quantifier ∀ that is present in (first-order) predicate logic,
but absent from proposition logic. For automated reasoning, Horn clauses
hold the attractive property that they are compositional, i.e, the resolution of
two Horn clauses will always generate another Horn clause. Conversely, each
goal clause can be rewritten to give another (set of ) clauses that must hold.
Reasoning through such resolution can take two forms: forward chaining is
a data driven method that expands the base set of clauses into all its logical
consequences. Backward chaining is its goal driven inverse, which takes a
goal and tries to establish its truth value by recursively resolving the clauses
on which it depends.
From the discussion of chaining operations we can see that logic programming cannot – or not efficiently – model numerical constraints. Incorporating this information in the model is essential to optimize such optimization problems as application tailored I/O. Constraint logic programming [JL87]
extends inference to include numerical (in)equalities. In CLP, it becomes possible to express, for instance, that a clause only holds subject to a given guard
statement, as in this example copied verbatim from the excellent introduction on CLP by Frühwirth [FHKL92], where the righthand constraint limits
when the lefthand relationship holds:

and(X, Y, Z) ⇔ X=0 | Z=0
For use in optimization, logic programming has two drawbacks. First, a
logic program does not define an objective function to minimize or maximize. Therefore a solver can only perform a first-fit search for a solution in
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the feasible region. If multiple solutions can satisfy a goal (if the feasible subspace of the search space is larger than a single point) the first solution that
converts the goal into a definite clause will be returned. Introduction of constraints does not change this behavior. For instance, when searching for a
path using the goal displayed above, the first returned value is not necessarily the shortest arc. The second well known issue surrounding expert systems
is that loosely structured knowledge bases easily results in a combinatorial
explosion of the search space. The creator of linear programming (to which
we turn our attention shortly), George Dantzig, remarked
“there were a large number of ad hoc ground rules issued ... Without such rules, there would have been, in most cases, an astronomical number of feasible solutions to choose from. Incidentally, ‘Expert System’ software which is very much in vogue today
makes use of this ad hoc ground rule approach.” [Dan02]
For a goal with two free literals M and N , the search space grows with
O(M ∗ N ). This is not problematic if each combination of the two literals
constitutes an admissible solution – in other words, when the feasible region
covers the search space. Few problems are so permissive, however. Ordering
facts in the database to be sure that some are tested before others can direct
search to spend more cycles on feasible solutions than on infeasible ones on
average. Solver behavior is generally not disclosed: logic programming is devised to be non-deterministic, even though the solver clearly is not. Prolog
developers must employ such tricks as ordered fact introduction to maintain
reasonable search time, but since search behavior is not specified and differs
between implementations, this approach of exploiting structure is fragile.
Exploiting Structure If the region of infeasible solutions is large, combinatorial state explosion needlessly increases search time complexity – unless
the search can be directed to avoid infeasible solutions as much as possible.
Note that staying completely within the feasible region is not necessarily the
preferred strategy. An optimum may lie at the frontier of the feasible region,
in which case search should be focused to the vicinity of this frontier, which
may include solutions on the infeasible side.
Application tailoring is a problem where many combinations are infeasible because they have no solution (e.g., matching a filter name to a space that
lacks a suitable implementation). The question when modeling this problem
then becomes what structure is inherent in the problem and which model
with accompanying solver will make most use of this knowledge of the problem domain. For this reason, we now review common structured problems
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with known solvers. The goal is to find a structure that matches the problem domain of application tailoring and for which a fast search algorithm is
known. In general, the more restrictive a structure is, the more efficient its
solver can be, since the restrictions on the feasible region result in fewer tests
outside this region. Basic datastructures, such as lists, trees and graphs are all
models with well known efficient search algorithms. Mapping a given problem on one of these models is an art, not a science; Section 6.3 will show the
implementation of application tailoring as example. That said, some structures can be easily discarded as too constricting. Throughout this dissertation
we have depicted requests and systems as digraphs. Mapping these spaces
onto lists or trees will not – at least not efficiently – convey all potential applications.

Dynamic Programming Divide and conquer is a three step structured
search process. One, the solution space S is split in subspaces S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n in
such a way that the union of the subspaces covers S – otherwise some parts
of S would not be reachable by the solver. Two, a solution is sought for each
subspace. Three, the solutions are combined to select an optimum.
Subspaces need not be disjoint. One example of overlap is where the same
structure returns multiple times. Then, extracting this recurrent S r once and
applying the result repeatedly (memoization) speeds up the search. Dynamic
programming [Bel66, Dre02] identifies repeating patterns in the search space
and reapplies the once calculated solution in each instance. The classic problem fit for dynamic programming is calculation of the recursively defined Fibonacci sequence, where each progressive number is defined as the sum of its
predecessors: x i = x i −1 + x i −2 with the special cases x 0 = x 1 = 0. Branch and
Bound [LD60] is an optimization algorithm that repeatedly splits (or ‘branches’)
for another purpose. It prunes the search space by discarding subspaces that
are unlikely or even impossible to contain the global optimum. For this purpose the method keeps a global cutoff threshold. This value may change as
progressively better solutions are found. In this discussion of greedy search,
we want to stress that B&B returns an approximate solution unless we can
be certain that the optimum will not be pruned. We will shortly see further
application of structure and especially of the branch and bound algorithm.
In application tailoring, subspaces are disjoint nor recurrent: The conflicts between optimization vectors indicate that options are interdependent
(Section 6.2.3) and we see little use for repeating (let alone recurrent) subgraphs in practical I/O. Dynamic programming and divide and conquer are
therefore not likely approaches for this problem.
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Combinatorial Optimization Graph matching is a discrete problem, which
takes us into the domain of combinatorial optimization. Many optimization
problems are combinatorial in nature. Some recur so often that they have become archetypical of whole class of similar situations, for instance the traveling salesman. As a result, these classical problems have received considerable research interest, which in many cases lead to the discovery of specialized solvers that outperform more general combinatorial methods such as exhaustive search or branch and bound. One promising approach to efficient
application tailoring, therefore, is to reduce the task to a classical problem.
We present a selection of intuitively promising candidates – it is infeasible to
list and explicitly discard all problems exhaustively here. The selection and
similar problems have been frequently presented in more detail elsewhere,
for instance by Dantzig and Thapa [DT03].

Classic Combinatorial Problems Application tailoring assigns one set of
resources to another. The assignment problem is a highly abstracted form of
this task, that can equally well be applied, for instance, to the scheduling of
airline crews to a fixed airline flight schedule. The problem with reduction to
an abstract problem is in handling specific constraints. For the flight schedule, it must be ensured that a crew can only fly one flight at a time, must take
off from where it landed, and must take a (flight time dependent) rest period
between flights. Application tailoring alternates selection of two types of resources (filters and streams) and supports stacking of one. These constraints
cannot be mapped perfectly onto the assignment problem.
Assignment is a special case of the transport problem, which concerns
itself with the movement of goods from a set of producers to a set of consumers. Each producer has a given production capacity, each consumer has
a demand and each arc from producer to consumer has a cost factor associated with the transport of a single item of goods. The transport problem is
devise a transport schedule that satisfies consumer demand at minimizing
transport cost. If we model streams as arcs and filters as vertices, application
tailoring begins to resemble transport. Missing, however, are intermediate
nodes between data producers and consumers. The transshipment problem
is a more generic variant of transport that models such intermediate vertices
and allows arbitrary arcs between vertices (non-existent arcs are expressed
as having infinite cost). Quite a few application tailoring application can be
expressed as transshipment problems. The model is not generic, enough,
however, to model data manipulation. Many models from classical decision
theory, including transshipment, reason about discrete amounts of goods. In
computer systems, binary data can be duplicated, split and modified at will.
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In application tailoring, we see that streams can be duplicated among all outgoing arcs (fan-out) or split (edge classification). This behavior clashes with
the transshipment use of arcs, where arc selection represents choice among
shipment options. Filters can also modify blocks and reorder streams. A necessary constraint in transshipment is flow conservation. At each vertex the
aggregate input must equal the aggregate output. This constraint will not
hold if data modification is modeled. An extension of transshipment that introduces gain/loss factors at the vertices can model such data manipulation.
Because factors are static, however, this will result in the modeling of aggregate behavior: a stochastic network. Also, cost is always proportional to the
number of shipped goods; static cost (i.e., for arc setup) cannot be modeled.
Finally, basic transshipment does not model different types of streams. The
multicommodity extension models networks that transport multiple types of
goods. It replaces the single cost per arc with a vector holding cost for each
type of commodity.
Transshipment is a slightly relaxed version of the general minimum cost
flow problem. In this model, each arc in the transshipment network holds a
capacity C i j (and optionally a similar lower bound). Min-cost is one of three
standard network flow optimization problems. The other two are maximum
flow and minimum cost maximum flow. Informally, min-cost aims to maximize efficiency, max-flow to maximize used capacity. Min-cost-max-flow
searches for the minimum cost alternative at the maximum flow. Application tailoring typically aims to maximize potential throughput of an application network. It cannot control input, but aims to maximize output data
rate given a fixed input rate. The max flow min cut theorem states that the
maximum flow through a network, where a network is a digraph with capacities set on all arcs, is equal to the total capacity of its minimal cut, where a
cut is (informally) a set of arcs that when removed results in an unconnected
network. In application tailoring, this statement corresponds to saying that
maximum throughput is equivalent to throughput of the bottleneck. Application tailoring is a min-cost-max-flow problem with a task-specific set of constraints. Besides those mentioned before (alternating elements, gains, data
duplication and - split), application tailoring has varying data rate (in bytes
and blocks) and uncertain costs associated with filters and streams. For this
reason, we must yet again look at a more general model.

Math Programming All network flow problems – and application tailoring – are exercises in resource planning. A generic planning method originated from research into the automation of military logistic program generation [Dan02]. Linear programming (LP) subsumes all presented network
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Figure B.2: Some Classic Combinatorial Problems and their Relations

problems and can solve problems with more complex constraints. In LP, a
problem is described in terms of a set of linear (in)equalities between variable
vector x = x 1 , ..., x n . Any combination of values that satisfies all constraints is
a feasible solution. Solutions are ranked through an explicit (again linear)
objective function over vector x. The ingenuity of LP is that it enables expedient resolution of the optimal solution by exploiting invariants of the linear
solution space.
Let us look at a simple example. Say that a hotel has three rooms, the
last two of which can be combined to form a suite. Given four reservation
requests, three for a single room and one for the combined suite, we want
to calculate the room allocation that maximizes our income. For this simple
example, we can immediately see that the only free choice is whether to rent
three singles or one single and one double. As the number and types of rooms
grows the solution may no longer be so apparent, however. The problem can
be described using the following set of constraints, where we introduce the
binary decision variables x 1 , x 2 and x 3 that decide whether or not to allocate
a room and x 23 that expresses whether to allocate the suite.
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x 2 + x 23 ≤ 1 (we can rent room 2 or the suite)
x 3 + x 23 ≤ 1 (we can rent room 3 or the suite)
In this set of constraints, each variable can be either 0 or 1, denoting occupied
or available. In LP, inequalities are usually written more concisely in matrix
form Ax ≤ b, giving
 
x1
· ¸
·
¸

0 1 0 1 
 x2  ≤ 1
1
0 0 1 1  x3 
x 23
To rank feasible solution vectors x, we present an income function c:
£
¤
10 10 10 18

The objective is to maximize income by finding an x ∗ → ∀i : c T x ∗ ≥ c T x i .
Because in this objective function the income of the suite is lower than that
of the two rooms rented out independently and reservation requests for all
three rooms, allocation of the three single requests will maximize income.
Linear programs can be solved much more quickly than loosely structured problems, enabling practical – in our case, online – searching of much
larger problem spaces. The central structure in linear programs that ensures
efficient convergence to a global optimum is convexity. The feasible region
of a linear search space is either empty, unbounded or a convex polytope (in
two dimensions: a polygon), because each (in)equality splits the search space
linearly in a feasible and unfeasible subspace. The feasible region is the intersection of all feasible subspaces. Because the cost (or income) is also a linear
combination of variables, each objective value forms a hyperplane. The goal
of LP is to find the highest income or lowest cost hyperplane that intersects
the feasible region. Feasible solutions are those that have their hyperplane
intersect or touch the feasible region. Therefore, a (not necessarily the) optimum must always lie on the outer edge of the convex hull. The first LP solver,
the simplex method, on average converges to the globally optimal solution
much faster than a random solver, by walking the exterior of the hull from an
arbitrary solution to the nearest local optimum. Since the hull is convex, any
local optimum is necessarily also a global optimum.
The invariants that guarantee fast convergence with simplex also restrict
applicability of LP. To generate a closed convex hull, the search space must
be a continuum. As the example above shows, many practical problems are
discrete. Some, but not all, non linear programs can also be solved efficiently.
The success of LP in solving complex problems spawned interest in solvers
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for other domains, most importantly non linear, discrete (integer) and uncertain (stochastic) problem spaces. These methods are collectively known
under the umbrella term math programming. Some classes of problems are
also inherently convex and have known fast solvers. Others must make use of
slower exhaustive search, approximate search or branch and bound. Perhaps
counter intuitively, integer problems (IP) can take orders of magnitude longer
to solve due to loss of convexity in the search space. One solution to speed up
discrete search is to “relax” the problem into a continuous counterpart. Then,
simplex will give the relaxed optimum, from which one can deduce an upper
bound on the integer solution. Moreover, if the linear optimum happens to
lie on an integer coordinate, the solution is certain to be optimal also for the
original IP problem.
For some well behaved discrete problems, convexity of this form is guaranteed, such as Network flow problems. These can be expressed as integer
problems in the domain −1, 0, 1. The constraints model the arcs in the network as an incidence matrix, where the beginning of an arc consumes a good
(−1) and the end produces one (1). For these problems a specialized solver,
network simplex, outperforms even the simplex method. Practical math programming packages can automatically identify subproblems that expose network flow or another structure amenable to fast search and apply a faster
solver. In application tailoring, key to curbing time complexity is to expose
network structure wherever possible.
One last point of concern when applying LP especially in a dynamic setting is that each change in the model requires a complete recalculation. Because effects on the feasible region are unknown, partial results cannot be
safely reused. Cost of recurrent simplex execution therefore scales linearly.
For some problem domains, more scalable (in this regard) solvers are known.
Dijkstra, for instance, localizes changes and required recalculation to a part
of the graph – enabling reuse of other known distances.

Approximate Search Sometimes, even fast solvers cannot produce an
optimal answer in a feasible timespan. This may be because too little structure can be exploited or because too many options exist. In either case, another – faster – solver must be sought that produces a solutions as close as
possible to the optimum in a given timespan: an approximate search algorithm. Ideally, an approximate solution can be compared to a known upper
bound, as is the case between the linear relaxation of an IP and its integer
approximation. Greedy algorithms converge quickly, but in general give no
claim on result quality. Besides domain-specific heuristics, they can be said
to always follow the metaheuristic that the first fit is a good enough fit. In gen-
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eral, approximate algorithms employ such model-independent metaheuristics to guide search in an unknown search space. Approximate solvers can
be split in three disjoint approaches: Monte Carlo search, local search and
population based search. We have already discussed the first. The other two
approaches are far more promising if the search space can be expected to
exhibit some structure (but not otherwise, the free lunch theorem teaches
us [WM97]).
Local search moves from a given position in the search space towards the
expected location of the optimum and uses information gained during the
walk to alter its direction and speed. The simplest strategy, random walk does
not apply any strategy to select its next move. A directed strategy is to move
(for minimization) in the direction with the steepest decline. Such gradient
descent (or, hill climbing, in the context of maximization) will converge on a
near extreme. In a convex search space, gradient descent will find the optimal. The more erratic the search space, however, the higher the chance that
it gets stuck in a local extreme that is not at all optimal. All other approximate
search methods make use of gradient descent in one way or another, but they
reduce the risk of getting stuck by introducing some risk that they move away
from a local optimum. How to trade off the two cannot be said decisively:
this is known as the exploration versus exploitation dilemma in search. If the
nearest local optimum turns out to be the global optimum, ‘smart’ strategies
will generally take longer to converge than simple hill climbing (in line with
the free lunch theorem).
The chance of becoming stuck prematurely can be reduced by matching
the stepsize to the amount of structural knowledge. Initially, when little is
known about the problem, solution quality will easily improve, encouraging
the taking of huge steps to explore a wide landscape. As search progresses,
however, it is likely that it takes more effort to find improvements. At this
point exploitation of known fruitful regions takes over. In local search, where
movement follows a single trajectory, the strategy of slowly reducing stepsize
is known as simulated annealing (SA) – after the physical process of annealing
in metallurgy where a material is first heated and then cooled in controlled
fashion for structural improvement. In SA, maximum stepsize is a function of
a variable T (for temperature) that starts large, but gradually reduces as the
algorithm progresses (T must always remain positive). At each step, the next
stepsize is chosen as a result of T and the relative improvement seen in the
last step.
Local search has little sense of history; another class of approximate algorithms replaces step-by-step operation with parallel exploration of the search
space. Population based search has a smaller chance of becoming stuck in
a local extreme, because multiple agents move more or less independently
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of one another. Clearly, population based methods trade off specificity (exploitation) for robustness (exploration). At its simplest, population based
search parallelizes local search. Real algorithms are more interesting, however, in that they exchange information between individuals. The manner
in which they share results is the main differentiating feature between algorithms. Research continues to produce new approaches, many of which are
modeled after physical processes, such as particle swarm optimization [KE95]
(derived from social flocking) and ant colony optimization [DMC96]. We here
only introduce the most common kind and one influential extension. Evolutionary algorithms are population based methods that robustly adapt a population of solution, or ‘species’, in a manner reminiscent of how physical species
adapt to their surroundings according to the theory of evolution. Implementation details vary widely. The most common and classical form of EA, genetic algorithms (GA) separate search into ‘generations’. At each generation
they produce a set of candidate solutions with the help of three operations:
selection, combination and mutation. Initially, a random set of individual
solutions is created. Each is ranked according to the solution space’s objective function. Then, a selection phase chooses a subset for mating. The simplest strategy only selects the fittest individuals for survival. Experimentation
showed, however, that this strategy can lead to premature convergence to a
local minimum. More varied and robust selection operations are therefore
also commonly applied. Then, a new set of individuals is generated by combining the selected individuals from the last generation. In a pure GA, combination is modeled after chromosomal crossover in DNA (genetic recombination). Finally, for added robustness, random mutation is applied to the DNA
strands. The approach requires that a solution vector can be expressed as a
reasonably long character string (although not at all as long as physical DNA).
Many other EAs exist besides pure GAs, with varying preference for exploitation and exploration. Memetic algorithms (MA) combine GAs at the global
level with local search performed by each individual. This approach takes a
cue from the Lamarckism – the disproved evolutionary notion that behavior
of an individual (phenotype) can influence its DNA (genotype) and thereby
its offspring.

Machine Learning All approximate search algorithms discussed so far
demand that problems have a clear objective function that ranks each candidate solution unambiguously. This is not always the case. There exists a class
of problems for which we can reasonably expect some pattern to exist in the
problem space, but where we have no way of quantifying this pattern a priori.
Machine learning algorithms try to extract structure during search [Sol75].
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The approach is very robust, because it places very few constraints on problem shape. It is particularly suited to problems with dirty and imprecise input
data. They are commonly applied to classification tasks, for instance approximate object recognition in (blurry) photographs.
We discern two types of learning: supervised and unsupervised. In the
first, an algorithm learns problem structure by trial. A common approach is
reinforcement learning, where a supervisor tutors using a training set of data
and answers. The algorithm classifies each item in the set and the supervisor
skews future behavior by rewarding correct or near correct answers and punishing mistakes – the simplistic carrot and stick approach to education. In
application tailoring, reinforcement learning with a domain expert can prepare a self-adaptive system for autonomous decision making. Unsupervised
learning is not concerned with ranking solutions; it is commonly applied to
clustering problems and less applicable to the kind of optimization problems
we are interested in here.
Machine learning approaches are well suited to problems where it is difficult to give a clear system model (including an objective function), but offer
little other benefit. The most well known machine learning model is the artificial perceptron, or artificial neural network [HKP91], with its many variants.
Modeling of internal system state is not necessary with machine learning, but
input to the model must still be chosen and the output interpreted.

B.1.1 Classification
Figure B.3 summarizes the presented search strategies and classifies them by
the problem structure they target. If no structure exists at all, no method will
outperform simple Monte Carlo as long as it does not visit any nodes more
than once. If structure can be assumed to exist, we differentiate three classes
of problems. The simplest class consists of problems of which initially nothing is known, least of all an objective function to rank solutions. Here, supervised learning can help encode subjective ‘expert’ preferences. In the second
class, a quantitative ranking function exists, but nothing is known about the
relationship between its input and output. Problem structure can be highly
irregular, so that exhaustive search is the only approach that can find an optimum with certainty. For large search spaces, exhaustive search is infeasible.
Here it is replaced with greedy or approximate search as that converges to
higher ranking solutions for a given timespan. The last category consists of
problems that expose well known structure, facilitating directed search towards a global optimum.
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Figure B.3: Classification of Solvers by Problem Domain

B.2 Practical Considerations In Automation
Two complications render perfect optimization infeasible and therefore
application tailoring inexact. First, some properties, such as security, are not
easily expressed as a simple scalar value. Second, applications may demand
contradicting combinations of properties, such as throughput and reliability.
Because models can be refined ad infinitum, it is important to keep in mind
that our goal is not to achieve perfect correspondence with reality, but to generate very good (preferable, but not necessarily optimal) configurations.

B.2.1 Uncertainty
Numerical optimization’s Achilles’ heel is the assumption that all input can
be properly quantified. In reality, model input can often only be estimated –
if at all: omissions in data are also probable. To be practical, a control system must be able to generate adequate configurations with such imprecise
and incomplete input. Strict logic parsing cannot handle information gaps or
express uncertainty. This section reviews alternatives that are more robust to
operation under uncertainty. Called for in this regard is that an algorithm is
stable across a wide band of noisy input: that small variations in input do not
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result in large perturbations in output. Offline simulation with input variation can generate experimental data on a model’s stability to data volatility.
In a model that accepts imprecise input, the difference between quantitative data and heuristics is no longer black and white. Like robustness, admissibility of heuristics can be verified offline. In this manner, a rule of thumb is
compared against numerical optimization on a wide array of simulated systems for which perfect input can be assumed. Or, inversely, invariants on
large sets of systems and applications can be automatically extracted from
simulation, giving heuristics that can reasonably be called admissible.
Uncertainty in model building is a well known problem and many workarounds
have been devised. The simplest approach to handle information gaps is to
fall back on default values. If values such as cost or capacity are normalized,
defining defaults is especially straightforward. Application tailoring picks default values to describe object (filter, stream, space, etcetera) features if none
are specified explicitly. Information gaps can be also be seen as an extreme
form of imprecision: if a value by definition falls in a normalized domain (say,
the unit interval [0, 1]), then an unknown value can be said to be at least zero
and at most one. Imprecision therefore is the more general problem. We
briefly review five approaches of modeling it.
Probability theory [Kol56] takes imprecision as a belief statement. The
unit interval is split into regions, each with a probability that the true value of
an estimated parameter lies in this region. Bayes’ theorem enables inference
from such a probabilistic data set. The method requires defining prior probabilities on all statements and is not easily combined with aforementioned
solvers. Most importantly, the concept of probability does not really correspond to our notion of imprecision. Dempster-Shafer theory takes a different approach. It models a statement and its certainty by two variables that
bound the chance that the statement is true. Belief B (A) implements the
lower bound: if it is one the statement must be true; plausibility Pl (A) implements the upper bound: if it is zero the statement must be false. Clearly,
B (A) ≤ P (A) ≤ Pl (A). Like Bayesian inference, Dempster-Shafer theory supplies a rule to calculate conditional probabilities. It also shares characteristics
with imprecise probability modeling. Here, the uncertainty is not encoded
by a single probability value. Possibility theory [Zad99] models uncertainty
with the upper and lower bounds necessity and possibility, giving a probability function with the unit interval as domain and range. Possibility theory
is not compositional: the probability function of unions and intersections of
variables is undefined. Fuzzy logic extends possibility theory with arbitrary
probability functions and a composition rule for Boolean operations.
Stochastic programming [Dan04] joins stochastic data with math programming. Common approaches of stochastic program modeling involves sam-
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pling the probability function of a parameter and calculating the optimum
for each sample. In this approach, the state space grows linear with the number of samples. If the probability function can be assumed to be monotonic
between sampled points, sampling can be curtailed as long as both inputs
generate a very similar (for some quantification of very) configuration. Additional sampling points can be generated on demand for problems that show
wide perturbations in output. Although the method allows for use of complex
fuzzy functions, in application tailoring we limit the uncertainty model to a
pair of upper and lower bound estimators for each object. Sampling is only
performed to estimate configuration robustness.

B.2.2 Conflict
Another common issue in optimization is the need in practice to balance
conflicting goals. In application tailoring, for instance, we frequently observe
conflict between maximizing computational efficiency of a filter and minimizing transport cost of the incident streams. In this case, the variables governing choice are interdependent, i.e., selection of one restricts freedom for
the others. Buffer stack selection is an example of largely independent choice,
as most buffer implementations can be combined at will (although we have
identified a handful of exclusive choices).
Interdependent variables are one type of conflict, another occurs when
multiple objectives are defined. Application tailoring as described in the introduction strives for high throughput, but adaptive systems in general have
more demands. Streamline enables application-tailored objective functions.
One example use is to value high throughput, but demand fault tolerance.
More technical goals are isolation from other tasks (real-time constraints),
space complexity minimization (embedded operation) and user-level processing (robustness). The interface section lists more options and explains
how users can convey demands. This section is concerned with how demands can be reconciled when they conflict. When interdependent variables can be expressed using the same metric, their conflict is resolved by the
solver. Conflict resolution becomes problematic when goals are not quantitatively comparable. In this case, a decision maker must be appointed to
rank goals. This task is generally ad hoc and subjective. Because in application tailoring we expressly want to avoid involving end users, we must find an
automated solution that will adequately trade off arbitrary unforeseen combinations of goals. We briefly review established strategies for structured (cf.
ad hoc) and preferably objective (cf. subjective) conflict resolution.
A first structured approach, multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA), makes
implicit preferences explicit by ranking all options along a number of axes.
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Choices that are clearly suboptimal on all dimensions are then safely purged.
To decide among the remaining candidates, a subjective last selection step
is still required, however. These methods are commonly applied in unquantifiable decision making, e.g., public policy making. In numerical optimization, the same problem is known as multi-objective optimization. Within this
domain, the relaxation of math programming with multiple objectives is referred to as goal programming [CC61]. At its simplest, a goal program is a
linear program with multiple objectives c i that are in principal incomparable.
To balance goals, they must be brought into correspondence. While in
practice many methods are ad hoc, this is not to say that more structured approaches do not exist. Subjective balancing takes one of two main forms: lexicographic ordering or weighted combination. Multi objective solutions can be
written as a vector x i = (x i 1 , x i 2 , ..., x i n ) of all objective functions’ outcomes.
In lexicographic ordering, solution raking is strictly ordered by ranking of the
ordered scalar results. Solution x i < x j ⇐ x i 1 < x j 1 . If x i 1 = x j 1 , then the next
scalar pair x i 2 and x j 2 is compared, etcetera. Intuitively, it is easy to think of
lexicographic order as the alphabetic order used in dictionaries and phone
books. Besides pure lexicographic order, where objectives are totally ordered,
forms can be constructed where some objectives are equally strong. For instance, throughput may be considered of principal importance, but isolation
and fault-tolerance equally important secondary concerns. In this case, objectives are no longer totally ordered. Now the solution space is only partially
ordered and can contain mutually incomparable solutions.
Weighted combination is the alternative to lexicographic ordering that
defines a single function f (x i 1 , x i 2 , ..., x i n ) : Rn → R that combines all objective values into a single equation. The simplest form is as a linear weighted
sum
n
X
f (~
xi ) =
α j xi j − β j
j =1

where the weights α j scale ranges and the offsets β j transpose the origins, to
make dimensions correspondent. Like the ordering of scalars, definition of
weights and offsets is principally subjective. One structured method is not to
give preference to any objective. In that case, each scalar is normalized, e.g.,
to the unit interval.
Unit scaling is structured, but not objective, since it stills defines weights.
Intuitively this may seem unavoidable, but it is actually possible to define a
weightless selection method. Given a a partially ordered set (poset) of solutions, one objective selection method is to only allow the set of maximal
elements of the poset: those that have no other solution ranking above them
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in at least one dimension. We say that as a result these non-dominating solutions make up the highest ranking options between which an objective decision maker is indifferent (the maximal indifference set). Pareto optimality is a situation where no alternative exists that improves on at least one
scalar without disadvantaging another. Clearly, the set of all Pareto optimal
solutions, known as the Pareto front of the search space, is a subset of the
maximal indifference set. Pareto fronts are approximated by genetic algorithms when the property of non domination is valued in the fitness function [DPAM00, ZLT01]. A generic method for expressing a Pareto optimality
constraint in goal programs is not known [LA07].
Pareto optimality is not necessarily consistent with subjective notions of
optimality. One well known drawback is that Pareto constraints say nothing about balance among objectives. On the contrary, note that a solution
that maximizes one dimension, but minimizes all others (e.g., the normalized
three dimensional vector [1, 0, 0]) is Pareto optimal. In practice, we invariably prefer the equally Pareto optimal vector [0.9, 0.9, 1]. Preference is given to
well-balanced solutions by ranking the solutions in the Pareto-front. Again,
we strive to avoid using subjective measures. A norm is a distance metric in
a metric space. The most common norm in Euclidean space is probably the
magnitude, as given by the Pythagorean of a vector’s coordinates. The second
example vector above has a Euclidean length of approximately 1.62, whereas
the first only measures 1. We could use Euclidean distance, therefore, as an
objective norm. Instead, we follow common practice by taking the Chebyshev
norm ||x i ||∞ , which is the supremum of length in each individual dimension
x i : max {|x i 1| , |x i 2 |, ..., |x i n |}. Objective is not to select the solution with the
maximal Chebyshev norm – then the vectors would be indistinguishable. Instead, we use this norm to calculate the minimal distance for a given solution
from an unattainable aspiration point x̂, that combines the maxima observed
for each individual dimension xˆi . This approach imposes a degree of fairness
on the solution, by limiting negative outliers. The objective then becomes
to minimize the maximal (or ‘worst’) deviation in any dimension. This solution is known as the min-max optimum because it "yields the “best” possible
compromise solution" [Esc88]. For this reason it is also called the solution
with the “least objective conflict”. This can be expressed as the achievement
scalarizing function (ASF)
c(~
xi ) =

n
X

|x i j − x̂ j |

j =1

Again, we assume for simplicity that all dimensions are already normalized to
unit length. Now, the first vector has a Chebyshev norm of |1 − 1| + |0 − 0.9| +
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|0 − 1| = 1.9 and the second of |1 − 0| + |0.9 − 0.9| + |1 − 1| = 1 and the second is
preferred. The min-max optimum can be calculated over all solutions or only
over the Pareto front, depending on whether optimality or balance is valued
higher. The present implementation of Streamline uses the second.
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